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EXPERT REPORT OF DR. BRENDAN FREY

REGARDING INVALIDITY OF PATENTS-IN-SUIT

I. SUMMARY OF REPORT

l. | have been retained as an expert in this case by counsel for Defendants and

Counter-Plaintiffs Hughes Communications Inc., Hughes Network Systems LLC,

DISH Network Corporation, DISH Network LLC, and dishNETSatellite

Broadband LLC (collectively, “Defendants”). I expect to testify at trial about the

matters set forth in this report, if asked about these matters by the Court or by the

parties’ attorneys.

2. I understand that the Plaintiff and Counter-Defendantin this proceeding, the

California Institute of Technology (“Plaintiff’ or “Caltech”) has asserted against

Defendants the following four patents:

e U.S. Patent No. 7,116,710 (the “’710 patent’);

e U.S. Patent No. 7,421,032 (the “’032 patent”);

e U.S. Patent No. 7,916,781 (the “781 patent”); and

e U.S. Patent No. 8,284,833 (the “’833 patent”).

3. [ further understand that Plaintiff has asserted the following claims:

e claims 1, 4, 6, 15, 20, and 22 of the *710 patent;

e claims 1, 18, 19, and 22 of the °032 patent;

e claims 16 and 19 of the *781 patent; and

e claims 1, 2, 4, and 8 ofthe °833 patent.

= I have been asked for my expert opinion on whetherthe claimslisted in the

preceding paragraph (the “asserted claims”) are valid. In my opinion,all of the

asserted claims are invalid for the reasons stated below.

>. I have also been asked for my opinion on whether various documents,

including an email from an inventor dated March 7, 2000, demonstrate conception

=jic
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of the claimed invention. In my opinion, these documents do not demonstrate

conception for the reasons stated below.

6. I have also been asked for my opinion regarding whether three references

(two by Lubyet al. and one by Richardsonet al.) were material to the claimed

invention. In my opinion, as explained below, these three references, none of

which were before the patent office during prosecution of the asserted patents,

were material to the claimed invention.

BACKGROUND

A. Qualifications and Experience

7. [ received a B.Sc. with Honors in Electrical Engineering from the University

of Calgary in 1990, a M.Sc. in Electrical and Computer Engineering from the

University of Manitoba in 1993, and a Ph.D.in Electrical and Computer

Engineering from the University of Toronto in 1997. Since July 2001, I have been

at the University of Toronto, where | am a Professor of Electrical and Computer

Engineering and Computer Science.

8. During my career | have conducted research in the areas of graphical models

error-correcting coding, machine learning, genome biology and computer vision.[

have authored more than 200 publications and am namedas an inventoron nine

patents issued by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

9. I have received a number of honors and awards for the research I have

conducted. In 2008, I was named a Fellow of the Institute for Electrical and

Electronic Engineers (IEEE), an honor given to a person with an “extraordinary

record or accomplishments”in the field of electrical engineering. In 2009, | was

named a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science

(AAAS), an honorthat recognizes “efforts on behalf of the advancement ofscience

or its applications which are scientifically or socially distinguished.”

xP
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10. In 2009, I was awarded a Steacie Fellowship for my work on the theory and

implementationofartificial and natural mechanismsfor inferring patterns from

data. The Steacie Fellowship is awarded by the Natural Sciences and Engineering

Research Council of Canada (NSERC)to “outstanding and highly promising

scientists and engineers” who are faculty members of Canadian universities. In

2011, 1 received the NSERC’s John C. Polanyi Award, in recognition of my

research on inferring genetic codes embedded in DNAthat direct activities within

cells.

11. Throughout my career I have received funding from various governmental

agencies to support my research, including the Natural Sciences and Engineering

Research Council of Canada, the Canadian Institutes of Health Research, and the

CanadianInstitute for Advanced Research.

12. A copy of my curriculumvite is attached to this report as Exhibit A.

B. Understanding of the Law

13. Tam notanattorney. For the purposesofthis report, | have been informed

about certain aspects of the law that are relevant to my analysis and opinions, My

understanding of the law is as follows:

i) Invalidity in General

14. A patent is presumed valid, and a challenger to the validity of a patent must

show invalidity of the patent by clear and convincing evidence. Clear and

convincing evidence is evidence that makes a fact highly probable.

ii) Anticipation

15. A patent claim is invalid if it is “anticipated” by prior art. For the claim to

be invalid becauseit is anticipated, all of its requirements must have existed in a

single device or method that predates the claimed invention, or must have been

described in a single publication or patent that predates the claimed invention.
33.
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16. The description in a written reference does not have to be in the same words

as the claim, but all of the requirements of the claim must be there, either stated or

necessarily implied, so that someoneofordinary skill in the art, looking at that one

reference would be able to make and use the claimed invention.

17. A patent claim is also anticipated if there is clear and convincing proofthat,

more than one year before the filing date of the patent, the claimed invention was:

in public use or on sale in the United States; patented anywhere in the world; or

described in a printed publication anywhere in the world. This is called a statutory

bar,

iii) Obviousness

18. A patent claim is invalid if the claimed invention would have been obvious

to a person ofordinary skill in the art at the time the application was filed. This

meansthat evenif all of the requirements of a claim cannot be foundin a single

prior art reference that would anticipate the claim orconstitute a statutory bar to

that claim, the claim is invalid if it would have been obviousto a person of

ordinary skill who knew aboutthe priorart.

19. The determination of whether a claim ts obvious should be based upon

several factors, including:

« the level of ordinary skill in the art that someone would have hadat the time
the claimed invention was made;

e the scope and contentofthe prior art;

e whatdifference, if any, existed between the claimed invention and the prior
art.

20. Inconsidering the question of obviousness,it is also appropriate to consider

any secondary considerations of obviousness or non-obviousness that may be

shown. These include:

e commercial success of a product due to the merits of the claimed invention;
~4.
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a long felt need for the solution provided by the claimed invention;

unsuccessful attempts by others to find the solution provided by the claimed
invention;

copying of the claimed invention by others;

unexpected and superiorresults from the claimed invention;

acceptance by others of the claimed invention as shownby praise from
others in the field or from the licensing of the claimed invention; and

independentinvention of the claimed invention by others before or at about
the same time as the named inventor thought ofit.

A patent claim composedofseveral elements is not proved obvious merely

by demonstrating that each of its elements was independently knowninthe prior

art. In evaluating whether such a claim would have been obvious,it is relevant to

consider if there would have been a reason that would have prompted a person of

ordinary skill in the field to combine the elements or concepts from thepriorart in

the same wayas in the claimed invention. For example, market forces or other

design incentives may be what produced a change,rather than true inventiveness.

It is also appropriate to consider:

oD.

e whether the change was merely the predictable result of using prior art
elements according to their known functions, or whetherit was the result of
true inventiveness;

whetherthere is some teaching or suggestion in the prior art to make the
modification or combination of elements claimed in the patent;

whether the innovation applies a known technique that had been used to
improve a similar device or method in a similar way; or

whether the claimed invention would have been obviousto try, meaning that
the claimed innovation was oneof a relatively small numberofpossible
approachesto the problem with a reasonable expectation of success by those
of ordinary skill in the art.

In considering obviousness,it is important to be careful not to determine

obviousness using the benefit of hindsight; many true inventions might seem

obvious after the fact.

BBs
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23. Asingle reference can alone rendera patent claim obvious,if any

differences between that reference and the claims would have been obvious to a

person of ordinary skill in the art at the time ofthe alleged invention — thatts, if the

person of ordinary skill could readily adapt the reference to meet the claims of the

patent, by applying known concepts to achieve expected results in the adaptation of

the reference.

iv) The “Written Description” Requirement

24. A patent claim is invalid if the patent specification does not contain a written

description of the invention to which the claim is directed. To satisfy the written

description requirement, a patent specification must describe the claimed invention

in sufficient detail that one of ordinary skill in the art can reasonably conclude that

the inventor had possession of the claimed invention.

25, An applicant showspossession of the claimed invention by describing the

claimed invention with all ofits limitations using such descriptive means as words,

structures, figures, diagrams, and formulasthat fully set forth the claimed

invention. A description that merely renders the invention obvious does notsatisfy

the written description requirement.

v) Inequitable Conduct and Materiality

26. Ihave been informed that during prosecution, inventors have a duty to

disclose to the Patent Office all information knownto the inventors that is material

to the patentability of the claims being examined.

27. Information is deemed to be material to patentability whenit is not

cumulative to information already before the Patent Office, and when: (1) it

establishes, by itself or in combination with other information, that a claim was

unpatentable; or (2) it refutes, or is inconsistent with, a position the applicant takes

-6-
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in (a) opposing an argument of unpatentability relied on by the Patent Office, or (b)

asserting an argumentofpatentability.

C. Materials Reviewed

28. Among the materials I have reviewed in forming my opinionsare:

e The *710, °032, *781, and °833 patents;

e The prosecutionhistories of the °710, °032, °781, and °833 patents;

e Theprior art of record that was available to the patent examiner;

e Theprior art references discussed herein;

e Claim Construction Order dated August 6, 2014 (Dkt. No. 105):

e Declaration of Stephen B. Wicker, dated Oct. 6, 2014 (Dkt. No. 130-10);

e Transcript of the October 14, 2014 deposition of Stephen B. Wicker;

e IPR Petition No. IPR2015-00067 and accompanying exhibits, including the
declaration of Henry D.Pfister;

e IPR Petition No. IPR2015-00068 and accompanying exhibits, including the
declaration of Henry D.Pfister;

e IPR Petition No. [PR2015-00060 and accompanying exhibits, including the
declaration of Henry D.Pfister;

« IPR Petition No. IPR2015-00059 and accompanying exhibits, including the
declaration of Henry D. Pfister;

e IPR Petition No. IPR2015-00061 and accompanying exhibits, including the
declaration of Henry D.Pfister;

e IPR Petition No. IPR2015-00081 and accompanying exhibits, including the
declaration of Henry D.Pfister;

e Transcript of the December 11, 2014 deposition of inventor Aamod
Khandekar:;

e ‘Transcript of the January 7, 2015 deposition of inventor Hui Jin;

e Transcript of the Jan 15,2015 deposition of Dariush Divsalar;

e Laboratory Notebook of Robert McEliece (CALTECH000004472-603):

e Caltech’s Supplemental Responses to Defendants’ First Set of
Interrogatories, Nos. 3-5, Jan. 11, 2015;

ae
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e Caltech’s Second Supplemental Responsesto Interrogatories 1-5 and

Caltech’s First Supplemental Responsesto Interrogatories 6-11;

e Email from Brendan Frey to Dariush Divsalar dated Dec. 8, 1999
(CALTECH000024021):

e Khandekar, Aamod (“Capacity Achieving Codes on the Binary Erasure
Channel”) (CALTECH000007321-7349).

e Khandekar, Aamod, “Graph-based Codesand Iterative Decoding,”thesis
dated June 10, 2002.

e McEliece Email dated March 7, 2000 (CALTECH000008667)

e Luby, M. et al., “Practical Loss-Resilient Codes,” STOC '97 (1997)

e Luby, M.et al., “Analysis of Low Density Codes and Improved Designs
Using Irregular Graphs,” STOC 98, p. 249-259 (1998)

e Richardson,T.et al. “Design of provably good low-density parity check
codes,” JEEE Transactions on Information Theory (1999) (preprint)

29. Level of Ordinary Skill in the Art

30. In myopinion, based on the materials and information I have reviewed, and

on my extensive experience working with people in the technical areas relevant to

the patents-in-suit(i.e. in the field of code design), a person of ordinary skill in the

art is a person with a Ph.D.in electrical or computer engineering with emphasis in

signal processing, communications, or coding, or a master’s degree in the above

area with at least three years of work experiencethis field at the time of the alleged

invention.’ | understand that Caltech has agreed withthis definition of the level of

ordinary skill in this case.”*

' | was asked to use a similar qualification for a “person ofordinary skill in the art” for purposes
of a declaration that I understand wasfiled in connection with petitions for /nter Partes Review
of the asserted patents. See Declaration of Brendan Frey dated October 14, 2014, at §[2.

Reporter’s Transcript of Claim Construction and Motion Hearing of July 9, 2014, Ex. 1026,at
98.

> This is also consistent with testimony given by, e.g., Dr. Dariush Divsalar, an author ofone of
the priorart references discussed in this report (see Divsalar Dep. at 55-56).

-8-
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D. Claim Constructions Used in This Report

31. 1 understand that the parties have agreed on the following claim

constructions:

 
 

  

  Claim Term Agreed-Upon Construction 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

  
 

 
 

 “irregularly” “a different numberof times”
(°710 and °032 patents)

“interleaving” / “interleaver” /
“scramble”

(°710 patent)

“sums ofbits in subsets of the

informationbits” / “summingofbits
in a subsetof the information bits” /

“adding additional subsets of
information bits”

(°781 patent)

“wherein two or more memory
locations of the first set of memory
locations are read by the permutation
module different times from one

another”

(°833 patent)

“permutation module”
(°833 patent)

 

  
 

  

 “changing the order of data elements”/
“module that changes the order of data
elements”

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

“the result(s) of adding together two or
more information bits from a subset of

information bits” / “adding together two or
more information bits from a subset of

information bits”

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 “where two or more memory locations of
the first set of memory locations are read
by the permutation module a different
numberof times from one another”

 
 
 

 
 

 

 “a module that changes the order of data
elements” 

32. | further understand that the Court in this case has issued a claim

construction order construing certain disputed claim termsas follows:
  

Claim Term Court’s Construction

“transmitting” / “transmission” “sending over a channel”
(°032 patent)   
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“codeword” “a discrete encoded sequenceofdata
(°781 patent) elements” 

“repeat” plain meaning’
(°710 and °032 patents) 

“combine”/ “combining” “perform logical operations on”
(*833 patent)

Equation in claim 1 of the ’032 patent |“the parity bit x; is the sum of(a) the parity
(°032 patent) bit x;.; and (b) the sum of a number,‘a,’ of

randomly chosen irregular repeats of the
message bits”   

Tanner Graph term in claims 11 and _|“a graph representing an IRA code asa set
18 of °032 patent of parity checks where every messagebit is
(°032 patent) repeated, at least two different subsets of

messagebits are repeated a different
numberof times, and check nodes,

randomly connected to the repeated
messagebits, enforce constraints that
determine the parity bits” 

33. For the purposesofthis report, I have used the constructions givenin the

two tables above. For all other claim terms, | have used the plain and ordinary

meaning the term would have to one of ordinary skill in theart.

Il. OVERVIEW OF THE TECHNOLOGY

34. The four patents-in-suit, which share a commonspecification, relate to the

field of error-correcting codes. Below I provide a brief introduction to channel

coding and error-correcting codes, and highlight a few of the developmentsin the

field that are relevant to the asserted patents. Also, attached as Appendix A is a

mathematical description of some properties of error-correcting codes.

* The Claim Construction Order dated August 6, 2014 expounded onthe plain meaning of
“repeat.” For example, the order said the “plain meaning of ‘repeat’ requires the creation of new
bits correspondingto or reflecting the value ofthe originalbits. In other words, repeating a bit
with the value 0 will produce anotherbit with the value 0, The Court will refer to this conceptas
duplication” (Claim Construction Order dated August6, 2014, p. 10).

«iQ:
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A. Error-Correcting Codes in General

35. Most computing devices and other digital electronics use bits to represent

information. A bit is a binary unit of information that may have one of two values:

1 or 0. Any type of information, including, e.g., text, music, images and video

information, can be representeddigitally as a collectionofbits.

36. When transmitting binary information over an analog communication

channel, the data bits representing the information to be communicated (also called

“information bits” or “source bits”) are converted into an analog signal that can be

transmitted over the channel. This process is called modulation. The transmitted

signal is then received by a receiving device and converted back into binary form.

This process, in which a received analog waveform is converted into bits,is called

demodulation. The steps of modulation and demodulation are shownin the figure

below:

Modulation » Transmission Demodulation

aia AALS allt11000010 ee 3s Alie ANN eee 11000010
| Transmitter | Receiver |

Digital Analag Digital
Information Signal Information

(bits) (waves) (bits) 
Modulation, Transmission, and Demodulation

37. Transmission over physical channels is never 100% reliable. The

transmitted signal can be corrupted during transmission by “noise” caused by,e.g.,

obstacles obstructing the signal path, interference from other signals, or

electrical/magnetic disturbances. Noise can causebits to “flip” during

transmission: for example, because of noise, a bit that was transmitted as a 1 can be

corrupted during transmission and demodulated as 0, and vice versa.

FF.
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38. Error-correcting codes were developed to combat such transmissionerrors.

Usingthe bits representing the information to be communicated (called

‘information bits”, “data bits” or “source bits”) an error-correcting code generates

“parity bits” that allow the receiver to verify that the bits were transmitted correctly

and to correct transmission errors that may have occurred.

39, Bits are encoded by an encoder, which receives a sequence of information

bits as input, generates parity bits based on the information bits according to a

particular encoding algorithm, and outputs a sequence of encodedbits (or data

elements) called a codeword. The codeword produced by the encoderis then

modulated and transmitted as an analogsignal.

40. At the receiver the signal is received, demodulated and passed to the decoder

which uses a decoding algorithm to recoverthe original codeword andthe original

information bits.

>. Transmission

ii 00101010010 11000010 
Informatian bits Codeword Codeward Information bits 

Encoding and Decoding

41. Error-correcting codes work by adding redundant information to the original

message. Due to redundancy, the information represented by a given information

bit is spread across multiple bits of the codeword. Thus, even if one of those bits is

flipped during transmission, the original informationbit canstill be recovered from

the others.

42. Asasimple example, consider an encoding scheme, which I will call

“repeat-three,” that outputs three copies of each information bit. In this scheme,

the information bits “1 0 1° would be encoded as “111 000 111.” Uponreceipt,

1s
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the decoder converts instances of “1117 into “1” and instances of “000”tnto “0” to

produce the decodedbits “1 0 1,” which matchthe original informationbits.

43. Supposea bit is flipped during transmission, changing “O00” to “010.” The

decoderwill be able to detect that there was a transmission error, because “010”Is

not a valid “repeat-three” codeword. Using a “majority vote”rule, the decoder can

infer that the original information bit was a 0, correcting the transmission error.

Thus, due to the redundancy incorporated into the codeword, no information was

lost due to the transmissionerror.

44. Error-correcting codes may be either systematic or non-systematic. Ina

systematic code, both the parity bits and the original information bits are included

in the codeword. In a non-systematic code, the encoded data only includes the

parity bits.

45. Systematic and non-systematic codes had been knownin the art for decades

prior to May 18, 2000, the claimed priority date of the patents-in-suit (see, ¢.g.,

Wicker Dep.at 77:15-20; see also, e.g., Divsalar Dep. at pp. 66-67).

B. Coding Rate

46. Manyerror-correcting codes encode information bits in groups, or blocks of

fixed length n. An encoder receives an k-bit block of information bits as input, and

produces a corresponding m-bit codeword. Theratio k/n is called the rate ofthe

code. Because the codeword generally includes redundant information, 77 is

generally greater than k, and the rate k/n of an error-correcting code is generally

less than one.

C. Performance of Error-Correcting Codes

47. The effectiveness of an error-correcting code may be measured using a

variety of metrics.

aT:
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48. Onetool used to assess the performance of a codeis its bil-error rate (BER).

The BERis defined as the numberof corrupted information bits divided by the

total number of information bits during a particular time interval. For example,if a

decoder outputs 1000 bits in a given time period, and 10 of those bits are corrupted

(i.e., they differ from the information bits originally received by the encoder), then

the BER ofthe code during that time periodis (10 bit errors) / (1000 total bits) =

0.01 or 1%

49. The BER of a coded transmission depends on the amountofnoise thatis

present in the communication channel, the strength of the transmitted signal (i.e.,

the powerthat is used to transmit the modulated waveform), and the performance

of the error-correcting code. An increase in noise tends to increase the errorrate

and an increase in signal strength tends to decrease the error rate. The ratio of the

signal strength to the noise, called the “signal-to-noise ratio,” is often used to

characterize the channel over which the encodedsignalis transmitted. The signal-

to-noise ratio can be expressed mathematically as E,/No, in which &;is the amount

of energy used to transmit eachbit of the signal, and Nois the density of the noise

on the channel.° The BERofan error-correcting code is often measured for

multiple values of £;/No to determine how the code performs under various

channel conditions.

50. Error-correcting codes may also be assessed based on their computational

complexity. The complexity of a code is a rough estimate of how many

calculations are required for the encoder to generate the encoded parity bits and

how manycalculations are required for the decoder to reconstruct the information

> Note that as used herein, BER refers to the information BER, which measuresthe percentage of
bits that remain incorrect after decoding. This is not to be confused with the ¢ransmission BER,
which measures the percentageofbits that are incorrect when they are received by the decoder.
° Moreprecisely, E;/Ng is the normalized signal-to-noiseratio. It is a dimensionless quantity that
does not depend on the particular units used to measure the strength ofthe signal and the
quantity of noise on the channel.

-|4-
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bits from the parity bits. If a code is too complex, it may be impractical to build

encoders/decoders that are fast enoughto useit.

D. LDPC Codes, Convolutional Codes, Turbocodes, and Repeat-
Accumulate codes

51. In 1963, Robert Gallager described a set of error correcting codescalled

Low Density Parity Check (“LDPC”) codes. Gallager described how LDPCcodes

provide one method of generating parity bits from informationbits using a matrix

populated with mostly Os and relatively few 1s, and he described how decoding

could be performed using an iterative “message passing” decoding algorithm,as

described below.’

52. Gallager’s work waslargely ignored over the following decades, as

researchers continued to discover other algorithms for calculating parity bits. These

algorithms included, for example, convolutional encoding (see below) with Viterbi

decoding and cyclic code encoding with bounded distance decoding. In many

cases these new codes could be decoded using low-complexity decoding

algorithms.

53. In 1993, researchers discovered “turbocodes,” a class of error-correcting

codes capable of transmitting information at a rate close to the Shannon Limit — the

maximum rate at which information can be transmitted over a channel.

Turbocodes makeuse of “convolutional codes’, which were described in the

1960’s and were widely used in telephone modemsin the 1980’s and 1990’s. A

convolutional codeis a type of error-correcting code that generates parity bits by

processing the information bits in order. The convolutional code contains a

“memory bank” in the form of a short sequenceofbits, e.g., 4 bits. When an

information bit ad, is processed, the memory bits 5), 52, 53, S4 are combined with the

informationbit to produce a new memorybit and the remaining memory bits are

7 Gallager, R., Low-Density Parity-Check Codes (Monograph, M.1.T. Press, 1963).
-15-
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“shifted”, so that the last memory bit is discarded. For example, the new memory

bit Sy) could be computed by Sy, = dy + 8; + 89 + 53+ 84 modulo 2, and the other

memory bits would be 5) =S|, 83 =5>, and 54 = 83. What does “modulo 2” mean?

If the sum ofthe bits is even, then the sum modulo 2 is zero, whereasif the sum of

the bits is odd, then the sum modulo 2 is one. Note that s4 has been discarded.

Whenan information bit is being processed, a parity bit is also generated. The

parity bit y, is a combination of the new memory bit and the entire set of current

memory bits, for example, yy, = s; +4 modulo 2. The combinations used to

determine the new memory bit and the parity bit need not includeall of the bits,

e.g., the above example usesall bits to compute the new memory bit, but only s)
and sy when computing the parity bit. If a particular bit is used in a combination,

wesay there is a “tap” connectedto that bit. In the example, the parity bit is

connected by a tap tos, and anothertap to sy. The set of taps for the memory bit

and the set of taps for the parity bit are fixed when processing information bits and

they completely characterize the convolutional code. In a “systematic”

convolutional code, the informationbits are also transmitted across the channel, in

addition to the parity bits. Some parity bits and/or some information bits may be

punctured soas to adjust the rate of the convolutional code (the number of

information bits processed divided by the numberofbits transmitted). If the new

memory bit doesn’t have any taps to any memory bits, the code is called “non-

recursive” and otherwiseit is called “recursive”, alluding to the fact that the new

memory bit dependsonthe bits in the old memory. Using the above example,the

figure below shows howa recursive convolutional code is depicted, where a circle

with a plus inside indicates summation modulo 2 and a box with a T inside

indicates a memory location (figure modified from 5

* Claude Berrou etal., Near Shannon Limit Error-Correcting Coding and Decoding: Turbo
Codes, 2 IEEE International Conference on Communications, [CC *93 Geneva. Technical

+16.
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54. Convolutional codes are usually decoded using the “Viterbi algorithm”or

the “BCJR algorithm”. These algorithms can be viewedasiterative “message

passing” decoding algorithms, if we represent the convolutional code using a

“Tanner graph”or a “factor graph”, as described below.

55. The main drawback of convolutional codesis that they only produce local

redundancy in the output stream. They do not perform well when the channel

introduces errors that are nearby. Turbocodes overcomethis deficiency by

encodingthe input bits twice. The inputbits are fed to a convolutional encoder in

their normal order, and they are also reordered by an interleaver and the reordered

bits are encoded by a second convolutional encoder. Using a turbocode, a small

numberoferrors will not result in loss of information unless the errors happen to

fall close togetherin both the original data stream and in the permuted data stream,

whichis unlikely.

56. A standard turbocoder encodes a sequenceof information bits using two

convolutional coders, The information bits are passed to the first convolutional

coderin their original order. At the same time, a copy of the informationbits

 

Program, Conference Record 1064 (1993); °032 patent, 1:29-56,
=f:
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permuted by an interleaver is passed to the second convolutional coder. The figure

below showsthe structure of a typical turbocoder.”

Racursive

Systematic
Code (37,21)

Fig. 2 Recursive Systematic codes
with parallel concatenation.

 
57. In 1995, David J. C. MacKay rediscovered Gallager’s work from 1963

relating to low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes and demonstrated that they

have performance comparable to that of turbocodes. " Turbocodes and LDPC

codes have some commoncharacteristics: both codes use pseudo-random

permutations to spread out redundancy, and both useiterative “message passing”

decoding algorithms.

” Claude Berrouet al., Near Shannon Limit Error-Correcting Coding and Decoding; Turbo
Codes, 2 JEEE International Conference on Communications, [CC °93 Geneva. Technical
Program, Conference Record 1064 (1993); °032 patent, 1:29-56.
'° MacKay, D. J. C. and Neal, R. M. “Near Shannon Limit Performance of Low Density Parity
Check Codes.” Electronics Letters, vol. 32, pp. 1645-1646 (1996).

-18-
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58. In 1995 and 1996, researchers began to explore “concatenated”

convolutional codes.'' While turbocodes use two convolutional coders connected

in parallel, concatenated convolutional codes use two convolutional coders

connected in series: the information bits are encodedbya first encoder, the output

of the first encoderis interleaved, and the interleaved sequence is encoded by a

second convolutional code. In such codes,the first and second encoders are often

called the “outer coder” and the “inner coder,” respectively.p y

59. In 1998, researchers developed “repeat-accumulate,” or “RA codes” by

simplifying the principles underlying turbocodes. '? In RA codes,the information

bits are first passed to a repeater that repeats (i.e., duplicates) the information bits

and outputs a stream ofrepeated bits (the encoder described above in the context of

the “repeat three” coding schemeis one example of a repeater). The repeated bits

are then passed through an interleaver, which scramblestheir order, and then to an

accumulator, where they are “accumulated” to form the parity bits, which are

transmitted across the channel.

60. The accumulation operation is a running sum process whereby each inputbit

is added to the previous inputbits to produce a sequence of running sums, each of

which represents the sum ofall input bits yet received. More formally, if an

accumulator receives a sequenceof input bits i), i, 73, ... /,, it will produce output
13

bits 0), Oo, 03, ... O,, Such that: ~

'| Benedetto, S. et al., Serial Concatenation ofBlock and Convolutional Codes, 32.10
Electronics Letters 887-888 (1996).
"2 Divsalar, D. et al., “Coding Theorems for Turbo-like Codes.” Proc. 36th Allerton Conf. on
Comm., Control and Computing, 201 (Sept. 1998).
'3 Here | use the ® symbol to denote modulo-2 addition.
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 ay = 1;

02 = 11 Biz

03 = 11 OB t2 OB 2s

On = 4 Biz B13 B+ ++ Btn

61. The accumulation operation can also be described as a recursive operation in

which each outputbit is the sum of the previousoutput bit and the current input bit

o= ty

02 = 01; Oleg

03 = 02 Brg

On = Onna i tn

62. As this recursive formulation shows, each accumulated bit can be calculated

by performing a single modulo-2 addition operation. This relatively low

computational complexity is one of the benefits of accumulate codes. In particular,

it allows accumulate codes to be encoded quickly and cheaply.

63. Repetition and accumulation were well knownin the art by May 18, 2000

and by March7, 2000, the claimed priority date and the claimed conceptiondate,

respectively, of the patents-in-suit (see, e.g., Wicker Dep. at 66:18-67:11, Jin Dep.

at 67:8-23, 122:7-13).

E. Irregularity

64. A regular code is a systematic code that corresponds to a Tanner graph in

which each information node is connected to the same numberof check nodes, or a

nonsystematic code that corresponds to a Tanner graph in which each parity node

-2()-
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is connected to the same numberof check nodes.'* By contrast, an irregular code

is a systematic code that corresponds to a Tanner graph in which some information

nodes are connected to more check nodes than others, or a nonsystematic code that

corresponds to a Tanner graph in which someparity nodes are connected to more

check nodes than others. The concepts of regu/ar and irregular need not be

expressed with reference to Tanner graphs, but it is convenientto do so.

65. Irregular LDPC codes werefirst introduced in a 1997 paper by Lubyetal. .

The paper showedthat irregular codes perform better than regular ones on certain

types of noisy channels. At the time, this paper was widely read by coding

theorists, and gave rise to several lines of research into irregular error-correcting

codes, For example, in my own papertitled “Irregular Turbocodes.” presentedat

the 1999 Allerton Conference on Communications, Control, and Computing,I

applied the concept ofirregularity to turbocodes by explaining howto construct

irregular turbocodes in which some information bits connect to more check nodes

than others. My experimental results demonstrated that these irregular turbocodes

perform better than the regular turbocodes that were knownintheart.

66. By May 18, 2000 and by March 7, 2000, the claimed priority date and the

claimed conception date, respectively, of the patents-in-suit, it was known to those

with ordinary skill in the art that the performanceof any type oferror-correcting

code could be improved by addingirregularity (see, e.g., Wicker Dep, at 232:6-

233:8). For example, on Dec. 8, 1999, | wrote to Dr. Divsalar, the lead author on

the paper “Coding Theoremsfor ‘Turbo-Like’ Codes” discussedin this report,

suggesting that the RA codes that he and Dr. Robert McEliece had been working

on should be madeirregular (see CALTECH000024021).

if For a more complete discussion of Tanner graphs, see generally Appendix A.
'S Luby, M. et al., “Practical Loss-Resilient Codes,” STOC '97 (1997).
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Il. THE PATENTS-IN-SUIT 

A. Summary of the Specification.

67. [have been informedthat the patents-in-suit share a commonspecification

and that they were filed as a sequence of continuation applications as shown in the

diagram below.

 
 

 Prov. App. No. 60/205,095
Filed May 18, 2000

U.S. App. No. 09/922,852
Filed Aug. 18, 2000

Continuation-in-part

U.S. Pat. No. 7,116,710

Filed May 18, 2001
Issued Oct. 3, 2006

Continuation

U.S. Pat. No. 7,421,032
Filed Oct. 3, 2006

Issued Sept. 2, 2008

 
  
 

  
 

 

  
  

  
Continuation

U.S. Pat. No. 7,916,781
Filed Jun. 30, 2008

Issued Mar. 29, 2011

Continuation

U.S. Pat. No. 8,284,833
Filed Mar. 28, 2011
Issued Oct. 9, 2012

 

  
  

68. The specification, which is commonto the four patents-in-suit, is generally

directed to irregular RA codes (or “IRA” codes). Figure 2 of the specification,

reproduced below, showsthe structure of an IRA encoder:

299)
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FIG. 2

69. Explaining this figure, the patents describe encoding data using an outer

coder 202 connected to an inner coder 206 via an interleaver 204 (labeled “P”)

(°710 patent at 2:33-40).

70. Outer coder 202 receives a block of information bits and duplicates each of

the bits in the block a given numberoftimes, producing a sequence of repeated

bits at its output (id. at 2:50-52). The outer coder repeats bits irregularly —i.e., it

outputs more duplicates of some information bits than others (id. at 2:48-50).

71. The repeated bits are passed to an interleaver 204, where they are scrambled

(id, at 3:18-22). The scrambled bits are then passed to the inner coder 206, where

they are accumulated to form parity bits (id. at 2:65-67; 2:33-38). According to the

specification:

Such an accumulator may be considered a block coder whose input
block [x), .... X»] and output block [y), ..., yn] are related by the
formula

yi-*|

y2=x\ Ox»

V3=x OxOx;
VAX | Ox2Bxz@. .. Oxy,

(id. at 3:2-10).

72. The patent specification teaches both systematic and non-systematic codes.

In a systematic code, the encoder outputs a copy ofthe information bits in addition

x43
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to the parity bits output by inner coder 206 (the systematic output is represented in

Fig. 2. as an arrow running toward the right along the top of the figure).

73. I discuss each of the patents individually below. However, | note here that

Caltech has characterized all four of the asserted patents as being directed to [IRA

codes.'®

B. ’710 Patent

i) Claims

74. The *710 patent includes 33 claims, of which claims 1, 11, 15, and 25 are

independent. Independent claims | and 11 are directed to methods of encoding a

signal that include “first encoding” and “second encoding”steps. Independent

claim 15 is directed to a “coder” for encoding bits that includes a “first coder” and

a “second coder.” Claim 25 is directed to a “coding system” that also encodesbits

using a first and second coder, and further includes a decoder for decoding the

encodedbits. I understand that Caltech asserts claims 1, 4, 6, 15, 20, and 22 in this

Case.

ii) Prosecution History

a) First Office Action. September 3, 2004

75. The patentoffice issuedafirst office action rejecting some ofthe claims

under 35 U.S.C. § 102 as anticipated by U.S. Patent No. 6,014,411 (to Wang) and

under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as obvious over Wang in view of Wiberget al., “Codes and

Iterative Decoding on General Graphs,” /995 Intl. Symposium on Information

Theory, Sep. 1995, p. 506.

6 See, e.g., Plaintiff's Technology Tutorial (Dkt. No. 85), p. | (whichstates that “[a]l! of the
patents in suit relate to a novel error correction technique known as IRA codes”),
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b) Response: November 24, 2004

76. Inresponse, the applicant argued that the rejected claims are not anticipated

or obvious over the cited art because they all require that bits be repeated

“irregularly” or “a different numberof times” during the first encoding step, while

Wangteaches repeating bits “the same numberoftimes,i.e., regularly” (Response

dated Nov. 24, 2004 at 11).

c) Second Office Action: March 4, 2003

77. The patentoffice issued a second office action allowing some claims and

rejecting others. In particular, the examiner allowed claim 1 in responseto the

applicant’s arguments. The examiner also rejected independent claims 15 and 24,

under 35 U.S.C. § 102 as anticipated by U.S. Patent No. 6,396,423 (to Laumenet

al.). The patent office also rejected several dependent claims under 35 U.S.C. §

103 as obvious over Laumenalone.

d) Response: May 5, 2005

78. Inresponse, the applicant attempted to overcome the examiner’s rejections

by amending claims 15 and 24to require that the second coder encodebits at a rate

“within 50% of one” (previously, the claims had recited a rate “close to one”)

(Response dated May 5, 2005 at 7-8). In the same amendment, the applicant added

new claims 32-35.

e) Third Office Action: July 21, 2005

79. The patent office issuedathird office action maintaining its previous

rejections over Laumen, noting that Laumenteaches a transmission rate of 1/2, and

1/2 is “within 50% of one” (Office Action dated Jul. 21, 2005 at 4),

PD Response: October 21, 2005

80. To overcome the examiner’s rejection, the applicant canceled claims 32 and

34 and incorporated their subject matter into claims 15 and 24, respectively. As
aoe
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amended, claims 15 and 24 require that the second coder encodebits at a rate

“within 10% of one” (Response dated Oct. 21, 2005 at 9).

C. ’032 Patent

i) Claims

81. The ’032 patent includes 23 claims, of which claims 1, 11, and 18 are

independent. Independent claim 1 is directed to a method that comprises

generating a sequence ofparity bits from a collection of messagebits in

accordance with particular mathematical formulae, and making the parity bits

available for transmission. Independent claim 11 is directed to an encoderthat

generates a sequenceofparity bits from a collection of messagebits in accordance

with a particular Tanner Graph. Independent claim 18 is directed to a device for

decoding a data stream that has been encoded in accordance with the same Tanner

Graph. I understand that Caltech asserts claims 1, 18, 19, and 22 in this case.

ii) Prosecution History

a) First Office Action: September 6, 2007

82. The patent examinerinitially allowed pending claims 1-17 and rejected

independent claim 18 and dependent claims 19-24 under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as

obvious over U.S. Patent No. 5,530,707 (to Lin) in view of U.S. Patent No.

6,859,906 (to Hammonsetal.).

b) Response: Feb 4, 2008

83. To overcome the examiner’s rejection, the applicant canceled claim 20 and

incorporated its subject matter into independent claim 18. The amendment further

limited claim 18 to require that the message passing decoderof claim 18 be

configured to decode a data stream that has been encoded in accordance with a

particular Tanner graph.

-26-
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D. °781 Patent

i) Claims

84. The ’781 patent includes 22 claims, of which claims 1, 13, 19, 20, and 21 are

independent. Independentclaim | is directed to a two-step process for encoding a

signal, where the first encoding step involves a linear transform operation and the

second involves an accumulation operation. Independent claims 13 and 19 are

directed to methods of encoding a signal that generate codewords by summing

information bits and accumulating the resulting sums. Independentclaims 20 and

21 are directed to methods that involve summing information bits and parity bits to

generate a portion of an encoded signal. | understand that Caltech asserts claims

16 and 19 in this case.

li) Prosecution History

a) First Office Action: October 28, 2010

85. The patent examinerissuedafirst office action allowing some claims but

rejecting claims 13-17 and 20 as anticipated by U.S. Patent 5,181,207 (to Chapman

et. al.) and requiring applicants to clarify the term “irregular,”as it appeared in

claims 9 and 23.

b) Response: January 27, 2011

86. To overcomethe examiner’s rejection, the applicant canceled claim 21 and

incorporated its subject matter into independent claim 13. As amended, claim 13

requires that “the information bits appear in a variable numberof subsets”

(Response dated Jan. 27, 2011 at 4).

87. In accompanying remarks, applicants disagreed with the examiner’s

statementthat the term “irregular” was unclear, stating that “[i]t is believed that the

meaning of the term "irregular" in the claims is clear and is well knownin the arto

computer coding technology”(id. at 7) (emphasis added). However, to overcome

-27-
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the examiner’s rejection, the applicant amended claims 9 and 23 to remove the

word “irregular,” replacing it with the requirement that the information bits appear

‘in a variable numberof subsets”(id. at 3, 6).

E. °833 Patent

1) Claims

88. The °833 patent includes 14 claims, of which claims land 8 are independent.

Independent claims | and 8 are directed to an apparatus and a method,respectively,

for encoding informationbits that are stored in a first set of memory locations by

combining informationbits with parity bits that are stored in a secondset of

memory locations, and accumulating the bits in the second set of memory locations

Both claims require that at least two ofthe first set of memory locations be read
sl7

“different times from one another.’ I understand that Caltech asserts claims1, 2,

4, and 8 in this case.

ii) ProsecutionHistory

89. After the examiner had allowedall pending claimsin the application, the

applicant attempted to amend claims | and 8 as follows: “wherein atetalnumber

efindices two or more memorylocationsof the first set of memory locations are

read by the permutation module different times from one another represents-a

variablenumber’ (Amendment dated May 7, 2012).

90. The examiner did not enter these amendmentsafter allowance because they

changed the scope of the claims that had already been allowed. The applicant

subsequently filed a request for continued examination, after which the examiner

allowed the claims as amended.

' As noted above, the parties have agreedthat this claim term requires memorylocations to be
read a different number of times from one another.

-28-
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IV. SUMMARY OF THE PRIOR ART

A. Divsalar

91.  D. Divsalar, H. Jin, and R. J. McEliece, “Coding theorems for "turbo-like”

codes,” Proc. 36th Allerton Conf. on Comm., Control and Computing, Allerton,

Illinois, pp. 201-210 (“Divsalar”) was published in Sept. 1998, about 1.5 years

before the filing of the provisional application to which the patents-in-suit claim

priority, and I have been informed that Divsalar qualifies as prior art to all four of

the patents-in-suit.

92.  Divsalar teaches “repeat and accumulate” codes, whichit describes as “a

simple class of rate 1/g serially concatenated codes where the outer code is a g-fold

repetition code and the inner code is a rate 1 convolutional code with transfer

function 1/(1 + Dy” (Divsalar at 1). Fig. 3 of Divsalar, reproduced below, shows

an encoderfor a repeat-accumulate code with rate N/qN:

LENGTH N rate 1/q qn|P| qn rate 1 qn[WEIGHT] fw] repetition law] [qu] 1/(1+D) (h]
QqN x qN

permutation
matrix

Figure 3. Encocler for a (gy. .N) repeat aud accunrilate
code. The numbers above the input-output lines

indicate the length of the corresponding block, and
those below the lines indicate the weight of the block.

93. A block ofN information bits enters the coderat the left side ofthe figure

and is provided to the repeater (labeled “rate 1/q repetition”) (see id. at 5). The

repeater duplicates each of the NV information bits g times and outputs the resulting

N x qg repeated bits, which are then “scrambled by an interleaverof size gN”(id.,

referring to the box labeled “P”’). The scrambledbits are “then encodedbya rate |

accumulator”(id., emphasis in original; see also Divsalar Tr. at pp. 59-63, 68-69).

94. Divsalar describes the accumulator as follows:

-29-
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[W]e prefer to think of[the accumulator] as a block coder whose
input block [x;, ..., X,] and output block [y), ..., y,] are related by
the formula

yvi-*

yIFX + XQ

VIAN, + X27 Xs
WAX) HQ FXG 0. TH,

(id. at 5). The plus signs (“+”) in Divsalar’s formula represent modulo-2, or

exclusive-OR, addition (see id.; see also Divsalar Tr. 69:10-16).

95. Divsalar uses repeat-accumulate codes to prove a conjecture regarding the

interleaver gain exponent (IGE), which is a numerical parameter that estimatesthe

rate at which the word error rate decreases as the block length increases.

96. Divsalar further shows that RA codes have “very good” performance and

that they can be efficiently decoded using a “message passing decoding algorithm”

(id. at 9-10).

97. Divsalar teaches that turbocodes, serially concatenated convolutional codes

and RA codescanall be viewed as “turbo-like” codes: “Wecall these systems

“turbo-like” codes and they include as special cases both the classical turbo codes

and the serial concatentation of interleaved convolutional codes” (Divsalar

Abstract) and “In Section 5, we define a special class of turbo-like codes, the

repeat-and-accumulate codes, and prove the IGE conjecture for them”(Divsalarat

1). More specifically, RA codes can be viewed as turbocodes, in whichthe

information bits are punctured, or truncated, none ofthe parity bits are punctured,

and the convolutional code is an accumulator. “The accumulator can be viewed as

a truncated rate-1 recursive convolutional encoder with transfer function 1/(1 + D)”

(Divslar at 5). Divsalar also makes use of the fact that RA codes can be viewed as

turbocodes to explain the decoder: “But an important feature of turbo-like codes is

the availability of a simple iterative, message passing decoding algorithm that

approximates ML decoding. We wrote a computer program to implementthis
-30-
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‘turbo-like’ decoding for RA codes with q = 3 (rate 1/3) and q = 4 (rate 1/4), and

the results are shown in Figure 5” (Divsalarat 9).

98. As explained further below, Divsalar teaches all but one aspect of an IRA

code: irregularity (the “I” in Jrregular Repeat-Accumulate). That is, Divsalar

teaches regular repeat-accumulate (RA) codes rather than irregular repeat-

accumulate codes. A single modification to Divsalar —7.e., changing the repeatto

being irregular instead of regular — would result in the IRA codes that Caltech

claims to have invented. I also explain below why it would have been obviousto

one of ordinary skill before the Caltech patents were filed (and before Caltech’s

claimed conception date) to add irregularity to the repeat-accumulate codes of

Divsalar, resulting in the irregular repeat-accumulate codes to which the patents-in-

suit are directed.

B. Luby

99. US. Patent No. 6,081,909 to Luby etal. (“Luby”), titled “Irregularly

graphed encoding technique,” wasfiled Nov. 6, 1997, about 2.5 years before the

filing of the provisional application to which the patents-in-suit claim priority, and

I have been informed that Luby qualifies as priorart to all four of the patents-in-

sult.

100. The Luby patent mirrors the teachings of Luby’s seminal paperthatI

described above, in whichthe conceptofirregular error-correcting codes wasfirst

introduced. Specifically, Luby teaches “a technique for creating loss resilient and

error correcting codes having irregular graphing between the message data and the

redundantdata” (Luby at 1:5-10). “Irregular graphing” refers to codes with Tanner

graphs in which some information nodes are connected to more check nodes than

others (see, e.g., id. at 3:27-29,stating that “different numbersoffirst edges are

associated with the data items”’).

331-
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to  101. A Tanner graph correspondingto an irregular code is shownin Fig. 17 of

Luby, reproduced below:

1@1@1

1@oSo@ioi

OBO 161 110°

NO IGISI S191

110 
FIG. 17

102. In this figure, the circles on the left represent information bits to be encoded

and the circles on the right represent parity checks computed for these information

bits. Each parity check on the right is computed by summing together (modulo 2)

all of the information bits connected to that parity check by an edge in the graph

(see id. at 17:64-67).'*

103. As the figure shows, some information nodes ontheleft contribute to three

parity checks on the right, while others contribute to two(i.e., all nodes on theleft

which are connected to two lines, such as the top node, contribute to two parity

checks and all nodes on the left which are connected to three lines, such as the

second node from the top, contribute to three parity checks). An encoding scheme

with a Tanner graph in which some information nodes are connected to more check

nodes than others is the defining characteristic of an irregular code.

'* | explain what an “edge”is in this context in Appendix A, below.
-32.
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C. Mackay

104. D. J.C. MacKay, S. T. Wilson, and M, C. Davey, “Comparison of

constructions ofirregular Gallager codes,” JEEE Trans. Commun., Vol. 47, No. 10,

pp. 1449-1454 (“MacKay”) was published in Oct. 1999, about six months before

the filing of the provisional application to which the patents-in-suit claim priority,

and I have been informed that MacKay qualifies as priorart to all four of the

patents-in-suit.

105. MacKay is motivated by “[t]he excellent performanceofirregular Gallager

codes,” and explores “ways of further enhancing these codes” (MacKay at 1459).

In particular, MacKay investigates the constructions of both regular and irregular

Gallager codes with encoding algorithms that have low computational complexity.

D. Ping

106. L. Ping, W. K. Leung, N. Phamdo, “Low Density Parity Check Codes with

Semi-random Parity Check Matrix.” Electron. Letters, Vol. 35, No. 1, pp. 38-39

(“Ping”) was published in Jan. 1999, more than a year beforethe filing of the

provisional application to which the patents-in-suit claim priority, and J have been

informed that Ping qualifies as prior art to all four of the patents-in-suit.

107. Ping teaches constructing LDPC codes that can be encoded in two stages. In

the first encoding stage, a generator matrix is applied to a sequence of information

bits to produce sumsof information bits. In the second stage, the sums of

information bits are accumulated recursively to generate the parity bits (see Ping at

38),

108. Ping’s code can be described as an LDPC code with two components: an

outer coder that is an LDGM coder followed by an inner coderthat ts an
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accumulator. Thus Ping teaches LDPC codesthat are also accumulate codes. of

understand that the codes Caltech has accused of infringement, 7.2., the DVB-S2

codes, can also be encoded using LDPC + accumulate coders. One difference

between Ping and the accused codes is that Ping’s LDPC codeis regular whereas

in the accused DVB-S2 codes, the LDPC codeis irregular. As explained below,it

was obvious before Caltech’s alleged invention to make codesirregular, e.g..

because it was known that doing so would improve their performance. In

particular, it was obvious before Caltech’s alleged invention to make Ping’s LDPC

code irregular. Therefore, if Caltech establishes that its claims cover the accused

DVB-S2 codes, then those claims would be invalid in view ofPing and the art that

rendered it obvious to make Ping’s LDPC codeirregular, e.g. Luby, MacKay and

Frey99,

E, Frey99

109. Frey, B. J. and MacKay, D. J. C., “Irregular Turbocodes,” Proc. 37th

Allerton Conf, on Comm., Control and Computing, Monticello, Illinois (“Frey99”)

waspublished on or before March 20, 2000, whichis before the filing of the

provisional application to whichthe patents-in-suit claim priority, and I have been

informed that Frey99 qualifies as priorart to all four of the patents-in-suit.

110, Frey99 is a paper that I wrote in collaboration with David MacKay. In

Frey99, David MacKayandI applied the concept ofirregularity to turbocodes by

explaining how to constructirregular turbocodes, i.e., turbocodes with Tanner

graphs in which some information nodes are connected to more check nodes than

others. Our experimental results demonstrated that these irregular turbocodes

perform better than the regular turbocodes that were knownintheart.

'” Below I refer to these codes as “LDPC + accumulate” codes.
<4:
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111. AsI explain in Frey99, “an irregular turbocode has the form shownin Fig. 2

whichis a type‘trellis-constrained code’ as described in [7]. We specify a degree

profile,f;€[0, 1],d€{1,2,...,D}. fy is the fraction of codeword bits that have

degree d and D is the maximum degree. Each codewordbit with degree d”" is

repeated d times before being fed into the permuter. Several classes of permuter

lead to linear-time encodable codes. In particular, if the bits in the convolutional

code are partitioned into ‘systematic bits’ and ‘parity bits’, then by connecting each

parity bit to a degree 1 codeword bit, we can encodeinlinear time” (Frey99at 2).

112. As this passage explains, the irregular turbocodes I described in Frey99

operate by irregularly repeating the informationbits, interleaving the repeated bits

using a “permute”(i.e., an interleaver), and encoding the permuted bits using a

convolutional code. Figure 2 of Frey99, reproduced below,illustrates such an

irregular turbocode:

 

Convolutional code

 THLE
|

| Perrmuter

Rep2| | Rep2| | Reps | | Reps
| | |

   
| |

YO 6 Q 3 ar4 f A & = i i L Sr ell

fy hs ts Ip

Figure 2: A general ¢rreqular turbocode. For d = 1,.....D, fraction fy af the codeword
hits are repeated d@ times, pernmted and connected to a convolutional code

113. In this figure, bits in the subset /| are not repeated, bits in the subset/, are

repeated twice, bits in the subset/; are repeated three times, and bits in the subset

fp are repeated D times.

0 A bit with “degree d”is a bit that contributes to d parity check bits. In Frey99, bits of degree d
are repeated d times prior to permutation.
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F. Frey Slides

114. I prepared the Frey Slides(titled “Irregular Turbo-Like Codes”) in

collaboration with David MacKay and presented them at the Allerton Conference

in September, 1999. The Frey Slides contain the material upon which the Frey99

paper, published in the Allerton 1999 conference proceedings,is based.

115. In particular, the Frey Slides describe how irregularity can improve code

performanceand introduce the concept of irregular turbocodes. Using the same

procedure described in the Frey99 paper, the Frey Slides show how known,regular

turbocodes can be “irregularized,” step by step:

“Irregularizing” a turbocode

Reguiar turbocode R=10/20 “|rreguiarization”

Panty bits O = = = =

States, rreailis 7 OOOO

Systematic bits

States,trellis 2 O-O+O*O7rO-OyOOo

Panty bits) o a Cc , 
Frey Slides at 4
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In the figure above, a regular turbocode (upperleft) is “irregularized” by tying

information nodes together (upperright), thereby raising their degree, resulting in

an irregular turbocode (lowerright).

116. Also, using a diagram identical to Figure 2 of Frey99 (described above) the

Frey Slides show howirregular turbocodes can be implemented via irregular

repetition:

Rate-degree relations
 

Treilis representing consiituent convoluliona: codes, average rate Fr ; 

 

 

_Rep2) | Rep2: f
 

a
 
 

Frey Slides at 5

117. The Frey Slides also describe selection of degree profiles (see id. at 6) and

providedetails regarding the rate of the resulting convolutional coderandthe

overall rate of the irregular turbocode (/d. at 5-8, 13).

118. I understand that Caltech has alleged a date of invention of March 7, 2000. I

further understand that Caltech may argue that the Frey99 paper wasnot published

until after its alleged invention date. In the event that the Court finds that the

patents-in-suit are entitled to a date of invention that predates the publication of

Frey99, and the Frey99 paperis deemednotto beprior art to the patents-in-suit,

then the Frey Slides may be substituted for the Frey99 paperin all of the positions

explained below. For the purposesofthe invalidity opinionsset forth in this report

the teachings of Frey99 and the Frey Slides are interchangeable. Toillustrate how

the Frey Slides may be substituted for Frey99, whereverI cite to Frey99 in the

ed7s
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report below, I have also included citations to the corresponding teachings in the

Frey Slides.

G. RA.c

119. Source codefile “RA.c.” dated September 28, 1998, was written by David

MacKayat the University of California at San Francisco.

120. The RA.c source code implements a “[r]epeat-accumulate code simulator.”

The file includes a function called “RA_encode”that performs a repeat-accumulate

encoding operation.

121, The operation of RA.c is described in a commentat the beginning of the

source code file:

/*
RA.c

(c) DICM 98 09 28

Repeat-accumulate code simulator

read in code definition
loop {

encode source string
add noise
decode

}

Code definition: (stered in "alist")

Use of alist allows arbitrary numbers of repetitions
of each bit.

K source block length

ALL BZ as TUN number of repetitions of each source bit
N = sum nik
alist defines permutation of N encoded bits

note, an additional permutation of the N accumulated
bits may be a good idea, (for non-memoryless channels)

transmitted bits are integral of encoded bits

Future plans;
clump source bits into clumps. Have multiple parallel accumulated streams.
Have little sub-matrices (like GF(q) ) defining response of accumulator to
clumps.

*/

(RA.c at 1) (emphasis added).

122. As shownbythe highlighted passages above, the commentat the top of

RA.c explicitly refers to repeat-accumulate codes in which different information

bits are repeated different numbers of times. Therefore, this comment, written
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more than 1.5 years before the alleged conception date of the patents-in-suit,

explicitly teaches irregular repeat-accumulate codes.

H. °999 Patent

123. U.S. Patent No. 4,623,999 to Pattersonet al. (hereinafter, the “’999 patent”),

wasfiled on June 4, 1984, more than 15 years before the filing date of the

provisional application to which the patents-in-suit claim priority, and I have been

informed that the °999 patent qualifies as prior art to all four of the patents-in-suit.

124. The °999 patent teaches an encoder for encoding information bits using a

linear error-correcting code. The encodertaught by the *999 patent usesaplurality

of memories that store values used during the encoding process (°999 patent at

Abstract, describing “[a]n efficient look-up table encoder for encoding k bit

information words with linear error correcting block codes is provided comprising

a plurality of read-only memories...”) (emphasis added). The teachings of

the °999 patent illustrate that the use of memories to implement error-correcting

coders was knownin the art for decades prior to the claimed priority date of the

patents-in-suit.

I. Accused Hughes Products

125. As] explain below,the earliest priority date to whichthe claims of the °833

patent could be entitled is March 28, 2011, the date those claims werefirst filed.

126. I have been informed that a numberofthe accused products in this case were

sold by Defendants prior to March 28, 2011. If the claims of the °833 patentare

entitled to a priority date of March 28, 2011, these accused products would qualify

as prior art to the claims of the °833 patent.

Vv. SUMMARY OF ANTICIPATION AND OBVIOUSNESS OPINIONS 

127. As I explain in detail below,the asserted claims are either anticipated by or

obviousoverthe prior art references described above. Broadly speaking, the
-39-
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claimed codes represent the combination of RA codes, which were generally

knownbythose ofordinary skill in the art by March 7, 2000, with irregularity,

which had been shownyears before to improve the performance of codes like RA

codes.

128. One of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to combine these

two ideas. RA codes are described in detail in Divsalar, published more than a

year before the alleged conception date of the patents-in-suit. The concept of

irregularity had been introduced by Luby in 1997, and by March 7, 2000 had been

thoroughly explored in a numberofpapers and publications, including Frey99,

MacKay,and the Luby °909 patent, discussed below (in particular, Frey99 teaches

irregular repetition, whichis specifically required by some of the asserted claims).

By March 7, 2000, both RA codes andirregularity would have been common

knowledge to one of ordinary skill in the art.

129, Indeed, prior to March 7, | myself suggested incorporating irregularity into

|RA codes. In particular, as described below, | suggested in an email to Dariush

Divsalar that he make his RA codes irregular (See Email from Brendan Frey to

Dariush Divsalar dated Dec. 8, 1999 (CALTECH000024021)). Consistent with the

email I sent to Dr. Divsalar, making RA codes irregular was merely an obvious

application of my earlier work onirregular turbocodes, which| presented at the

Allerton 1999 conference, 6 months before Caltech’s alleged conception date of

March 7, 2000, and whichis described in Frey99 and the Frey Slides.

130. I explain these opinionsin further detail below, with reference to each

limitation of the various claims that have been asserted by Caltech.

VI. THE ASSERTED CLAIMS OF THE ’710 PATENT ARE INVALID 

131, As I explain below,asserted claims 1, 4, 6, 15, 20, and 22 of the *710 patent

are invalid. I also explain why claims 3, 5, and 21, from whichclaims4, 6, and 22
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depend, respectively, are invalid. A summary of the opinionsset forth in this

section is given in the table below:

*710 Claim

 
 

Frey99 (or|Frey99 (or Frey
Frey slides)|slides) + Divsalar

Anticipated Anticipated Obvious; Obvious
by Frey or Obvious

Anticipated Anticipated Obvious Obvious
by Frey or Obvious

Obvious Obvious|Obvious

Divsalar + Luby|Divsalar + MacKay

 

Obvious Obvious Obvious 

Obvious Obvious Obvious 

Obvious Obvious Obvious 

Obvious Obvious Obvious  
Obvious Obvious Obvious 

A. Claim 1 of the ’710 Patentis Invalid

132. Claim 1 of the *710 patent reads:

i)

1. A method ofencoding a signal, comprising:

obtaining a block ofdata in the signal to be encoded;

partitioning said data block into a plurality of sub-blocks, each
sub-block including a plurality of data elements:

first encoding the data block to from”! a first encoded data block,
said first encoding including repeating the data elements in
different sub-blocks a different number of times; ,

interleaving the repeated data elements in the first encoded data
block; and

second encodingsaid first encoded data block using an encoder
that has a rate close to one.

Claim 1 of the °710 Patent is Anticipated by Frey99

133. Lexplain below,one limitation at a time, why claim1 is anticipated by
Frey99,

“| | note that the word “from” here should be “form.” Thatis, this limitation is about forming “a
first encoded data block.” Notwithstanding that typographical error, [ have reproduced the claim
as it is printed in the patent.
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a) “A method ofencoding a signal”

134. Even ifthe preamble limits the claim,it is taught by Frey99. As | explain

above, Frey99 deals with the constructionof irregular turbocodes. The purpose of

the disclosed irregular turbocodeis for the encoding and decodingofsignals (see

also, Frey Slides at 4). Frey99 explicitly discloses decoding signals that had been

encoded using the disclosed irregular turbocode. See, e.g., Frey99 at 4 (“After

receiving the channel output, the decoder computes the channel output log-

likelihood ratios ...”) (emphasis added); 4 (“In our simulations, after each iteration,

we check to see if the current decision gives a codeword. If it does, the iterations

terminate and otherwise, the decoderiteratesfurther ...”) (emphasis added); 6

(Fig. 4 shows the simulated BER-E,/No curves for the original block length N-

131,072 regular turbocode (dashed line) and its irregular cousin (solid line), using

profile e = 10, f, = 0.05”); see also, Frey Slides at 2 (“making decoding easier”);

Frey Slides at 9, 11, 12 (showing BER-£)/Np curves).

b) “obtaining a block of data in the signal to be encoded”

135. Frey99 deals exclusively with block codes. For example, Frey99 includes

experimental results comparing a regular code and anirregular code, both having

“block length N = 131,082”(Frey99 at 6; see also Frey Slides at 13, teaching “long

block lengths,” and “short block lengths”). Frey99°s use and discussionofthat

block length means that Frey99 takesbits in blocks of 131,082 and encodes them,

just as is required bythis claim limitation. Similarly, Frey99 also includes other

discussion of obtaining data in blocks for encoding. For example, Frey99

describes experimentalresults relating to, ¢.g., the “block length”of irregular

turbocodes. In selecting a coding profile, Frey99 teaches “making small changes

to a block length N = 10,000 version ofthe original rate R = 1/2 turbocode

proposed by Berrouet al.” (Frey99 at 5) (emphasis added). Also, Frey99 uses the

“BER”or “block error rate” to compare the performance ofvarious codes(see,e.g.
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Frey99 at Figure 4). Frey99’s reference to “block error rate” means that Frey99

obtains data in blocks for encoding.

c) “partitioning said data block into a plurality of sub-blocks, each
sub-block including a plurality of data elements”

136. Frey99 teaches this limitation. Frey99 describes irregular turbocodes as

follows: “an irregular turbocode has the form shownin Fig. 2, whichis a type

‘trellis-constrained code’ as described in [7]. We specify a degree profile, fy € [0,

1],de41,2,...,D}. fyis thefraction ofcodeword bits that have degree d and D

is the maximum degree. Each codewordbit with degree d is repeated d times

before beingfed into the permuter. Several classes of permuterlead to linear-time

encodable codes. In particular, if the bits in the convolutional code are partitioned

into ‘systematic bits’ and ‘parity bits’, then by connecting each parity bit to a

degree | codeword bit, we can encode inlinear time.” Frey99 at 2 (emphasis

added).

137. As described above, Frey99 partitions the information bits into groups.

where the bits in each groupall have the same degree (/.e., they are all repeated the

same numberof times). Frey99also illustrates this operation graphically in Figure

2, reproduced below:
 

| Convolutional code.

TFET -TFHA
| Permuter

 
   Rep2||Rep 2| | Reps | | Reps Rep D Rep BD

oOo g 6 o “89' 1 ‘i —4 1 - aa ale

fy ts I fo

Figure 2: A general arreqular turbocode. For d = 1.0.0.2. fraction fy of the codeword
bits are repeated d times. permuted and connected to a convolational care,
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138. In Figure 2 of Frey99, the circles at the bottom represent informationbits.

The groups of information bits labeledfs, f,, ..../p represent sub-blocks into which

the data block is partitioned (see also Frey Slides at 5).

139. Thus, the bits that are repeated twice(the bits labeled 4) constitute one sub-

block, the bits thatare repeated three times (the bits labeled 4) constitute a second

sub-block, and so on. As shownin Figure 2 of Frey99, each of these sub-blocks

contains a plurality of bits (or “data elements”), as required by claim | of the °710

patent.

d) “first encoding the data block to from [sic] a first encoded data
block, said first encoding including repeating the data elements
in different sub-blocks a different number of times”

140, Frey99 teaches repeating the data elements in different sub-blocks a

different numberof times (which is commonly knownas “irregular repetition”to

those of ordinary skill in in the art).

141. For example, Figure 2 of Frey99, reproduced above, showsthat the data

elements in each sub-block are repeated a different number of times. In Figure 2

of Frey99, the circles at the bottom represent information bits in the data block.

The groups of information bits labeled/,f, ....fp represent sub-blocks into which

the data block is partitioned. The blocks labeled “Rep 2,” “Rep 3,” and “Rep D”

representthe step ofrepetition. For example, an informationbit that is connected

to a box labeled “Rep 2”is repeated twice, a bit connected to a box labeled “Rep 37

is repeated three times, etc.. In the figure above, the repeatedbits are represented

by the vertical lines connecting the “Rep n” boxes to the box labeled “Permuter”

(see also Frey Slides at 5).
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@) “interleaving the repeated data elements in the first encoded
data block”

142. Frey99 teachesthis limitation. As I explain above, Frey99 teaches codesin

which “Each codeword bit with degree d is repeated d times before being fed into

the permuter” (Frey99at 2; see also Frey99, Figures | and 2). Figure | of Frey99

illustrates how “a turbocode can be viewed as a code that copies the systematic bits

permutes both sets of these bits and then feeds them into a convolutional code”

(Frey99 at 3) (emphasis added). See also Frey Slides at 4, 5 (showing copies of

systematic bits fed into a “Permuter” block),

143. “Permuting” means “interleaving,” and a “permuter” is an “interleaver,”as

both parties have agreed in their Joint Claim Construction Statement (construing

both “interleaver” and “permutation module” to mean “module that changes the

order of data elements”). Permuting/interleaving bits means changing the order of

the bits. The permuter in Figure 2 of Frey99 receives the repeated bits (produced

by the blocks labeled “Rep 1,” “Rep 2,” ..., and “Rep D”) and interleaves them

(see also Frey Slides at 5; see also Divsalar Tr. at 278:2-23),

p “second encodingsaidfirst encoded data block using an encoder
that has a rate close to one"

144. Frey99 teaches this limitation. The “second encoding”taught by Frey99 is a

convolutional encoder, which accepts irregularly repeated and permutedbits as

input and encodesthese bits to produce parity bits, as shown In Figure 2,

reproduced below (see also Frey Slidesat5):
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| Convolutional code

ro 1 LeFLE| "Rep 2! Rep 2| | Rep 3 “Rep 3 Rep 0 Rep\ Ll i

    
) ats

fy dy Fy ly

Figuve 2: A general arregular turbocode, For dt = 1.....D, fraction fy of the codeword
bils are repeated d tines, permuted ane commletod to a Convolutional code,

145. Frey99 teaches a convolutional coder “with the required convolutional code

rate of R’ = 2/3” (Frey99 at 5). A code with a rate of 2/3 has a rate “close to one,”

as required bythis limitation. Indeed, during prosecution of the °710 patent, the

Applicant attempted to overcomea prior art rejection by replacing “a rate close to

one” with “a rate within 50%of one,” in issued claim 15 (Response dated May5,

2005 at 7-8). A code with rate 2/3 clearly has a rate “within 50% of one,” and

Applicant’s amendmentsuggests that “a rate close to one”is even broader.

146. However, Frey99 also teaches second encoders with a rate even closer to one

Repetition increases the numberofbits input to the convolutional encoder, but the

numberof bits sent across the channel can be decreased by “puncturing.” Frey99

teaches“it is clear that when the average degreeis increased, the rate of the

convolutional code must also be increased to keep the overall rate at 1/2” (Frey99

at 5). Recall from abovethat the rate of an encoderis equalto the ratio between

the numberofbits input to the encoderand the total numberofbits output by the

encoder. A convolutional coder with rate 2/3 outputs three bits for every twobits

of input. Puncturing the convolutional code lowers the number of outputbits,

reducing the denominatorofthe ratio and thus raising the rate of the code.

147. Specifically, Frey99 teaches puncturing the convolutional code to obtain a

convolutional code with rate:
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ta

R’'=1- 1-k = ]=—te96YS
d 1/2+2(1/2— jf.) + efe

(Frey99 at 5).

148. This equation includes two variables, e, andf,. Frey99 presentsresults that

“show that for e = 10,f= 0.05 is a goodfraction, and that for/. = 0.05,e = 10 isa

good degree”(Frey99 at 5). Plugging the values e = 10 and/. = 0.05into the

equation above, we obtain:

I

as 0.74aees—
44+2(4—f.)+e-fe 19

149. Oneofordinary skill in the art would recognize that a rate of 0.74 is a rate

R=1-

“close to one.” See also Frey Slides at 6 (showing equation for convolutional code

rate); Frey Slides at 7 (showing ““d, = 10”); Frey Slides at 8 (showing “f/, = .05”),

leading to the same rate R’ = 0.74.

g) Summary

150. As explained above, Frey99 teaches every limitation of claim | and

therefore anticipates claim 1.

ii) Claim 1 of the ’710 Patent is Obvious Over Frey99 In View of
Divsalar

151. As explained above, in my opinion, Frey99 teaches every limitation of, and

therefore anticipates, claim 1 of the 710 patent. However, in the event Frey99is

found not to teach the “rate close to one” limitation of claim |, then claim | is

obvious over the combination of Frey99 and Divsalar.

152. Specifically, I explain later in this section that Divsalar teaches a second

encoding step using an encoderwith a rate “close to one.” Also, as [ explain below,

one of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to combine Divsalar and
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Frey99 in general, and would specifically have been motivated to use the

accumulator of Divsalar in the irregular turbo codes of Frey99. Finally, | explain

why such a combination would represent a minor modification to the teachings of

Frey99, and would not fundamentally change its principle of operation.

a) The accumulator of Divsalar has ‘‘a rate close to one”

153. Ifthe rate of the second encoder taught by Frey99 were foundto not be

“close to one,” as requiredbythe final limitation of claim |, it would have been

obvious to substitute Divsalar’s rate-1 accumulator for Frey’s convolutional code.

In such a combination, the code rate of the second encoder would be exactly one,

which would satisfy the “close to one” requirement.

154. As explained above, Divsalar teaches an RA code that uses three steps:

(1) repeatbits q times;

(2) interleave the repeated bits (with the block labeled “P” in Figure 3); and

(3) accumulate the repeated-interleaved bits with the rate / accumulator.

Each ofthese steps is represented by a block in Figure 3, reproduced below.

(1) Repeat (2) 'nterleave (3) Accumulate

 
 

 

   
    

LENGTH N rate 1/q pate.
[WEIGHT] [w] |™SPEE*EAORT caw] [aw] 1/(1+D)

QgN x qN
permutation

matrix

Divsalar, Figure 3 (annotated)

155. Divsalar explains the accumulate step as follows:

[W]e prefer to think of[the accumulator] as a block coder whose
input block [x), ..., X,] and output block [y), ..., yn] are related by
the formula

yirxX

YX * XQ

Y3=X $X2 1X3

YiaX + x2 +43 +... Fp
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(Divsalarat 5)

156. An encoderthat outputs 7 bits (i.e., “output block [y,, .... y,]”) for every

bits of input(i.e., “input block [x,, ..., X,]) has a rate of #/n = 1. Thus, the “second

encoder” taught by Divsalar has a rate of exactly 1 (and it is described in Fig. 3 of

Divsalar as a “rate 1°’ encoder). Divsalar’s accumulator therefore teaches exactly

the second encodingstep of claim 1 of the °710 patent.””

b) Motivations to combine the teachings ofFrey99 with those of
Divsalar, generally

157. Frey99 and Divsalar are both directed to the samefield, namely, the field of

error-correcting codes. Further, Frey99 and Divsalar are both related to variations

on turbo codes. Frey99 is directed to irregular turbo codes (see, e.g., Frey99 at 2,

“{i]n this paper, we show that by tweaking a turbocodeso thatit is irregular, we

obtain a coding gain ...”; see also Frey Slides at 4, titled “Irregularizing” a

turbocode), Divsalar is related to “turbo-like codes”(see, e.g., Divsalar at 2, “In

Section 3 we define the class of ‘turbo-like’ codes .... In Section 4 westate a

conjecture ... about the ML decoder performance of turbo-like codes. In Section 5,

wedefine a special class of turbo-like codes ...”) (emphasis added).”* Also, as

explained above, Divsalar teaches that the accumulatoris a “truncated rate-|

recursive convolutional encoder with transfer function 1/(1 + D)” (Divsalarat 5).

Therefore, one of ordinary skill would have been aware of both references and

would have considered them to disclose components that could be substituted for

one another.

2 As confirmed by the testimony of Hui Jin, one ofthe inventors listed on the patents-in-suit (see
Jin Tr. at 122).
*3 The “turbo-like” codes described by Divsalar include both classical turbo codes and
concatenated codes (see Divsalar at Abstract). Thus, every turbo codeis a “turbo-like code,” as
that term is used in Divsalar.
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c) Specific motivations to use Divsalar's accumulator in Frey99

158. Frey99’s second encoder is implemented using a convolutional code.

Divsalar’s second encoderis implemented using an accumulator. Accumulation is

a particular type of convolutional code that is simpler than the convolutional code

used in Frey99 (see, e.g., Divsalar Tr. at 279-280). Therefore, one of ordinary skill

would have been motivated to substitute Divsalar’s accumulator for Frey99’s

convolutional codeat least for the following reasons.

159. First, using Divsalar’s accumulatorin place of Frey99’s convolutional code

would result in an encoder that was easier to implement in hardware, used fewer

transistors and required fewer computations to produce the encoded codewords.

As explained above, accumulation allows calculating each successive parity bit

using a single modulo-2 addition operation. One of ordinary skill would have thus

been motivated to simplify Frey99’s code by replacing the convolutional coder

with Divsalar’s accumulator — an even simpler convolutional coder.

160, Second, converting Frey99’s convolutional code into Divsalar’s accumulator

would result in a simpler code that would have beeneasier to analyze analytically.

Divsalar’s original motivation for producing the RA code was to produce a code

that would be easy to analyze analytically. For example, the section of Divsalar

that introduces RA codes begins: “[i]n this section we will introduce a class of

turbo-like codes which are simple enough so that we can prove the IGE conjecture

Wecall these codes repeat and accumulate (RA) codes” (Divsalar at 5) (emphasis

added). Indeed, Divsalar attempted to prove the IGE conjecture for more

complicated coding schemes(see id. at 1, “[u]nfortunately, the difficulty of the

first step ... has kept us from full success, except for some very simple coding

systems, which we call repeat and accumulate codes’) (emphasis added). One of

ordinary skill would have been similarly motivated to simplify other codes in order

to make them easier to study; one such simplification that would have been
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obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art would be replacing Frey99’s

convolutional coder with Divsalar’s relatively less complex accumulator.

161. Also, convolutional coders and accumulators are related. Thatis,

accumulation is a simple form of convolutional coding.” One of ordinary skill

would recognize an accumulator as a simple form of convolutional coder. Divsalar

teaches: “The accumulator can be viewed as a truncated rate-1 recursive

convolutional encoder with transfer function 1/(1 + D)” (Divsalar at 5). Thus, if

one of ordinary skill wanted to simplify the convolutional coder taught in Frey99,

e.g., for the reasons given above, an accumulator would have been a logical choice

because it would be a simple form of the convolutional coder explicitly disclosed

in Frey99,

162, Further, using Divsalar’s accumulator in place of the convolutional encoder

explicitly taught in Frey99 would have been a routine substitution of one

componentfor another and the resulting combination would have performed as

expected.

163. Finally, my own presentation at the Allerton Conference in September 1999

taught that making a turbocode irregular would improveits performance. Below, |

provide additional evidence that it would be obvious to a person ofordinary skill in

the art that the RA code of Divsalar is a simple convolutional code and that it could

be made irregular. The email below wassent to Dariush Divsalar by myself on

December8, 1999, nearly three months before the claimed date of conception of

the patents-in-suit. The email mentions my paper on irregular turbocodes (Frey99)

and Dariush Divsalar and Robert McEliece’s work on RA codes(Divsalar), and

further goes on to mention combining the two pieces of work.

** Divsalar described his accumulator as a convolutional code (Divsalarat | (“*...and the inner
code is arate | convolutional code...*)).

Es
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CALTECHO00024021

From:Brendan Frey
SentiWed 12/08/1999
To:<Dariush.Divsalar@ipl. nasa. gov>
Cc:<frey@dendrite, uwwaterLoo. ca>
Bec:

Subject:

Hi, Dariush.

I'd like to get back to work on the irregular turbocodes and win some
world records. Have you had a chance to look through the Allerton
paper? Do you think JPL would be interested in irregular turbocodes.
Have you heard back from Fabrizio about the possibility of me doing
some consulting work at JPL?

Regardless, it would interesting to extend the work that you and Bob
have done to the case of irregular turbocodes.

On another subject, are you planning to submit a paper to the IEEE
trans IT special issue, “Codes on Graphs and Iterative Algorithms"?

Brendan.

PS: What's the latest on what went wrong with the Mars lander? I hope
it isn't being blamed on the communication system...

Email from Dr, Frey to Dr. Divslar (CALTECH000024021)

164, Other similarities between Divsalar and Frey99 further motivate the

combination

165. As TI explain in this section, Divsalar teaches not only the “rate close to one”

limitation, but also most of the remaining limitations of claim | of the °710 patent.

The similarity and combinability of Frey99 and Divsalar is evidenced by the

numberofclaim limitations they both teach.

1. “A method of encoding a signal”

166. To the extent that the preamble is determinedto be a limitation of the claim,

it is taught by Divsalar. Divsalar describes a “turbo-like” code called a repeat-

accumulate code. The purposeofthe disclosed repeat-accumulate codeis for the

encoding and decodingofsignals. Divsalar explicitly discloses decoding signals

that had been encoded using the disclosed repeat-accumulate code. See, e.g.,

Divsalarat 2 (“Finally, in Section 6 we present performance curves for some RA

codes, using an iterative, turbo-like, decoding algorithm. This performance is seen
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to be remarkably good, despite the simplicity of the codes and the suboptimality of

the decoding algorithm”); 9 (“Figure 4. Comparing the RA code ‘cutoff threshold’

to the cutoff rate of random codes using both the classical union bound and the

Viterbi-Viterbi improved union bound.”).

ii, “obtaining a block of data in the signal to be encoded”

167. Divsalar deals exclusively with block codes. The repeat-accumulate codes

introduced by Divsalar are encoded by receiving an “input block” or “information

block of length V” and passing the block to the repeater (Divsalar at 5). See also,

for example, Figure 3, reproduced above.

iii. “first encoding the data block to fromafirst encoded data
block, said first encoding including repeating the data
elements in different sub-blocks”

168. Divsalar teaches a first encoding step that includes repeating information

bits, as shown in Figure 3, reproduced above.

169. A block of N information bits enters the coderat the left side of the figure

and is provided to the repeater (labeled “rate 1/q repetition”) (Divsalar at 5). The

repeater duplicates each ofthe V information bits qg times and outputs the resulting

N x g repeatedbits (id.).

170. While Divsalar does not teach partitioning the data block into a plurality of

sub-blocks and repeating information bits in in different sub-blocks “a different

numberof times”(.e., irregular repetition), these limitations are taught by Frey99,
; 25

as explained above.

> Note that the “partitioning” and the “different numberoftimes” limitations ofclaim | are
related. Any coding scheme that repeats different information bits different numbers of times
(such as that taught in Frey99) will defacto partition information bits into sub-blocks (7e., with
bits in one sub-block being repeated one numberoftimes and with bits in another sub-block
being repeated a different numberof times).
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Iv. ‘interleaving the repeated data elements in thefirst encoded
data block”

171. Divsalar teaches this limitation, Figure 3 of Divsalar, reproduced above,

shows a “permutation matrix” (the box labeled “P”). After the repeater duplicates

each of the NV information bits g times and outputs NV x q repeated bits, the repeated

bits are “scrambled by an interleaver of size gN” (Divsalar at 5).

V. Summary

172. As explained above, claim | of the *710 patent is obvious in view of the

combination of Frey99 and Divsalar. In particular, it would have been obviousto

use Divsalar’s accumulator in place of the convolutional encoder disclosed in

Frey99.,

iii) Claim 1 of the *710 Patent is Obvious Over Divsalar in View of One
of MacKay or Luby

173. lexplain below, limitation by limitation, why claim | is rendered obvious by

a combination of Divsalar and either MacKay or Luby. As noted aboye, Divsalar

teaches all but one feature of the IRA codes that Caltech claims to have invented.

That is, Divsalar teaches regular repeat-accumulate codes instead ofirregular

repeat-accumulate codes. Adding one feature, irregularity, to Divsalarresults in

the claimed IRA codes. As explained below, it would have been obviousto

combinethe teachings of Divsalar with the irregularity taught in either of Luby or

Mackay.

174. In this section I describe how Divsalar teaches the remaining limitations of

claim 1 of the *710 patent (i.e., the limitations unrelated to irregularity). I also

explain that any limitation not taught by Divsalaris taught by both Luby and

MacKay. Also, as I explain below,one of ordinary skill in the art would have been

motivated to combine Divsalar and Luby or MacKayin general, and would

specifically have been motivated to incorporate the one necessary feature from
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Luby or MacKay — irregularity — forming a combination that meets every

limitation of claim 1 of the ‘710 patent. Finally, | explain why such a combination

would only represent a minor modification to the teachings of Divsalar, and would

not fundamentally changeits principle of operation or purpose.

a)

175. As I explain above (with respect to the combination of Frey99 and Divsalar),

 

Divsalar teaches:

« “A method of encoding a signal;”

e “obtaining a block of data in the signal to be encoded;”

e “first encoding the data block to from a first encoded data block, said first
encoding including repeating;”

e “interleaving the repeated data elements in the first encoded data block;” and

e “second encodingsaid first encoded data block using an encoderthat has a
rate close to one.”

176. The only portions of the claim that Divsalar fails to teach are: “partitioning

said data block into a plurality of sub-blocks, each sub-block including a plurality

of data elements”(I will call this the “partitioning” limitation); and “‘said first

encoding including repeating the data elements in different sub-blocks a different

numberoftimes” (which I will call the “irregularity” limitation).

b) Both Luby and MacKay Teachthe Partitioning and Irregularity
Limitations

177. One of ordinary skill would have needed to incorporate only one feature

from Luby or MacKay into Divsalar — irregularity — to form a combination that

meets every limitation of claim 1 of the °710 patent. Below, I explain why one of

ordinary skill would have been motivated to combine the teachings of Divsalar

with the irregularity taught in both Luby and MacKay.

2a.
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178. As TI explain above, the partitioning limitation and the irregularity limitation

are related: by repeating different information bits different numbers of times, a

coding scheme defacto partitions information bits into sub-blocks. However, for

the sakeof clarity, I will discuss both limitations individually in the remainder of

this subsection.

: “partitioning said data block into a plurality of sub-blocks,
each sub-block including a plurality of data elements”

179. Because Divsalar’s repetition is regular instead of irregular, Divsalar does

not partition the blocks into sub-blocks for purposes of repetition. However,as

part of their general teaching of irregularity, both Luby and MacKay teach

partitioning the blocks into sub-blocks.

180. Luby teaches that sparse graph codes can be improved by using “irregular

graphing”(see, e.g., Luby at 11:23-49). The “irregular graphing” encoder used by

Luby “partition[s] said data block into a plurality of sub-blocks, each sub-block

including a plurality of elements.”

181. This process is represented graphically in Figure 17 of Luby, reproduced

below:

1@1@1

1DODOD 11

01@0@1@) 110"
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110 

FIG. 17
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182. In this figure, the filled circles on the left represent informationbits to be

encoded, andthe filled circles on the right represent parity checks computed for

these information bits. In the above figure, each parity check on the rightis

computed by summing together (modulo 2) all of the information bits connected to

that parity check by an edge in the graph(see, e.g., Luby at 17:64-67, “[t]he

redundant data items associated with nodesat the layer 110° are computed by an

exclusive-or operation of the message bits to which they are connected”).

183. As shown above, some information bits are connected to two parity checks

(i.2., have a degree of two) and other information bits are connected to three parity

checks (i.e., have a degree of three). Luby “partition[s] said data block into a

plurality of sub-blocks, each sub-block including a plurality of elements” by

assigning a first group of two or more input bits a first degree (e.g., two) and a

second groupofinput bits a second degree (e.g., three). In this scheme, the input

bits with a degree of two constitute one sub-block (shown below in green) and the

inputbits with a degree of three constitute a second sub-block (shown below in

red):

1@1e?

HIPSig!

OOD 1B! 10"
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184. Each of the sub-blocks includes at least two input bits, as shown in the

colored figure above.

185. MacKayalso teachesthis limitation. MacKay builds on the earlier work of

Luby to examine the properties of certain irregular Gallager codes(see,e.g.,

MacKayat 1449). Like Luby, MacKaydescribesassigning different degreesto

different bits: “We can define an irregular Gallager code in two steps. First, we

select a profile that describes the desired number of columns of each weight and

the desired numberof rows of each weight. The parity check matrix of a code can

be viewed as defining a bipartite graph with ‘bit’ vertices corresponding to the

columns and ‘check’ vertices corresponding to the rows. Each nonzero entry in the

matrix corresponds to an edge connecting a bit toa check. The profile specifies

the degrees of the vertices in this graph.” (MacKay at 1449-1450),

186, As the passage above explains, in the parity-check matrices taught by

MacKay, each information bit corresponds to a particular column, where the

weight of that column(i.e., the number of 1s contained in that column ofthe

parity-check matrix) represents the degree of the information bit.°° MacKayalso

teaches systematic codes that use constructions of parity check matrices where

some columns correspond to information bits and other columns correspond to

parity bits.

187. As shown in Table 1 of MacKay, reproduced below,the irregular code with

“Profile 93”partitions the information blocks into two sub-blocks: one sub-block

having degree 3 and the other having degree 9:

*6 In general, depending on how the matrix is represented, a particular information bit can
correspond to either a row or a column ofthe generator matrix. That is, if the vector of
information bits is multiplied by the generator matrix on the right (denoted yG), then each
information bit will correspond to a row of the generator matrix. Conversely, if the vector of
information bits is multiplied by the generator matrix on the left (denoted Gy), then each
information bit will correspond to a column of the generator matrix.
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TABLE I

Tue Two PRorVices STUDIED IN THIS PAPER

Colump weight Fraction of columns Row weight|Fraction
eet = eh 6 |

Protile93 Colm weight Fraction ofeolumns Raw weght Fracnon
ae ike -oeSoi

4‘) ile

Prealile 3

(MacKay at 1451)

Asthe table above indicates, 1/12"of the information bits in “Profile 93” have

degree 9, and the remaining 1 1/ 12". of information bits have degree 3. Because

the parity check matrices taught by MacKay have many more than 12 columns(see

id., showing “blocklength about V = 10 000”), each of these sub-blocks contains a

plurality of bits, or data elements.

ii. “... repeating the data elements in different sub-blocks a
different number of times”

188. As I explain above, Divsalar teaches repeating information bits. As shown

in Figure 3, a block of N information bits enters the coder atthe left side of the

figure and is provided to the repeater (labeled “rate 1/q repetition”) (Divsalarat5).

The repeater duplicates each of the NV information bits ¢ times and outputs the

resulting N x g repeatedbits (id.).

189. While Divsalar does not teach repeating data elements in different sub-

blocks a different numberoftimes(7.e., “irregular” repetition), one of ordinary

skill in the art would have knownto combinethe repetition of Divsalar with the

irregularity of Luby or MacKay.

190. As I explain above, Luby teaches that sparse graph codes can be improved

by using “irregular graphing”(see, e.g., Luby at 11:23-49), “Irregular graphing”

refers to codes with Tanner graphs in which some information nodes are connected

to more check nodesthan others(see, e.g., id. at 3:27-29, stating that “different

numbersoffirst edges are associated with the data items”). Thus, combining the
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“irregular” encoder taught by Luby with the repetition taught by Divsalar would

result in an encoder that “repeat[s] the data elements in different sub-blocks a

different numberof times,” as required by claim 1.

191. The irregularity taught by Luby is represented graphically in Figure 17. In

particular, the version of Luby’s Fig. 17 reproduced above with green and red

highlighting shows that some information bits (colored red) contribute to three

parity checks whereas other information bits (colored green) contribute to only two

parity checks.

192. While Luby does notexplicitly teach repetition, Fig. 17 showsthat

information bits are used a different numberof times. Reuseis not, in general,

repetition; it is possible to reuse bits without repeating them.*’ However, the

irregular reuse taught by Luby can be implementedusing therepetition of Divsalar,

as I explain in more detail below. In other words, one way to incorporate Luby’s

irregularity into Divsalar was to make Divsalar’s repetition irregular.

193. MacKayalsoteachesthis limitation. MacKay builds on the earlier work of

Luby to examine the properties of certain irregular Gallager codes (see, ¢.g.,

MacKayat 1449). Like Luby, MacKay describes assigning different degrees to

different information bits: “[w]e can define an irregular Gallager code in twosteps.

First, we select a profile that describes the desired number of columns of each

weight and the desired numberof rows of each weight. The parity check matrix of

a code can be viewed as defining a bipartite graph with ‘bit’ vertices corresponding

to the columns and ‘check’ vertices corresponding to the rows. Each nonzero entry

in the matrix corresponds to an edge connecting a bit to a check. The profile

specifies the degrees of the vertices in this graph” (MacKay at 1449-1450).

2” | understand that the Plaintiff attempted to argue that the two terms are synonymous.but the
Court was correctly not persuaded by this argument. See Claim Construction Order (Dkt. No.
105) at 11 (“Caltech argues that “repeat” can also refer to the re-use ofa bit, but the patent’s
claims and specification support the Court’s construction”).

atthe
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194. As the passage above explains, in the parity-check matrices taught by

MacKay, each information bit correspondsto a particular column, where the

weight of that column(i.e., the numberof 1s contained in that column of the

parity-check matrix) represents the degree of the informationbit.

195, As I explain above with reference to Table 1 of MacKay, reproduced above,

the irregular code with “Profile 93” taught by MacKayeffectively partitions the

information blocks into two sub-blocks: one sub-block having degree three and the

other having degree nine. The information bits in the first sub-block contribute to

three parity checks, while the information bits in the second sub-block contribute

to nine.

196. Like the scheme taught by Luby, the codes taught by MacKay involve

irregular reuse of information bits. As | explain above,reuse is not, in general,

repetition. However, as with Luby,the irregularity taught by MacKay can be

implemented using the repetition of Divsalar (and one way to incorporate

MacKay’s irregularity into Divsalar was to make the repetition irregular), as I

explain in more detail below.

 Motivations to combine the teachings of Divsalar with those o

Luby or MacKay, generally
 c)

197. Divsalar, Luby and MacKayare directed to the same field, namely, the field

of error-correcting codes. Further, all three references are related to variations and

improvements on linear error-correcting codes, and in particular to error-correcting

codes that can be encoded quickly. See, e.g., Divsalarat | (referring to “practical

encoding and decoding algorithms”) (emphasis added); see also Luby at 2:51-55

(“it is an objective of the present invention to provide a technique for creating loss

resilient and error correcting codes which substantially reduce the time required to

encode and decode messages”) (emphasis added); see also MacKayat 1449

“whereas Gallager codes normally take NV’ time to encode, we investigateg y g
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constructions of regular and irregular Gallager codes that allow more rapid

encoding and have smaller memory requirementsin the encoder’’) (emphasis

added). Accordingly, one ofordinary skill would have been awareofall the

references and further would have understood that the teaching of one reference

would inform that of the others. Thatis, one of ordinary skill would have expected

to apply the teachings of the references to each other.

d) Motivations to Incorporate the irregularity of Luby or MacKay
into the RA codes ofDivsalar

198, Both Luby and MacKayare related to modifying knownregular codes by

introducing irregularity. MacKay notesthat “[t]he best known binary Gallager

codes are irregular codes” (MacKayat 1449), explaining that “[t]he excellent

performanceofirregular Gallager codes is the motivation for this paper, in which

we explore ways of further enhancing these codes”(id.). Similarly, Luby shows

that incorporating irregularity into known regular codes can improve performance

(see, e.g., Luby at 21:52-55, stating that “the failure rate using the [irregular]

techniques described above provide a much lowerfailure rate than those obtainable

with regular graphing ofthe left and right nodesutilized in conventional error

correction encoding”). In view ofthe fact that both Luby and MacKayteach how

regular codes can be improvedbythe introduction of irregularity, one of ordinary

skill in the art would have been motivated to incorporate irregularity into the

regular repeat-accumulate codes of Divsalar.

199. Luby’s work onirregularity is fundamentalto the field of coding,

representing a major advance in coding theory with broad applicability across

various types of codes, By the time the patents-in-suit were filed, a person of

ordinary skill in the art would knowthat regular codes could be improved by the

addition of irregularity.
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200. Consistent with this view, Aamod Khandekar, one of the inventors named on

the patents-in-suit, wrote in his Ph.D. thesis that “Lubyet al. also introduced the

conceptof irregularity, which seems to provide hopeofoperating arbitrarily close

to channel capacity in a practical manner, on a wideclass of channel models”

(Khandekar Thesisat 2).°* Khandekarhails “the introduction of irregular LDPC

codes by Lubyet al.” as a “major breakthrough”(id. at 46) and states that IRA

codes were merely an application of Luby’s “conceptofirregularity to the

ensemble of RA codes”as described in Divsalar (id.at 47; see also id. at 51).

201. For at least these reasons, it would have been obviousto one of ordinary

skill in the art to incorporateirregularity into the RA codes of Divsalar.

@) Incorporating the irregularity ofLuby or MacKayinto the RA
codes of Divsalar would not have been difficult

202. Incorporating irregularity into the RA codes of Divsalar would have been

simple for one ofordinary skill; i.e., one of ordinary skill would have converted the

regular repeater shown in Figure 3 of Divsalar (reproduced above) into an

irregular repeater. This modification would allow the other two componentsof the
5

encoder — the interleaver and the accumulator — to remain unchanged.”

203. Divsalar teaches repeating each information bit g times (see Divsalarat5).

Using anirregular repeater that repeats some informationbits more than others,

and then interleaving and accumulating the irregularly repeated bits, would

naturally result in an irregular code.

28 When Khandekarrefers to “Luby et al.,” he is referring to Michael G. Luby and several of his
colleagues. Michael G. Lubyis the first-named inventoron the Luby reference. Khandekarcites
four separate academicarticles by Luby in his graduate thesis, which deals with the subject of
IRA codes (see Khandekar Thesis at 103).
2° Minor modifications could be made to the interleaver to account for interleaving a different
numberofbits. However, such modifications would notstrictly be necessary. For example, if
Divsalar’s “repeat every bit q times” strategy were changed such that one bit was repeated q+
times and another bit were repeated g-1 times, the repeat would be irregular andthe interleaver
would still deal with the same numberofbits per block,
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204. Nor would this modification have been challenging from a technological

standpoint. Repeaters — whether regular or irregular — are conventional

componentsthat have been used for decadesin a wide variety ofdigital

electronics.” Modifying an existing encoderto replace a regular repeater with an

irregular one would be a simple matter for one of ordinary skill in the art. Also,

modifying the message passing decoder would be a simple matter for one of

ordinary skill in the art, since the rules of deriving the decoder from the Tanner

graph were broadly understoodatthe time.

205. Further, such a modification would preserve the simplicity of the RA codes

taught by Divsalar. As I explain above, Divsalar introduced RA codesspecifically

because they are simple enough to analyze mathematically. IRA codes do not

significantly add to the complexity of RA codesin this respect.

206. Indeed, IRA codes are so similar to RA codes that the Tanner graph

representing any RA code can be modified to represent an IRA codeby the

addition of a single edge. For example, the figure below, taken from a presentation

delivered by Aamod Khandekar, oneofthe inventors of the patents-in-suit,

corresponds to an RA codein whicheach information node (the hollowcircles at

the top) contributes to three parity checks (represented byfilled circles):

*” As confirmed by, e.g.. the testimony of Stephen Wicker (see Wicker Tr, at 67).
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Tanner Graph of an RA Code (CALTECH000007326)

207. This RA code can be turned into an IRA code by adding a single edge

(shown in red below). Addition ofthat single edge (shown in red) makesthe bit be

repeated four times instead of three.”

 
Tanner Graph of an IRA Code

208. It would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art to incorporate

irregularity into Divsalar’s RA code by making the repeater irregular. Divsalar’s

RA coderepeater is a simple, obvious, and straightforward component to which to

5! As confirmedby, e.g., the testimony of Dariush Divsalar (see Divsalar Tr. at 248-249).
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apply irregularity. As shown by the two Tanner graphs above, making the repeat

irregular is exceedingly simple and does not overly complicate the code

analytically. Choosing to make the repeater irregular is one ofa finite numberof

identified, predictable ways to improve the performanceof the code (whichis the

purpose of making a code irregular as taught by Frey99, MacKay, and Luby)..°”

209. Finally, as I explain in the remainderofthis section, Luby and MacKay

teach not only the partitioning and irregular repetition limitations, but several of

the other limitations of claim 1 of the °710 patent as well. The similarity and

combinability of Divsalar and Luby or MacKayis evidenced by the numberof

claim limitations they all teach.

i. “A method of encoding a signal”

210. The preamble is taught by MacKay and Luby. As I explain above, MacKay

describes both regular and irregular Gallager codes. The purpose of the disclosed

Gallager codes is for the encoding and decoding of signals. MacKay explicitly

discloses decoding signals that had been encoded using the disclosed Gallager

codes. See, e.g,, MacKay at 1451 (“In the experiments presented here, we study

binary codes with rate 1/2 and blocklength about NV = 10 000. We simulate an

additive white Gaussian noise channelin the usual way [2] and examine the block

error probability as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio. The error bars we show

are one standard deviation error bars on the estimate of the logarithm of the block

error probability p defined”); id. (“Fig. 3 (a) Comparison of one representative of

each of the constructions ... (b) Representatives of all six constructions in Fig. 2”).

*° There are of course many options for makingthe repeatirregular(e.g., repeat one bit one more
times than the others, or use degree profiles suggested by Luby or MacKay) and a person of
ordinary skill would have been motivated to design a particular code that had good performance,
However, the decision to incorporate irregularity itself into the repeater was an easy one.
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211. The preamble is also taught by Luby. As I explain above, Luby introduces

irregularity to codes. The purpose of the disclosed irregular codes is for the

encoding and decoding of signals. Luby explicitly discloses decoding signals that

had been encodedusing the disclosed codes. See, e.g., Luby at Figs. 23, 24

(showing percentfailure rate vs. percent error rate for various codes); see alsoid.

at Fig. 25 (reproduced below, showing a signal being encoded, modulated,

transmitted, received, and decoded):

 

 
 

510 520

EncoderDecoder Encoder’Cecoder

Luby,Fig. 25

li. “obtaining a block of data in the signal to be encoded” 

212. Luby deals exclusively with block codes. For example, Figures 23 and 24 of

Luby show experimental results comparing codes of various block lengths (/.e.,

block lengths of 2K, 20K, or 100Kbits):
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Error Rate (%) Error Rate (7)

Luby, Figures 23 (left) and 24 (right)

213. Mackay also deals with block codes. For example, Figure 1 of MacKay,

reproduced below, shows experimental results relating to codes of various block

lengths(see, e.g., the block lengths of 24,000 and 65,536 bits identified in the

caption of Figure 1):

> uae '
5 ‘ Re ‘
Ss 001 GFI16) 5 » Reg -
< : ‘ GF(2)|
= 0.00) 3 ; Irreg |, ;
g GF(2)
Y 0.0001mo
e aitg St ; Turbo ;
cs “Irreg GF(8) [eeene

02 0 O02 O04 06 O08

Eb/No (dB)

Five. 1. Empirical results for Gaussian channel. rate 1/4 Jeft-nght: irregular
LDPC. GF (5) blocklenzth 24000 bits: JPL Turbo. blocklength 65 536 bits:
revular LDPC. Gé| 16). blocklength 24448 bits: irregular LDPC. Gf2}.
blocklength 64000 bits: regular LDPC. GF) 2). blocklength 40000 bits,
(Reproduced from [1].)

MacKay,Figure 1

214. As the figures above indicate, each of the codes taught by Luby and MacKay

are associated with a “block length.” The “block length” of a code is the number

ofbits, or “data elements,” contained in the group of information bits that is

encoded as a unit.
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B. Claim 3 of the ’710 Patent is Invalid

215. Claim 3 of the *710 patent reads:

3. The method ofclaim |, wherein said first encoding is carried out
bya first coder with a variable rate less than one, and said second
encodingis carried out by a second coderwith a rate substantially
closé to one.

i)Claim3ofthe°710PatentisAnticipatedbyFrey99

216. AsIexplain above, Frey99 teaches every limitation of claim 1. Frey also

teaches the limitations added by claim 3, namely that the “first encoding is carried

out by a first coder with a variable rate less than one” andthat the “second

encoding is carried out by a second coder with a rate substantially close to one,”

217. Frey99’s first coder is the collection of blocks labeled “Rep2,” “Rep 3,” to

“Rep D”in Figure 2. The rate of that encoderis a “variable rate less than one.”

Because the numberoftimes bits are repeated varies from | to D (see, e.g., Frey99

at Figure 2; see also Frey Slidesat 5), the rate of the first encoder varies within a

block between | and 1/D, where D maybeset as high as desired. Also, because in

an irregular turbocode somebits are duplicated at.least once, the rate ofthe first

encoderis alwaysless than or equal to 1, and so the first encoder alwayshas a rate

less than one.

218. Inthe paragraph immediately above, I interpreted “variable rate” to refer to

an encoder with a rate that varies within a block. As I explain above, underthis

interpretation of “variable rate,” the encoder taught by Frey99 is a “variable rate”

encoder. However, if “variable rate” were construed to meanthat the rate of the

encodervaries from block to block, then this claim would have been obviousin

view of Frey99 because changing the rate of a code over time would have been

easy for oneofordinary skill. “Variable rate,” however, should not be construed to

mean that the rate of the encoder varies from block to block because such an

interpretation is not supported by the specification of the patents.
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219. Frey99 also teaches a second coder witharate “substantially close to one.”

As described above, Frey99 teaches a convolutional coder with a rate R' = 0.74.

This is a rate “substantially close to one.”

220. In summary, Frey99 teaches each and every limitation of claim 3 and

therefore anticipatesit.

ii) Claim3 of the ’710 Patent is Obvious Over Frey99 in View of
Divsalar and Overthe Frey Slides in View of Divsalar

221. As1 explain above, the combination of Frey99 and Divsalar teaches every

limitation of claim 1.

222. Even if Frey99 is found not to teach a second encoder witharate

“substantially close to one,” this limitation is taught by Divsalar. As explained

above, the “second coder” of Divsalaris an accumulator with a rate exactly equal

to 1.°° It would have been obviousto one ofordinary skill in the art to combine the

teachings of Frey99 with those of Divsalar, also for the reasons given above.

223. Therefore, if Frey99 is found to not teach a second coder witharate

substantially close to one, then claim 3 is obvious over the combination of Frey99

and Divsalar.

iii) Claim3ofthe *710 Patent is Obvious Over Divsalar in View of One
of Luby or MacKay

 

224. Asl| explain above, Divsalar combined with either Luby or MacKay renders

claim 1 of the *710 patent obvious.

225. Divsalar in combination with either of Luby or MacKayalso teachesa “first

coder with a variable rate less than one.” The “first encoding” step taught by these

combinations of referencesis “irregular repetition,” in which different information

*3 As confirmed by the testimony of Hui Jin, one of the inventorslisted on the patents-in-suit (see
Jin Tr. at 122).
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bits are repeated different numbersoftimes(i.e., Divsalar’s repeater modified by

the irregular teaching of Luby or MacKay).

226. Therate of the first encoder taught by these combinations of references is —

less than one. Becausethe first encoderis based on theprinciple ofrepetition,it

always outputs morebits than it accepts as input, becauseit outputs multiple

duplicates of each informationbit. As explained above, the “rate” of an encoderis

the ratio between the numberof input bits and the numberof output bits, so the rate

of a repetition-based encoder is alwaysless than one.

227. The rate of the first encoder taught by these combinations of referencesis

also “variable.” By combining the repetition of Divsalar with theirregularity of

Luby or MacKay, we obtain an encoderthat repeats different informationbits

different numbers of times. Therefore, depending on the particular informationbit

being encoded,the ratio of inputbits to output bits —i.e., the rate of the first

encoder — varies.

228. Further, as explained above, Divsalar also teaches a second coder witha rate

equal to one, and thus,a rate “substantially close to one” as required by claim 3 of

the °710 patent,”

229. Aslexplain in detail above, it would have been obvious to incorporate the

irregularity of Luby or MacKay(i.e., a “variable rate encoder”) with the repeat-

accumulate codes taught by Divsalar. Thus, the combination of Divsalar with

either Luby or MacKay renders claim 3 of the °710 patent obvious.

230. Finally, as explained above, although “variable rate” should not be construed

to meanthat the rate of the encoder varies from block to block, the claim would

still be obvious over Divsalar in view of either MacKay or Luby because changing

the rate of a code over time would have been easy for one of ordinary skill.

** As confirmed by,e.g.. the testimony of Hui Jin (see Jin Tr. at 122).
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C. Claim 4 of the ’710 Patentis Invalid

231. Claim 4 of the °710 patent reads:

4. The method of claim 3. wherein the second coder comprises an
accumulator.

1) Claim 4 of the °710 Patent is Obvious Over Frey99 in View of
Divsalar

232. As! explain above, the combination of Frey99 and Divsalar teaches every

limitation of claim 3. Claim 4 addsto claim 3 that “the second coder comprises an

accumulator.” As explained above, Divsalar teaches that the second coderis an

accumulator and it would have been obvious to use Divsalar’s accumulatorin

Frey99. Claim 4 is therefore obvious over the combination of Frey99 and Diysalar

ii) Claim 4 of the ’710 Patent is Obvious Over Divsalar in View of One
of Luby or MacKay

 

233. Asl explain above, the combination of Divsalar with one of Luby or

MacKayteaches every limitation of claim 3. I have also explained that the

“second coder” of Divsalar is an “accumulator,” as required by claim 4.

D. Claim 5 of the ’710 Patentis Invalid

234. Claim 5 of the *710 patent reads:

5. The method ofclaim 4, wherein the data elements comprises
bits.

i) Claim 5 of the *710 Patent is Obvious Over Frey99 in View of
Divsalar

235. Asl explain above, the combination of Frey99 and Divsalar teaches every

limitation of claim 4. Claim 5 addsto claim 4 that “the data elements comprise

bits.” Both Frey99 and Divsalar teach methods of encoding signals in which the

“data elements” comprisebits.
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236. For example, Frey99 teaches codes in which “Each codeword bit with

degree d is repeated d times before being fed into the permuter” (Frey99at 2)

(emphasis added)(see also Frey Slides at 4, showing “parity bits” and “systematic

bits”, and at 5 in whichopencircles also represent bits). Divsalar teaches a

“binarylinear (n, k) block code” (Divsalar at 2) (emphasis added). One of

ordinary skill in the art would understand Divsalar’s “binary” block codeis a code

in which the input data elements are “binary digits”or “bits.”

ii) Claim 5 of the *710 Patent is Obvious Over Divsalar in View of One
of Luby or MacKay

 

237. As I explain above, the combination of Divsalar with one of Luby or

MacKay teaches every limitation of claim 4. | have also explained that Divsalar

teaches methods of encoding signals in which the “data elements” comprisebits.

238. Further, both Luby and MacKay teach encoding systems and methods that

operate onbits. See, e.g., Luby at 3:17-20 (“a method is provided for encoding a

message having a plurality of data items, e.g. message packets or data bits”); see

also, e.g., MacKay at Figure 1.

E. Claim 6 of the ’710 Patent is Invalid

239. Claim 6 of the ’710 patent reads:

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the first coder comprises a

repeater operable to repeat different sub-blocks a different number
of times in response to a selected degree profile.

1) Claim 6 of the °710 Patent is Obvious Over Frey99 in View of
Divsalar

240. AsIexplain above, the combination of Frey99 and Divsalar teaches every

limitation of claim 5. Further, Frey99 teachesthe limitation added by claim 6, i.e.,

repeating “different sub-blocks a different number of times in responseto a

selected degree profile.” As 1 explain in Frey99, “an irregular turbocode has the

form shownin Fig. 2, whichis a type ‘trellis-constrained code’ as described in [7].
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Wespecify a degree profile,f, « [0, 1],d¢ {1,2,..., D}.vis the fraction of

codeword bits that have degree d and D is the maximum degree. Each codeword

bit with degree d is repeated d times before being fed into the permuter” (Frey99 at

2) (emphasis in original) (see also Frey Slidesat 5, titled “Rate-degree relations)

and6,titled “Simplified degree profiles”).

241. The “degree profile” described in the above passage from Frey99 determines

whatfraction of informationbits are repeated d times, forall relevant values of d

(see also,e.g., Frey Slides at 6, “Degree d,: Fraction f, ‘elite’ bits have degree d,”).

ii) Claim 6 of the °710 Patent is Obvious Over Divsalar in View of One
of Luby or MacKay

242. As I explain above, the combination of Divsalar with one of Luby or

MacKayteaches every limitation of claim 5. Further, these combinations also

teach the limitation added by claim6.

243. MacKayteaches constructing an irregular Gallager code by selecting a

degree profile: “We can define an irregular Gallager code in twosteps. First, we

select a profile that describes the desired numberof columns of each weight and

the desired numberof rows of each weight, The parity check matrix of a code can

be viewed as defining a bipartite graph with ‘bit’ vertices correspondingto the

columns and ‘check’ vertices corresponding to the rows. Each nonzero entry in the

matrix corresponds to an edge connecting a bit to a check. The profile specifies

the degrees of the vertices in this graph” (MacKayat 1449-1450) (emphasisin

original).

244. Luby also teaches constructing an irregular code by selecting a degree

profile. This process is represented graphically in Figure 17 of Luby, reproduced

below:
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245. This figure represents a degree profile for an irregular error-correcting code.

As shown above, some information bits are connected to two parity checks(.e.,

have a degree of two) and other information bits are connected to three parity

checks (i.e., have a degree of three). A person ofordinary skill in the art would

understand that assigning a first group of two or more inputbits a first degree (e.g.,

two) and a second group ofinput bits a second degree(e.g., three) is selection of a

“degree profile” for the code.*°

246. By combiningthe repetition of Divsalar with the degree profiles taught by

either Luby or MacKay, one of ordinary skill in the art would obtain “a repeater

operable to repeat different sub-blocks a different number of times in response to a

selected degree profile,” as required by claim 6 of the ’710 patent.

247. Further, as I explain in detail above, it would have been obviousto

incorporate the irregular degree profiles of Luby or MacKay with the repeat-

accumulate codes taught by Divsalar. Thus, the combination of Divsalar with

either Luby or MacKayrenders claim 6 of the *710 patent obvious.

° This is consistent with the testimony of Dariush Divsalar (see, e.g.. Divsalar.Tr. at 143-146).
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F. Claim 15 of the ’710 Patentis Invalid

248. Claim 15 of the °710 patent reads as follows:

15. A coder comprising:

a first coder having an input configured to receive a stream ofbits,
said first coder operative to repeat said stream of bits irregularly
and scramble the repeated bits; and

a second coder operative to further encode bits output from the
first coder at a rate within 10% of one.

i) Claim 15 of the *710 Patent is Obvious Over Frey99 in View of
Divsalar

249. I explain below that Frey99 teaches every limitation of claim 15 of the *710

patent except the requirement that the second coder encodebits “at a rate within 10%

of one.” Also, as explained above with respect to claim 1, Divsalar teaches a

second coder, i.e., an accumulator, that has a rate of exactly one, and it would have

been obvious to use Divsalar’s accumulator in Frey99. Therefore, claim | is

obvious in view of the combination of Frey99 and Divsalar.

a) Frey99 teaches every limitation of Claim 1 except “a rate within
10% ofone”

<

i. ‘A coder comprising ...”

250. Even ifthe preamblelimits the claim, it is taught by Frey99. As I explain

above, Frey99 deals with the construction of irregular turbocodes. A person of

ordinary skill in the art would recognize that these turbocodes encode information

bits using “a coder.” Further, in the experimentalresults disclosed in Frey99 (and

the Frey Slides) (e.g, as identified above with respect to the preamble ofclaim 1),

the encoded bits were produced by a coder.
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Il. “a first coder having an input configured to receive a stream
of bits. said first coder operative to repeat said stream ofbits
irregularly and scramble the repeated bits”

251. Frey99 teachesthis limitation. As explained abovein the context of claim |

of the °710 patent, Frey99 teachesa first coder that irregularly repeats bits. Frey99

further teaches that the irregularly repeated bits are passed as input to a permuter,

which scrambles the repeated bits.

252. A “stream”ofbits, as that term is used by those of ordinary skill in the art, is

merely a sequenceofbits. Block encoderslike the encoders taught by Frey99, and

the ones described in the specification of the patents-in-suit, receive a “stream” of

bits and partition that stream into blocks of bits, Each block ofbits is then encoded

byafirst encoder, the encoded bits are then interleaved, and the interleaved bits are

encoded by a second encoder, producing a codeword. Oneofordinary skill in the

art would thus understand that the methods and systems taught in Frey99 operate

on a stream ofbits.°°

iii. “asecond coder operative to further encode bits output from
the first coder”

253. Frey99 teaches “a second coder operative to further encode bits output from

the first encoder.” The “second coder” taught by Frey99 is a convolutional

encoder, which accepts irregularly repeated and permuted bits as input and encodes

36 | understand that Caltech has accused DVB-S2 LDPC encoders of infringement. The DVB-
$2 LDPC encoderis a block encoderthat operates on fixed size blocks. If by “stream,” Caltech
meantan un-partitioned continuoussetofbits, then the “stream”limitation could not be
infringed. | therefore understand “stream”in the asserted claims to mean a sequence ofbits.
Even in the absence of considerations of DVB-S2, “sequence ofbits” is the meaning one of
ordinary skill would assign to “stream”in the asserted patents. | note that in the /nter Partes
Review, Prof. Pfister considered the alternate interpretation of “stream,”i.e., an un-partitioned
continuousset ofbits. Even under that interpretation, the claims using the “stream”limitation
would be obvious in view of the references addressed herein. However, for the reasons

explained herein, Caltech mustinterpret “stream” to cover block codes to preserveits
infringement case and therefore under Caltech’s application of the claims, references that
describe block codes meet the “stream”limitation.
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these bits to produce parity bits, as shown in Figure 2, reproduced below (see also

Frey Slides at 5):
 

| Convolutional code

Ae   
Permuler

“TEEIE
| LETTaea * * be k| Rep. Rep 2| | Rep 3 Rep 3 Rep 0 Rep D{ :

|

  
Tete

L ‘ bee \ ———

fy Fy Ny tn

Figure 2: A general irregular furbocode. For d = 1.--..D, fraction fy of the coceword
hits are repeated «times. permuted and connected to a convolutional code,

b) “at a rate within 10% of one”

254. As I explain above, the accumulatorof Divsalaris a “second encoder” with a

rate that is exactly equal to 1.

c) One of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to
combine Divsalar’s accumulator with the irregular turbocodes
of Frey99

255. Asl explain above, one ofordinary skill in the art would have been

motivated to combine Divsalar and Frey99 in general, and would specifically have

been motivated to use the accumulator of Divsalar in Frey99.

d) The combinability of Frey99 and Divsalaris further
demonstrated by Divsalar’s teaching of other limitations of claim

15

 

256. As explain in this section, Divsalar teaches not only a “rate within 10% of

one,” but also most of the remaining limitations of claim 15 of the ‘710 patent.

The similarity and combinability of Frey99 and Divsalar is evidenced by the

numberof claim limitations they both teach.
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i. “A coder comprising ...”

257. Divsalar teaches the preamble. As I explain above, Divsalar describes a

“turbo-like” code called a repeat-accumulate code. A “coder” capable of encoding

information bits using a repeat-accumulate code is shownin Figure 3 of Divsalar,

reproduced above.

ii. “a first coder having an input configured to receive a stream
ofbits, said first coder operative to repeat said stream ofbits”

258. As explained above with reference to claim | of the °710 patent, Divsalar

teachesa first coder that repeats bits. While Divsalar does not teach repeating the

bits “irregularly,” it would have been obviousto oneof ordinary skill in the art to

combinethe repetition of Divsalar with the irregular repetition of Frey99,as |

explained above with reference to claim | of the °710 patent.

ili. “and scramble the repeated bits”

259. Divsalar teachesthis limitation. Figure 3 of Divsalar, reproduced above,

shows a “permutation matrix”(the box labeled “P”). As I explain in detail above,

after the repeater duplicates each of the NV information bits g times and outputs N *

q repeated bits, the repeatedbits are “scrambled by an interleaver of size qN”

(Divsalar at 5).

ii) Claim 15 of the °710 Patent is Obvious Over Divsalar in View of
One of Luby or MacKay

 

260. Claim 15 is rendered obvious by a combination of Divsalar and either

MacKay or Luby. As noted above, Divsalar teachesall but one feature of the IRA

codes that Caltech claims to have invented. That is, Divsalar teaches regular

repeat-accumulate codes instead ofirregular repeat-accumulate codes. Adding

one feature, irregularity, to Divsalar results in the claimed IRA codes. As

explained in detail above, with reference to claim 1 of the °710 patent, it would
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have been obvious to combine the teachings of Divsalar with the irregularity taught

in either of Luby or MacKay.

» limitation of Claim 15 except irregularity  a) Divsalar teaches ever

261. As I explain above, Divsalar teaches:

e “A coder comprising: ...”

e “a first coder having an input configured to receive a stream ofbits, said first
coder operative to repeat said stream ofbits ...”

e “.,. and scramble the repeated bits;” and

e “a second coder operative to further encode bits output from the first coder
at a rate within 10% of one”

262. The only portion ofthe claim that Divsalar fails to teach is: “... repeat[ing]

said stream ofbits irregularly ....” (the “irregularity” limitation), °”

b) Both Luby and MacKayteach the irregularity limitation

263, As explained above with reference to claim 1, Luby and MacKayeach teach

irregularity and one ofordinary skill would have been motivated to incorporate

that irregularity into Divsalar. Doing so results in a combination that teachesall

limitations of claim 15.

G. Claim 20 of the ’710 Patent is Invalid

264, Claim 20 of the °710 patent reads as follows:

20. The coderof claim 15, wherein the first coder comprises a low-
density generator matrix coder.

i) Claim 20 of the ’710 Patent is Obvious Over Frey99 in View of
Divsalar

265. As 1 explained above, the combination of Frey99 with Divsalar teaches

every limitation of claim 15. Both Frey99 and Divsalaralso teachthe limitation

57-To be clear, Divsalar does teach “repeating said streamofbits.” but does not teach “repeating
said stream of bits irregularly.”
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added by claim 20,i.e., that the “first coder comprises a low-density generator

matrix coder.”

266. As explained in Appendix A, a generator matrix is a mathematical

representation of an encoderthat represents how informationbits are transformed

into encoded bits. A generator matrix is a two-dimensional array of Is and Os. A

“low-density” generator matrix is a matrix with a relatively small numberof Is

compared to the number of 0s."

267. The generator matrix associated with a “repeat” encoder (whether regular, as

taught by Divsalar, or irregular, as taught by Frey99) is a low-density generator

matrix. For example, the following is a generator matrix that can be used to repeat

each information bit three times:

oOoOo— So= Co.Sai= oOo-© aoee& Sr)od -©& Ke©© eeOoO&O
268. In this matrix, the rows correspondto bits input to the LDGM encoder: the

first row correspondsto a first bit input to the encoder, the second row corresponds

to a secondinputbit, the third to the third, and so on. Because each column of this

matrix contains only a single “1,” each parity bit produced by this matrix will be a

duplicate (or “repeat”) of one ofthe input (or “information”) bits. [fa column

contained more than a single “1,” then the corresponding parity bit would be a

*8 Caltech agrees with this interpretation of “low-density.” As Caltech explains in its Markman
tutorial, “[m]atrices with contain mostly zeroes and very few ones are called sparse matrices or
low-density matrices” (Dkt. No. 85 at 14:13-14; see also Wicker Tr. at 60; see also, ¢.g., Jin Tr.
at 174).
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combination of (or sum of) information bits, but this matrix contains no such

columns.

269. The numberof repeated bits generated by this encoderis defined by the

numberof“1s” appearing in each input bit’s row. Using the generator matrix

above, encoding a stream ofinput bits beginning with “101...” would result in an

encoded sequenceofbits that begins “111000111...”

270. As the example above shows, a generator matrix correspondingto a repeat

encoder has exactly one “1” per column. Thus, a & * repeater matrix, with k

rows and 7 columns, containsa total of m 1s, for a total density of n(kn) = 1/k.

Oneofordinary skill in the art would understand that a matrix having only a single
7 ele a 39 . 39

| per columnis a “low-density” matrix.

271. Summarizing, the repeaters taught in both Frey99 and Divsalar correspond

to an LDGM coderthat uses a generator matrix of the form illustrated above.

Because that matrix is “low-density,” both Frey99 and Divsalar teach the limitation

added by claim 20.

ii) Claim 20 of the *710 Patent is Obvious Over Divsalar in View of
One of Luby or MacKay

 

272. As I explained above, the combination of Divsalar with one of Luby or

MacKayteachesevery limitation of claim 15. Also, as | explain above, Divsalar

teachesa first coder, i.e., a repeater, that is a low-density generator matrix coder.

Even when Divsalar’s repeater is made into an irregular repeater by incorporating

Luby’s or MacKay’s teachingof irregularity, the repeater remains a low-density

*? A generator matrix for repeating a very small block size may not be low density. For example,
of the block size is two and eachbit is repeated twice, the matrix would have four elements. two
ones and two zeroes. With half of the elements being non-zero, the matrix would not be low
density. However, such degenerate cases do notdetract from the point that in general generator
matrices for repeat codes are low density. Once the blocksize is increased sufficiently, the
matrix will become low density. For example. a generator matrix for the block sizes explicitly
contemplated in Frey99, Divsalar, Luby or MacKay would all be low density.
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generator matrix coder. Therefore, claim 20 is obvious over Divsalar in view of

one of Luby or MacKay.

H. Claim 21 of the ’710 Patent is Invalid

273. Claim 21 of the ’710 patent reads:

21. The coderof claim 15, wherein the second coder comprises a
rate 1 linear encoder.

i) Claim 21 of the ’710 Patent is Obvious Over Frey99 in View of
Divsalar

274. As I explained above, the combination of Frey99 and Divsalar teaches every

limitation of claim 15.

275. Also, as explained above with reference to claim | of the *710 patent,

Divsalar teaches a second coderthat is an accumulator having a rate equalto 1.

Also, an accumulatoris a linear encoder. The generator matrix for an accumulator

has the form:

6SSeEe ao2Ss2aSS—-_ Se.GSeeSESee aoco390CFKFFrFr aDOoCORPFHFFe DTCOFPKFKFKFkKFe DpFFRFRRFKFFe ee
276. As explained in Appendix A, a generator matrix represents a linear

transformation, and any code (such as this one) that can be represented using a

generator matrix is a linear code.
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277. Claim 22 of the ’710 patent underscores the fact that an accumulator is a

linear encoder. It recites “[t]he coder of claim 21, wherein the second coder

comprises an accumulator.” It logically follows that Divsalar’s accumulatoris a

particular example of a “rate | linear encoder,” as required by claim 21 (see also,

e.g., Jin Dep. at 122:7-13).

ii) Claim 21 of the °710 Patent is Obvious Over Divsalar in View of
OneofLubyorMacKay

278. As explained above, the combination of Divsalar and either Luby or

MacKayrenders claim 15 obvious. | also explained above how Divsalar teaches a

second encoder comprising a rate 1 linear encoder. Therefore, claim 21 is also

obvious over Divsalar in view of one of Luby or MacKay.

I. Claim 22 of the *710 Patent is Invalid

279. Claim 22 of the °710 patent reads:

22. The coderof claim 21, wherein the second coder comprises an
accumulator.

i) Claim 22 of the *710 Patent is Obvious Over Frey99 in View of
Divsalar

280. Above I explain how Divsalar and Frey99 render obvious claim 21, and

further how Divsalar teaches a “‘second encoder” that comprises an “accumulator.”

Therefore, claim 22 is also obvious over the combination of Divsalar and Frey99.

ii) Claim 22 of the ’710 Patent is Obvious Over Divsalar in View of
One of Luby or MacKay

281. Above I explain how Divsalar combined with either Luby or MacKay render

obvious claim 21, and further how Divsalar teaches a “second encoder”that

comprises an “accumulator.” Therefore, claim 22 is also obvious over Divsalar

combined with either Luby or MacKay.
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Vil. THE ASSERTED CLAIMSOF THE ’032 PATENT ARE INVALID 

282. AsI explain below,asserted claims 1, 18, 19, and 22 of the 032 patent are

invalid. A summary of the opinions set forth in this section is given in the table

below:
   

Ping + Frey99 Divsalar + Frey99 (or| Divsalar + Frey99 (or
7032 Ping + MacKayor

 

 

 

oe (or Frey Frey slides), Luby, or| Frey slides), Luby, or
ea slides) Luby MacKay MacKay+ Ping

Obvious

| Obvious (under Calieen 3 Obvious
construction of

“repeat”’)

: Obviousee Onis (Ping not necessary) |
19 | Obvious Obvious |
ss Obvious Obvious

(Ping not necessary)

A. Claim 1 of the ’032 Patentis Invalid

 

283. Claim 1 of the °032 patent reads:

|. A method comprising:

receiving a collection of message bits having a first sequence in a
source data stream:

generating a sequence of parity bits, wherein each parity bit “x|" in
the sequenceis in accordance with the formula

a

Hy = Aja t » Yj-1ati
i=1

where “x,.\” is the value ofa parity bit “j-1," and
a

a UV(j-1ati
i=1

is the value of a sum of “a” randomly chosen irregular repeats of
the messagebits; and

making the sequence ofparity bits available for transmission in a
transmission data stream.
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i) Claim 1 of the ’032 patent is Obvious over Ping In View of Frey99
(or Frey Slides)

284. | explain below,one limitation at a time, why claim 1 is rendered obvious

by Ping in view of Frey99 (or Frey Slides).

a) “receiving a collection of message bits having a first sequence in
a source data stream”

285. Ping teaches “receiving a collection of message bits havingafirst sequence

in a source data stream.”

286. Ping refers to the collection of information bits to be encoded using the

vector variable name d. Ping states: “[d]ecompose the codeword ¢ as e = [p,d],

where p and d contain the parity and informationbits, respectively”(Ping at 38).

Ping goes on to provide equations from which “p= {p;} can easily be calculated

from a given d = {d;}”(id.).

287. The term “message bits” is synonymouswith “information bits.” One of

ordinary skill in the art would understand that the information bits d, as taught by

Ping, is a “collection of message bits having a first sequence.”& g

288. Further, as I explain above, under Caltech’s application of the claims, a

“data stream,” is merely a sequenceofbits. Block encoderslike the ones taught by

Ping, and the ones described in the specification of the patents-in-suit, receive a

“collection of message bits having a first sequence in a source data stream.”
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b) “generating a sequence of parity bits, wherein each parity bit “x;|’
in the sequence is in accordance with the formulaa

ier mj= Baa + 5, Yj-a)ati
t=1

289. This limitation means that each parity bit x, in the claimed sequenceofparity

bits is equal to the sum ofthe previousparity bit x); and the sum of “a”

information bits, }j-1 V¢j-1a+i-

290. This is precisely the coding method taught by Ping. Specifically, Ping

teaches an encoding operation that calculates the parity bits {p;} using the

information bits {d;} as an input as follows:

Pi = » hn’. dj
J

pi = Pi-1 + S- hed,
j

(Ping at 38) (Eq. 4)

291. In Ping, the parity bits, referenced in the claim as x; are denoted using the

letter p (e.g., in Ping, the i" parity bit is denoted p,).

292, As required by claim | of the °032 patent, the first parity bit of Ping, p, is

calculated as the sum of a subset of information bits and, as shown below, each

subsequentparity bit p; is calculated by adding together the previous parity bit p;.;

(the green box) and a sum ofbits in a subset of informationbits (the red box):

4 As was well understood by those ofordinary skill, the “LZ” symbol denotes a summation. For

example, 2 hid means hf d, + hod, +...+ hiid;. where J is an integer. If the “h” values
i

are all either zero or one, as they are in Ping, and the “d” values are information bits. thenthis
equation produces a sum ofinformationbits.
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Ping, Eq. 4

 c) “where ‘'x,.;"" is the value of a parity bit “ja

p3 V(j-1)a+i
i=1

‘a”’ randomly chosen irregular repeats
e

is the value of a sum _o

of the message bits’

293. Ping teaches an encoding method in whicheachparity bit is the sum ofthe

 

previousparity bit plus the sum of a numberof randomly chosencollections of the

message bits. The expression }\/_, V(j—1)a+i. 45 it appears in the claim,1s given in

Ping as >); he d; (Ping at 38).

294. The variable h“, represents the value at the 7" row and the" columnofthe
parity check matrix H® (see id.). Thevariable d; represents the value of theee

Shed,
j

represents the sum ofthebits in a subset of information bits (specifically, the

information bit. Thus,

subset of information bits d; where hi = 1). As Ping explains, the matrix H‘ is
randomized. H" is comprisedof ¢ sub-blocks H"', ..., H“as follows:

Ha!

=| *

H?
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295. Ping furtherstates: “[i]n each sub-block HH” /=1,2... t, we randomly

create exactly one element | per column and kt/(n-k) 1s per row”(id.) (emphasis

added). Thus, the particular information bits summed by the expression )); he dj
are “randomly chosen,” as required by claim 1 of the *032 patent.” !

296. Ping therefore teaches everythingin this limitation except the “irregular

repeats”limitation. While Ping does not teach “irregular repeats” of the message

bits, Frey99 (and the Frey Slides) teachesirregular repetition, as I explained above.

297. For the reasons given below,it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art to combine the accumulation-based encoding of Ping with the

irregular repetition of Frey99 (or the Frey Slides).

d) bits available for transmission in  
a transmission data stream”

298. As explained above, the codeword taught by Ping comprisesparity bits,

(denoted with the boldface letter p). Specifically, Ping teaches “[d]ecompos[ing]

the codeword ¢ as c= [p, d], where p and d contain the parity and information bits,

respectively” (Ping at 38).

299. Ping also analyzes the performance ofthe codes it describes, graphing the

BERofvarious LDPC-accumulate coders against various values of E)/No:

“' | understand that Caltech has argued that the asserted claims cover the DVB-S2 algorithm. A
DVB-S2 encoder merely implements previously defined deterministic (non-random) operations.
Therefore, under Caltech’s application of the claims, “randomly chosen” mustrefer to random
choices made while defining the coding algorithm itself (as opposed to making random choices
during the encodingitself).
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Fig. 1 Performances of LDPCcodes generated by semi-randomparity
check matrixes with k = 30000 .

@ R= 1/3
MR=1/2
A R= 2/3

Ping, Fig. 1

300. The concepts of “BER” and £,/No only make sense in the context of

generating codewords(includingthe parity bits p), transmitting them over a noisy

channel, and decoding them at the other end. Thus, Ping teaches “making the

sequenceofparity bits available for transmission in a transmission data stream,” as

required by claim 1 of the °032 patent.

e) Summary

301. As explained above, the combination of Ping and Frey99 (or the Frey Slides)

teaches every limitation of claim 1 of the ’032 patent.

A Motivations to Combine the teachings of Ping with those of
Frey99 (or the Frey Slides)

302. Ping and Frey99 (or the Frey Slides) are both directed to the samefield,

namely the field of error-correcting codes. In particular, both Ping and Frey99

relate to linear error-correcting codes and enhancements thereto: Frey99, titled

“Irregular Turbocodes,” teaches modifying known coding techniques to include
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irregularity; Ping, titled “Low Density Parity Check Codes with Semirandom

Parity Check Matrix,” teaches constructing LDPC codes that can be encoded

efficiently and have good BERvs. E,/No performance (see Ping at 39). Given that

both references relate to improvementsto error-correcting codes, one of ordinary

skill in the art would have been motivated to combine their teachings.

303. Further, as explained above, Luby and MacKaytaught that performanceofa

code could be improved by making the code irregular and that teaching was well

knowninthe art prior to Caltech’s claimed conception dateorits filing date. That

well-known teaching would have further motivated one ofordinary skill to

incorporate Frey’s irregular repetition into Ping’s coding algorithm.

304. Further, combining irregularrepetition as taught by Frey99 (and the Frey

Slides) with accumulation as taught by Ping would have been a simple matter for

one of ordinary skill in the art, as described above with reference to the asserted

claims of the *710 patent. Such a combination would involve a routine substitution

of one component for another and the resulting combination would have performed

as expected.

ii) Claim 1 of the 032 patent is Obvious over Ping In View of MacKay
orLuby

305. I understand that the Plaintiff attempted to argue that “repeat” and “reuse”

are synonymous, but the Court was correctly not persuaded by this argument. See

Claim Construction Order (Dkt. No. 105) at 11 (“Caltech argues that ‘repeat’ can

also refer to the re-use of a bit, but the patent’s claims and specification support the

Court’s construction”). Unless stated otherwise, my invalidity opinionsin this

report are based on the Court’s construction that “repeat” should be givenits plain

meaning, which is “duplication.” Claim Construction Order dated August 6, 2014,

p. 10.
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306. Plaintiffs infringement arguments, however,still appear to be based on an

interpretation of “repeat” that does not require duplication, but merely reuse. ”
Underthis interpretation, claim 1 of the °032 patent would be rendered obvious by

Ping in view of either MacKay or Luby. Further, repeating bits in order to reuse

them would not have been inventive and instead would have been nothing more

than an implementation detail. Accordingly, even under the proper construction in

which repeat means duplicate, the claims are still obvious over Ping in view of

either MacKay or Luby.

307. AsI explain above, Ping teaches every limitation of claim | except

“irregular repeats.” Neither MacKay nor Luby teach “repeats” under the Court's

construction of the term “repeat — that is, they do not teach duplicatingbits.

However, MacKay and Luby doteach irregular reuse ofbits, as | explain above

with reference to the claims of the °710 patent.

308. It would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art to combine the

LDPC-accumulate coders of Ping with the irregularity of MacKay or Luby. As

described above, Luby and MacKayare directed to the samefield, namely the field

of error correcting codes, and specifically, variations and improvements on linear

error-correcting codes that allow them to be encoded more quickly. Ping is related

to the samefield; Ping, titled “Low Density Parity Check Codes with Semirandom

Parity Check Matrix,” teaches constructing LDPC codes that can be encoded

efficiently and have good BERvs. E,/N» performance (see Ping at 39). Given that

Ping, MacKay, and Lubyrelate to improvementsto error-correcting codes, one of

ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to combinethe teachings of

Ping with those of at least one of Luby or MacKay.

*° Thatis, in DVB-S2, the parity bits are not repeats of the information bits. Rather, in DVB-S2,
each parity bit is the sum of a collection of informationbits. Thus, although information bits
maybe reused in DVB-S2’s LDPCcode, they are not repeated.
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309, Further, because Luby and MacKayboth taughtthat irregular codes perform

better than regular ones, one of ordinary skill would have been motivated to

incorporate irregularity into Ping. Ping’s code is regular because each columnin

Ping’s H‘ matrix contains the same numberofones,i.e., each of Ping’s columns

contains exactly “t” ones (Ping at 38). However, changing Ping’s H® matrix such

that not all columns had the same weight would have made Ping’s code irregular

and would have been an easy way for oneofordinary skill to incorporate

irregularity into Ping. As explained above, MacKayteaches parity-check matrices

in which each information bit corresponds to a column, where the weight ofthat

column(i.e., the number of 1s contained in that column of the parity-check matrix)

represents the degree of the information bit. MacKayalso notesthat “[t]he best

known binary Gallager codes are irregular codes whose parity check matrices have

nonuniform weight per column” (Mackay at 1449) (emphasis in original). Given

these teachings of MacKay,it would have been obviousto one ofordinary skill in

the art to incorporate irregularity into the LDPC-accumulate coders of Ping by

making the column weights of the parity check matrix H" nonuniform.

310. Summarizing, Ping teaches a code that can be described as a regular LDPC

followed by an accumulate (or a serial concatenated code in which the outer coder

is a regular LDPC coderand the inner coderis an accumulator)."? Thus, in Ping’s

code, every parity bit is the sum of(a) the previous parity bit and (b) a sum of

randomly chosen regular “reuses” of the message bits. One ofordinary skill in the

art would have been motivated by the teachings of Luby and MacKayto replace

Ping’s regular LDPC coderwith an irregular LDPC coder.

* Ping’s equation (4) for p;, is of the form p, = p;i +X, which is an accumulate operation and
showsthat Ping’s outer coder is an accumulator. Further, the summation term in equation (4)
(denoted by “*X”in the prior sentence) provides an LDPC encoding, thus showing that Ping’s
inner coder is an LDPC coder.
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311, In Ping’s code as modified to include irregularity per the teachings of Luby

or MacKay,each parity bit would be the sum of(a) the previous parity bit and (b) a

sum of randomly chosen irregular “reuses” of the messagebits.

312. Thus, under Caltech’s theory that “repeat” means “reuse,” claim | of

the °032 patent would be rendered obvious by Ping in view of MacKay or Luby.

Also, as noted above, repeating bits in order to reuse them would not have been

inventive and instead would have been nothing more than an obvious

implementation detail. Accordingly, even under the proper construction in which

repeat means duplicate, the claimsare still obvious over Ping in view ofeither

MacKayor Luby.

iii) Claim 1 of the °032 Patent is Obvious over Divsalar in view of Luby
or MacKay

313. Iexplain below,one limitation at a time, why claim | is rendered obvious by

Divsalar in view of Luby or MacKay.

“receiving a collection of message bits having a first sequence in

a source data stream”

  a)

314. As explained above with reference to the claims of the *710 patent, Divsalar

teaches “receiving a collection of message bits having a first sequence.” Also for

the reasons explained above, while Divsalar does not explicitly make reference to

an input configured to receive a “data stream,” as required by this limitation, one

of ordinary skill in the art would understand that the methods and systems taught in

Divsalar operate on a data stream.

  
 b) “generating a sequence of parity bits, wherein each pari

in the sequence is in accordance with the formulaa

—— "Xj = Xj+ > Vj-1)ati
t=1

bit “x;  
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315. This limitation meansthat each parity bit x; in the claimed sequenceofparity

bits is equal to the sum ofthe previous parity bit x;.; and the sum of “a”

information bits, MiV¢j-1)a+i-

315. This limitation means that eachparity bit x; in the claimed sequenceofparity

bits is equal to the sum of the previous parity bit x;; and the sum of “a”

informationbits, Yf_4 V¢j—1a+i-

316. As explained above, the accumulator of Divsalar performs an accumulation

operation as follows:

[W]eprefer to think of [the accumulator] as a block coder whose
input block[x), ..., X»] and output block [y;. ..., yn] are related by
the formula

yirx

Yarx +X
VAX) FXG

Vet F XD FXG oT Xy,

(Divsalarat 5)

317. This operation can be represented recursively using the equation y; = yj; + Xj.

Using the recursive formulation, one can see that each parity bit; is the sum of the

previousparity bit y,, and a single informationbit x;. Therefore, for the case in

which a = 1, Divsalar meets this limitation.

318. For cases in which “a” is greater than one, this limitation would be met by

modifying the teachings of Divsalar so that each parity bit y; is the sum of the

previousparity bit y,, and mu/tiple informationbits x;), xj2, and x3. Thatis,

modifying the teachings of Divsalar so that y; = 9-4 + (xi) + Xi2 + Xi3).

319. It would have been obvious to implement such a code byinserting a step

between the interleaver and the accumulator that sums consecutive groups of a

repeated bits. For example, for a = 3, this step would receive repeated information

bits x), Xo, X3, X4, Xs, XG, X7, Xg, Xo, ... and would output the sums of consecutive

groups of three repeated informationbits (x, + x2 + x3), (4 + Xs + x6), (7 + Xg +
-95-
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X), .... These sums would then be passed to the accumulator, resulting in a code

where y; = yz; + (Xj + X;2 + X)3), Which satisfies this limitation of claim 1 of

the °032 patent.

320. As explained below withreference to the claims of the °781 patent,this

effect can also be achieved by “puncturing” someofthe parity bits y; output by

Divsalar. If two out of every three parity bits were punctured, leaving only y;, Va,

yz, etc., then each parity bit (¢.g., ys) would be the sum of the previousparity bit

(i.e., y)) and a group ofthree informationbits (i.e., x, + x2 + x3). Thus, this would

also result in a code where y; = y;.4 + (xj) + X;2 + X13), whichsatisfies this limitation

of claim 1 of the 032 patent. As explained below, “puncturing”parity bits would

have been well knownto one ofordinary skill in the art (see, e.g., Frey99 at 3).

321. Modifying the teachings of Divsalar in this way would have been obvious in

view of the teachings of Luby or MacKay. As explained above Luby and MacKay

teach LDPC codes(see, e.g., Luby at 17:58-60, “[f]or example, a low-density

parity check code defined by a graph similarto that used betweenthe otherlayers

is particularly suitable for this purpose ...”; see also, e.g, MacKayat Fig. 1). It

was well knownin the art that LDPC codes (a.k.a. “Gallager codes”) are a class of

high-performanceerror-correcting codes with desirable properties. As explained

above, Gallager codes had been knownin theart for decades by the time the

patents-in-suit were filed, and had been the subject of intensive research since 1995

whenthey were rediscovered by David J. C. MacKay. Combining the repeat-

accumulate codes taught by Divsalar with the LDPC codes taught by Luby and

MacKayto create an LDPC-accumulate coder would have been obviousto one of

ordinary skill in the art.
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(oo

" ts the value of a parity bit “j-1,”" and
a

> V(j-1)ati
i=1

is the value of a sum of “a” randomly chosen irregular repeats
of the message bits”

322. AsI explain above, it would have been obvious to modify the teachings of

  c) “where _"“x;_)

Divsalar with the LDPCcodes taught by Luby or MacKaybyinserting a

summation step betweenthe interleaver and the accumulator of Divsalar. The

resulting code would be a code in which x; = x;+ (vj; + ¥j2 + ¥j3) (Where a = 3).

The quantity (v;, + v2 + v;3) is the value of a sum of “a” repeats of the message

bits. Because the bits are permuted by the interleaver prior to this step of

summation, the repeated informationbits v;), vj, vjz are “randomly chosen,”at least

according to Caltech’s interpretation, repeats of the message bits, as required by

the claim.

323. Divsalar does not teach “irregular” repeats,” as required by claim 1.

However, as explained above with reference to the claims ofthe 710 patent,it

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to combine the regular

repetition of Divsalar with the irregularity of MacKay and Luby,resulting in

irregular repetition.

“making the sequence of parity bits available for transmission in

a transmission data stream"

d)   

324. Divsalar teachesthis limitation. Divsalar analyzes the performance of the

codesit describes, graphing the word error probability of various RA codes against

various values of F;/No:

LO7-
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Divsalar, Fig. 5

325. The concepts of “BER” and E;,/No only make sensein the context of

generating codewords(including parity bits), transmitting them over a noisy

channel, and decoding them at the other end. Thus, Divsalar teaches “making the

sequenceofparity bits available for transmission in a transmission data stream,” as

required by claim | of the 032 patent.”

e) Summary

326. As explained above, the combination of Divsalar and either Luby or

MacKayteachesevery limitation of claim | of the *032 patent.

f) MotivationstoCombine

327. As explained above with reference to the claims of the *710 patent, one of

ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to combine the repeat

accumulate codes of Divsalar with the irregular LDPC codes taught by MacKay

4 This is consistent with the testimony of Dariush Divsalar (see, e.g.. Divsalar Tr. at 76-77).
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and Luby, resulting in an LDPC-accumulate coderthatsatisfies the limitations of

claim 1 of the °032 patent.

B. Claim 18 of the ’032 Patentis Invalid

328. Claim 18 of the °032 patent reads:

18. A device comprising:

a message passing decoder configured to decode a received data stream that
includes a collection of parity bits,

the message passing decoder comprising two or more check/variable nodes
operating in parallel to receive messages from neighboring checking/variable
nodes and send updated messages to the neighboring variable/check nodes,

wherein the message passing decoder is configured to decode the received data
stream that has been encoded in accordance with the following Tanner graph:

 
 

 
TATEIN

aS)OREPERAE

1) Claim 18 of the °032 Patent is Obvious over Divsalar in View of
Frey99, Luby, or MacKay

329. I explain below, one limitation at a time, why Claim 18 of the °032 patent is

rendered obvious by Divsalar in view of Frey99, Luby, or MacKay.
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a) “a device comprising ...”'

330. The encoding methods taught by Divsalar are performed by “a device.” A

schematic diagram of such a device(/.e., an “encoder”’) is shown by Divsalar, Fig.

rate l/q rate 1
repetition 1/ (1+D)

Figure 3. Encoder for a (¢N,N) repeat and acewnulate
code, The numbers above the input-output lines

inclicate the length of the corresponding block, and
those below the lines indicate the weight of the block.

3, reproduced below:

LENGTH   [WEIGHT] [w] {qw] [qw]  
qN x qN

permutation
matrix

Divsalar, Fig. 3

b) "a message passing decoder configured to decode a received
data streamthat includes a collection of parity bits”
 

331. Divsalar teaches “a message passing decoderconfigured to decode a

received data stream that includes a collection of parity bits.” Divsalar teaches that

“an important feature of turbo-like codesis the availability of a simple iterative,

message passing decodingalgorithm that approximates ML decoding. We wrote

a computer program to implement this “turbo-like” decoding for RA codes with q

= 3 (rate 1/3) and q = 4 (rate 1/4), and the results are shown in Figure 5” (Divsalar

at 9) (emphasis added).

332. Message passing decoders are conventional elements that were well known

in the prior art."> A message passing decoder repeatedly calculates several related

mathematical functions, where the functions are called “messages.” A message

passing decoderincludes “variable nodes,” which represent information bits, and

*° See generally,e.g., Judea Pearl, Reverend Bayes on Inference Engines: A Distributed
Hierarchical Approach, Proceedings of the Second National Conference on Artificial
Intelligence Pittsburgh, PA 133-136 (1982) (“Pearl”).
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“check nodes,” which represent mathematical constraints that the information bits

must follow. Using an algorithm for decoding called “message passing decoding,”

messages are passed amongthe variable and check nodes in order to determine the

original values of the information bits. One of ordinary skill would understand that

this is what is referenced by Divsalar’s use of the term “message passing
«3446

decoding.”

333. Further, as explained above with reference to the asserted claims of the °710

patent, the decoding methods taught by Divsalar are intended to be applied to a

“data stream.”

c) “the message passing decoder comprising two or more
check/variable nodes operating in parallel to receive messages
from neighboring checking/variable nodes and send updated
messages to the neighboring variable/check nodes”
 

334. This limitation is directed to features that are obvious elements in any

message-passing decoder, including the message-passing decoder taught by

Divsalar. A person of ordinary skill in the art would recognize that conventional

implementations of decoding by “message passing”, decoding by the “sum-product

algorithm”, decoding by “belief propagation”, decoding by “probability

propagation”, decoding a code defined by a “Tanner graph” and decoding a code

defined by a “factor graph” would in particular comprise two or more

check/variable nodes operating in parallel to receive messages from neighboring

check/variable nodes and send updated messages to the neighboring variable/check

nodes. These operations are described in several publications prior to Divsalar,

including in the teachings of R. G. Gallager (“Low Density Parity Check Codes”,

monograph, M.I.T. Press, 1963), of B. J. Frey and F. R. Kschischang (Presented at

the Allerton Conference in September 1995, proceedings published in May 1996),

“© As confirmed by the testimony of Dariush Divsalar (see. e.g., Divsalar Tr. at 152-153),
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of B. J. Frey, F. R. Kschischang, H.-A. Loeliger and N. Wiberg (Presented at the

Allerton Conference in September 1996, proceedings published in May 1997) and

of R. J. McEliece , D. J. C. Mackay and J.-F. Cheng (published in the IEEE Journal

on Selected Areas in Communications, February 1998). I discuss message passing

decoding further below with respect to Frey99, but that description of message

passing decoding applies here as well.

335. Divsalar teaches that “an important feature of turbo-like codesis the

availability of a simple iterative, message passing decoding algorithm that

approximates ML decoding”(Divsalar at 9) (emphasis added). Theiterative

message-passing algorithm taught by Divsalar operates according to the principles

commonto conventional message-passing decoders (as taught by, e.g. Pearl) and

therefore meets this limitation.”

d) Tanner Graph

336. The Court has construed this term to require “a graph representing an IRA

code as a set of parity checks where every messagebit is repeated, at least two

different subsets of message bits are repeated a different numberof times, and

check nodes, randomly connected to the repeated messagebits, enforce constraints

that determine the parity bits.”

337. As explained above, an IRA codeis an “irregular repeat-accumulate” code,

in which information bits are irregularly repeated and optionally interleaved, with

the interleaved bits being passed to an accumulator, which generates the parity bits.

i Divsalar teaches every requirement of the Tanner Graph
limitation except irregularity

338. Divsalar teaches repeating message bits, as required by the Court’s

construction, This is shown in Figure 3 of Divsalar, reproduced below:

‘7 This is consistent with the testimony of Dariush Divsalar(see Divsalar Tr. at 152-153).
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LENGTH ON|rate 1/q |__o fe|qn eacat.«||a[WEIGHT] (wl repetition lqwl renal 1/(1+D) th]
gn x qn

permutation
matrix

Figure 3. Encoderfor a (qgNV..N) repeat and accumulate
code. The numbers above the input-output lines

indicate the length of the corresponding block. and
those below thelines indicate the weight of the block.

339. As explained above, a block of NV information bits enters the coderat theleft

side of the figure and is provided to the repeater (labeled “rate 1/q repetition’’)

(Divsalar at 5). The repeater duplicates each of the NV informationbits q times and

outputs the resulting NV x q repeated bits (id.).

340. Divsalar also teaches “an [IJRA codeas a set of parity checks ... check

nodes, randomly connected to the repeated message bits, enforce constraints that

determine the parity bits” required by the Court’s construction ofthis term. In

particular, Divsalar’s interleaver disposed between the repeater and accumulator

satisfies the “randomly connected”portion of the Court’s construction,”* Further,

the accumulator taught by Divsalar satisfies the “[I]RA code ... enforce constraints

that determinethe parity bits.” The °032 patentitself teaches that an accumulator

satisfies those constraints and therefore Divsalar’s accumulatorsatisfies them as

well.

341. As explained above with reference to claim 1 of the ’710 patent, the drawing

below represents a Tanner graph for a simple version of the RA code taught in

Divsalar. That Tanner graph is “a graph representing an [I]RA codeasaset of

parity checks where every messagebit is repeated, [at least two different subsets of

messagebits are repeated a different numberof times,] and check nodes, randomly

“8 Again, | have interpreted “randomly connected” consistent with Caltech’s apparent
application of the claim to DVB-S2 to mean implementation ofan algorithm that may have been
defined in advance using random operations.
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connected to the repeated message bits, enforce constraints that determine the

parity bits.” That is, the Tanner graph of Divsalar’s RA code meetsall

requirements imposed by the Court’s construction of the Tanner graph term in

claim 18, except thatit is regular instead of irregular. In the Tanner graph below,

the message bits are the two opencircles at the top. They are both repeated twice.

The check nodes are the black circles in the middle. They are randomly connected

to the message bits. The open circles at the bottom representparity bits. The

connections between the check nodes and the parity bits enforce constraints that

determine the parity bits. In particular, those constraints require the parity bits to

be the accumulation of the repeated, interleaved messagebits.

 
Tanner Graph of an RA Code (CALTECH000007326)

342. Only asingle change is required to make the Tanner graph above meetall

requirements imposed by the Court’s construction of the Tanner graphlimitation of

claim 18. That is, if the repeat of the message bits is made irregular,e.g., by

inserting one extra edge between one of the message bits and oneof the check

nodes(e.g., as shown bythe extra red edge in the Tanner graph below) suchthat

one messagebit is repeated four times instead of three, then the Tanner graph

meets all aspects of the Court’s construction.
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Tanner Graph of an IRA Code

ii. The irregularity required by the Tanner graphlimitationis
taught by Frey99, Luby, and MacKay

343. While Divsalar does not teach a scheme in which “at least two different

subsets of message bits are repeated a different numberof times”as required by

the Court’s construction, this limitation is taught by each of Frey99, Luby, and

MacKay.

344. AsI have explained above, Frey99 teaches the claimedirregular repetition.

Also, as explained above, Luby and MacKayalsoteach the benefits of irregular

codes.

e) Summary

345. As explained above, every limitation of claim 18 is taught by Divsalar

except the irregularity required by the Court’s construction of the Tanner graph

limitation, which is taught by each of Luby, MacKay, and Frey99.
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ii) One of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to
incorporate the irregularity of Frey99, Luby, or MacKay into the RA
codes of Divsalar

Combining the RA codes of Divsalar with the irregularity 0

Frey99, Luby, or MacKay, generally
  a)

346. For the reasons explained above with reference to the asserted claims of

the °710 patent, it would have been obvious to incorporate irregularity (as

motivated by Luby, MacKay or Frey99)into the repeat-accumulate codes taught

by Divsalar.

b) Other similarities between Divsalar and each of Frey99, Luby,
and MacKayfurther motivate the combination

347. The motivations to combine Divsalar with any one of Frey99_, Luby, or

MacKayreferencesare strengthened bythe fact that all four of these references

teach “message passing” decoders, as required by claim 18.

348. As described above, Divsalar teaches a message passing decoder.

349, Frey99 teaches a “message passing” decoder as well. The irregular

turbocodes of Frey99 are decoded using aninteractive application of the sum-

product algorithm, which is a type of message-passing decoder. Frey99 states:

“lw]e construct irregular turbocodes with systematic bits that participate in varying

numberoftrellis sections. These codes can be decoded bythe iterative application

of the sum-productalgorithm (a low-complexity, more general form of the

turbodecoding algorithm)” (Frey99 at 1). A person of ordinary skill in the art

would recognize that an “iterative application of the sum-productalgorithm,” as

described by Frey99, describes a “belief propagation” decoder, whichis a type of

“message passing” decoder (as shownby,e.g., claim 22 of the ’032 patent). See
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also Frey Slides at 3 (showing non-elite and elite bits being “pinned down

SLOWLY”and “pinned down QUICKLY,”respectively) (emphasis in original).””

350. Conventional implementations of this kind of decoder consist of

check/variable nodes operating in parallel to receive messages from neighboring

check/variable nodes and send updated messages to the neighboring variable/check

nodes, as described in the teaching of B. J. Frey, F: R. Kschischang, H.-A. Loeliger

and N. Wiberg (presented at the Allerton Conference in September 1996,

proceedings published in May 1997). The message sent from a variable node to a

check node is comprised of one numberfor every possible value’ ofthe variable,

which is computed by taking the product of the corresponding messages received

by the variable from other check nodes. The message sent from a check nodeto a

variable node is comprised of one numberfor every possible value ofthe variable,

which is computed by adding together terms that correspond to configurations of

all other variables connected to the check node such that the parity check is

satisfied, where each termis given by the product ofthe corresponding messages

received by the check node from those variable nodes. An informationbit is

decoded by examining its corresponding variable node and for every possible value

of the variable computing a numberby taking the product of the corresponding

messages received by the variable from all check nodesthatit is connected to. The

bit is decodedby setting it to the value with the largest number. There are

variations on these operations that involve different ways of scaling the messages,

different ways of scheduling the order in which messages are updated, different

*” One of ordinary skill in the art would have recognized that “pinning down”bits refers to the
operation of a message passing decoder, which “pins down”an information bit by iteratively

applying the sum-product algorithm to the corresponding variable node.
*” In binary coding systems, suchasall of the references discussed herein, each variable can have
only one of two possible values, i.e., 0 or 1. Thus, for any given information or parity bit, one
numberis computed representing the likelihood that the bit has value 0 and another numberis
computed representing the likelihoodthat the bit has value 1.
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arithmetic operations that may be used, and different ways of moreefficiently

storing the numbers comprising the messages,all of which were knownto those of

ordinary skill before Caltech’s alleged invention.

351. The drawing below graphically illustrates the above described operation of

the message passing decoding algorithm using a small portion of a Tanner graph.

In the drawings below,variable nodes corresponding to information andparity bits

are the open circles at the top and bottom of the diagram, respectively, and the

filled circle in the middle is a check node. In one cycle, as shown on theleft, each

variable node computes a message and sendsits message to the check nodes to

whichit is connected. In the next cycle, as shownin the right, each check node

computes a message and sendsits message to the variable nodes to whichit is

connected. Several such iterations are performed, e.g., until a solution stabilizes or

until a maximum numberofiterations has been reached. Then, each information

or parity bit can combine multiple messages from its neighboring check nodes and

use those messages to determine whetherits value should be zero or one.

“\Y. *\Y
eee eee eee

 Messace: > esSaee-
Num (representing likelihood that bit ls a zerc) Num {reprecenting likelihood that check is azera)
Num? (representing likelihood that bit is a ane] Num2 {representing likelihoad that check ls a one]

352. Luby also teaches message passing decoders,stating that “[t]o properly

decode corrupted bits conventional belief propagationis utilized. Belief

propagation is describedin detail in "The Forward-Backward Algorithm"by G.

David Forney, Jr. in Proceedings of the 34th Allerton Conference on
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Communication, Control, and Computing (October, 1996), pp. 432-446” (Luby

18:29-38) (emphasis added). As explained above (and as confirmed by, e.g., claim

22 of the °032 patent), a “belief propagation” decoderis a particular type of

“message passing” decoder.

353. MacKay also teaches message passing decoders, teaching codes that “can be

practically decoded with Gallager’s sum-productalgorithm giving near Shannon

limit performance” (MacKay at 1449). As explained above, the “sum-product

algorithm”refers to a particular type of message-passing decoder.

C. Claim 19 of the ’032 Patentis Invalid

354. Claim 19 of the ’032 patent reads:

19. The device ofclaim 18, wherein the message passing decoder
is configured to decode the received data stream that includes the
messagebits.

355. Claim 19 is rendered obvious by Divsalar in combination with one of Frey99

Luby, or MacKay,alone or further in combination with Ping ((Divsalar + (Frey99,

Luby or MacKay)) alone or (Divsalar + (Frey99, Luby or MacKay) + Ping)).

356. I explain above that Divsalar in combination with one of Frey99, Luby, or

MacKayrenders obvious every limitation of Claim 18.

357. Frey99 explicitly teaches transmitting the message bits as well as the parity

bits. “In particular, if the bits in the convolutional code are partitioned into

“systematic bits” and “parity bits”, then by connecting each parity bit to a degree |

codewordbit, we can encodeinlinear time” (Frey99 at 2). It was widely accepted

at the time that “‘systematic bits” refers to message bits that are transmitted.

MacKayalso teaches transmitting message bits (see MacKay at Fig. 5, showing

“(bits t; ... tg defined to be source bits”). Further, both systematic and non-

systematic codes were knownlong before Caltech’s alleged invention. As an
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example, Berrou’s original disclosure of turbocodes was of a systematic code.*! In
Berrou’s Figure 2, copied below,the arrow at the top pointing to the right

represents transmissionofthe information bits, making the code a systematic code.

Recursive

Systamatc
Code (37,21)

Fig.2 Recursive Systematic codas
with parallel concatenation.

 
Berrou, Figure 2

358. Oneof ordinary skill reading Divsalar or Luby would have understood that

making the disclosed codes be systematic instead of non-systematic would have

simple and obvious, Figure 3 of Divsalar is copied again below with an added red

line to indicate the change to Divsalar that would make its code be systematic
.. 52

instead of non-systematic.

>! Claude Berrou et al., Near Shannon Limit Error-Correcting Coding and Decoding: Turbo
Codes, 2 IEEE International Conference on Communications, ICC "93 Geneva. Technical
Program, Conference Record 1064 (1993); °032 patent, 1:29-56.
>? This is consistent with the testimony of Dariush Divsalar (see Divsalar Tr. at 67-68),
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Divsalar, Figure 3 (modified to show a systematic code)

359, While Divsalar and Luby do notexplicitly teach decoding a received data

stream that “includes the message bits” (i.e., decoding a systematic code) this

limitation would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in view of those

references alone. As explained above, Frey99 and MacKayboth explicitly teach

systematic codes.

360. Moreover, systematic codes are taught by Ping. Ping defines a “codeword ¢

as ¢ = [p, d], where p and d contain the parity and informationbits, respectively”

(Ping at 38). Ping goes on to provide equations from which “p = {p;} can easily be

calculated from a given d = {d;}”(id.). Thus, the codewords of Ping, which

collectively comprise the “data stream” received by the decoder, include the

information bits d.

361. As explained above, Frey99 and MacKay teach systematic codes,but

additionally, it would have been obviousto one ofordinary skill in the art to

modify any of Divsalar or Luby to make the code be systematic. Moreover,it

would have further been obvious to incorporate Ping’s teaching of systematic

codes into Divsalar. Systematic codes had been well knowninthe art for decades

prior to the claimedpriority date of the patents-in-suit (see, e.g,, Wicker Dep.at

77:15-20). It would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art that the

techniques taught by Divsalar (as well as those taught by Frey99, Luby, and

MacKay)can be applied equally to both systematic and non-systematic codes.
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362. As described above, Divsalar, Frey99, Luby, and MacKayare directed to the

same field, namely the field of error correcting codes, and specifically, variations

and improvements onlinear error-correcting codes that allow them to be encoded

more quickly. Ping is related to the same field; Ping, titled “Low Density Parity

Check Codes with Semirandom Parity Check Matrix,” teaches constructing LDPC

codes that can be encodedefficiently and have good BERvs. E,/No performance

(see Ping at 39). Given that all four of these referencesrelate to improvementsto

error-correcting codes, one ofordinary skill in the art would have been motivated

to combine the teachings of Ping with those of Divsalar andat least one of Frey99,

Luby, or MacKay.

363. Therefore, claim 19 is obvious over Divsalar in combination with one of

Frey99, Luby, or MacKay,alone orfurther in combination with Ping.

D. Claim 22 of the ’032 Patentis Invalid

364. Claim 22 of the ’032 patent reads:

22. The device of claim 18, wherein the message passing decoder
comprises a belief propagation decoder.

365. Claim 22 is rendered obvious by Divsalar in combination with one of Frey99

Luby, or MacKay.

366. [explain above that Divsalar in combination with any one of Frey99, Luby

or MacKayteaches every limitation of claim 18.

367. The additional limitation imposed by claim 22 (i.e., that the decoder

comprise “a belief propagation decoder”) is taught by Divsalar. Divsalar teaches

that “an important feature of turbo-like codesis the availability of a simple

iterative, message passing decoding algorithm that approximates ML decoding.”

(Divsalar at 9) (emphasis added). A person of ordinary skill in the art would

recognize that the “iterative message passing” algorithm described in the above

passage refers to a “belief propagation decoder.”
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368. As explained above with reference to claim 18, Frey99, Luby, and MacKay

also teach belief propagation decoders, as required by claim 22. For example,

Lubystates that “[t]o properly decode corrupted bits conventional belief

propagationis utilized. Beliefpropagationis described in detail in "The Forward-

Backward Algorithm" by G. David Forney, Jr. in Proceedings of the 34th Allerton

Conference on Communication, Control, and Computing (October, 1996), pp. 432-

446” (Luby 18:29-38) (emphasis added).

369. Therefore, claim 22 is obvious over Divsalar in view of any one of Frey99,

Luby, or MacKay.

VIII. THE ASSERTED CLAIMS OF THE ’781 PATENT ARE INVALID 

370. As I explain below, asserted claims 16 and 19 of the °781 patent are invalid.

I also explain why claims 13, 14, and 15, from which claim 16 depends, are invalid

A summary of the opinions set forth in this section is given in the table below:

  
 
 

  

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Divsalar +

Luby + (Ping, Frey99,
MacKay or *999 Patent)

Divsalar + Frey99
Ping + MacKay| (or Frey slides),

or MacKay
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Obvious
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Obvious | Obvious Obvious Obvious
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
 Obvious | Obvious Obvious Obvious

Anticipated /
Obvious

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 Anticipated
(by Ping)

A. Claim 13 of the ’781 Patentis Invalid

Antidipated Anticipated | Anticipated / Obvious(by Divsalar) (by Divsalar and Ping)   

371. Claim 13 of the ’781 patent reads:

13. A method of encoding a signal, comprising;

receiving a block ofdata in the signal to be encoded, the block of
data including information bits; and

performing an encoding operation using the information bits as an
input, the encoding operation including an accumulation of mod-2
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or exclusive-OR sumsofbits in subsets of the information bits, the

encoding operation generating at least a portion of a codeword,

wherein the information bits appear in a variable numberof subsets.

i) Claim 13 of the *781 Patent is Anticipated by Divsalar

372. Iexplain below, one limitation at a time, why claim 13 is anticipated by

Divsalar.

a) “A method of encoding a signal”

373. Even ifthe preamble, “[a] method of encodingasignal,” limits the claim,it

is taught by Divsalar, as explained above with reference to the asserted claims of

the °710 patent.

“receiving a block of data in the signal to be encoded, the block

ofdata including information bits”

374. Divsalar teaches this limitation. As explained above with reference to

b)   

the ’710 patent, Divsalar deals exclusively with block codes. The repeat-

accumulate codes introduced by Divsalar are encoded by receiving an “information

block of length N” and passing the block to the repeater. See Divsalar at 5 (“[a]n

information block of length N is repeated q times...”) and, for example, Figure 3,

reproduced above. Divsalar refers to the input block as an “information block”

because it includes information bits.

‘performing an encoding operation using the information bits as

an input, the encoding operation including an accumulation of
mod-2 or exclusive-OR sums of bits in subsets of the information
bits, the encoding operation generating at least a portion of a
codeword”

  c)

375. Divsalar teaches this limitation. As explained above, Figure 3 of Divsalar

depicts an encoderthatis operable to perform an encoding operation in which an

“information block of length N”is fed into a repeater, which repeats each of the V
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information bits g times, producinga total of NV = q repeated bits. This processis

illustrated below for N= 5, and q = 3:”°

 i1, in,i, ig, ig —e ips iy tp, bny by, bing b3y Ugy tzy U4, Ugy tgp ty Us, is

N informationbits Nxqrepeated informationbits 

Example of Repetition as Described in Divsalar, with N=5 and q=3

376. Figure 3 of Divsalar, reproduced above, shows a “permutation matrix” (the

box labeled “P”). After the repeater duplicates each of the N information bits q

times and outputs N x qg repeated bits, the repeated bits are “scrambled by an

interleaver of size gN” (Divsalar at 5). Continuing the example above, with V = 5

and g = 3, the interleaving process maybeillustrated as follows:

 kts tty Ups ban dp, ing ing Egy Egy Ug. ig, gy Egy tsp By —> Lae igs hes bas fapttn ity & elgg hy hy
 ——_—Y

Nxq repeated information bits Nx q repeated, scrambled informationbits  
Exampleof Interleaving as Described in Divsalar, with N=5 and q=3

The example interleaving shownin the figure aboveillustrates just one of many

permutations that may be used to scramble the repeated information bits. One of

ordinary skill in the art would understand that the interleaver shown in Figure 3 of

Divsalar would be prefabricated or preprogrammed to implement one of the

possible permutations.

377. As explained above, the repeated, scrambled informationbits are then

accumulated. Divsalar explains the accumulate step as follows:

[W]e prefer to think of [the accumulator] as a block coder whose
input block [x;, ..., X»] and output block [y), ..., yn] are related by
the formula

Vix

ya=X\ + X2

°? Divsalar explicitly discloses, e.g., in Figure 5, several values for V and g. Divsalar’s values of
N are much larger than 5, but | have used NV = 5 in this example for ease of exposition. RA codes
with g = 3 are explicitly disclosed by Divsalar.
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V3=x| + x2 + 3

VX 1X2 + X34... + Xp,

(Divsalar at 5)

378. This accumulation operation operates on “sumsofbits in subsets of the

information bits.”” To explain whythis is the case, I will continue the example

above (with NV = 5 and g = 3).

379, In our example, N = 5 and g = 3. so the accumulator will accept 15 x bits as

input, and produce 15 y bits as output. The excerpt from Divsalar above provides

explicit equations for yj, 7, and y3, and a general equation for each y, thereafter.

Writing these equations out explicitly for each of the 15 y bits yields the following

15 equations:

irx

2 =X) + X2

Y3 =X + x2 1X3

VaHX 1X2 HR TX

M5 =X +X +3 Hy + XS

Vo HX) + Xg THR NET XS TX 
V7 =X] HX2 + xy + xy + XS + NGO TXT

 
Ve =x) +x. +X3 + NXg t X5 + XG + X7 + Xg

Yo =SXp tT Xp + xp + Ky + Ns + XG XZ Ny + Xo

Vig =X HX +3 + Kg +S + XG +7 FT XQ AX + X10

Vip HX xy + x3 + Xy Tt Xs + XG TAZ + XQ tH XO FXHX 
Viz =X + Xz + x3 + xy HX5 FXG HAZ TAXA A Xo t X19 FX A X12

ype S XP Nat Ztyr HKE HAT NT Xg t+ XO KO FX HM. FX y3 
Vid =X) H+ X23 + Ky + x5 XG +7 Xy t XO + Xo FA + X12 F213 7+ X14

Vis =X HX + x3 + Xy + Xs + Xp +H + XQ t XQ + Xo FX PXi2 + X13 TF X4 FHX5

380. As explained above, the x bits taught by Divsalar are repeated, interleaved

information bits. Each x bit (such as, ¢.g., x3) is a duplicate of one of the

information bits. For example, continuing our interleaving example above, the

correspondence between x bits and /bits is as follows:
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mHhe

X_ Xz, Xy Xs Xe X%7 Ay Xy Xyq %yy AXyQ %y3 %q X15

peoevuruyvegyyy
gf i & k hk kk Rh bs Ug ke OU 

Correspondence between repeated, scrambled information bits x and informationbits /

Asthe figure above shows,each i bit corresponds to exactly 3 x bits (because every

information bit is duplicated q=3 times before interleaving). For example, the

three duplicates of the 4" information biti, are x), x7, and x)s.

381. Continuing our example, we can substitute each of the x variables in the 15

equations above for the corresponding/ bit, yielding:

vM=rh

Y2 = iy + ts

VW yti5srh

Matis th rh

Ve=lgt igri tg t iy

MHbFisthtrgriyt+h

VHytistararitotia

Me=H=itigstitRtytatrytrh

wort istatatiaithatygtiantn

YoHartistyrarytartiyrh+jyt+e

WiHhtistinteathrhotiprthtit+heh

Ya=Hytistytr arti tiatrith ti tineths

Me=UtBEtrH+HErA+rH Tyr hry + iz4do + is + i5 
Ya=igtistitgtithotriygtatithsehatristis+h

Vs=H=Mti th t+BEtritatyrhryt+hrbhtististytiy

382. In modulo-2 addition, adding a bit to itself always results in 0; that is, two

identical information bits cancel each other out. Therefore, if an informationbit

appears an even numberoftimes in one of the equations above,it cancels out

entirely, and if it appears an odd numberoftimes, it effectively appears only once.

Performing these cancellations yields:
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bhoi) vs)bh
tOa

 

Explicit Equation Recursive Equation

 

 
 

 

 

 

  
 

Mri Mah

= ty + is vw=yyt Ps:

y= igtist iy y3=yat yy

Va=tgrigti rh Ya =y3t ig

Vs = ig + is. 15 5 = Yat iy

Mat ist+ B+ iy Ye =Vst ty

yrH=istinth yr =yet ly

yg =is th vs =yr+h

Vo= is + 13+ i Yo = yer hi

Yio is + i | Yio =yor
Vy =istitrh | Vn =Vio+h
yr=hri yi2=yu tts

ya=ithtis Vis =Viat ts

Ma Hhroetisth Via=yist

Ms=hthtistist+ig Vis =Viat iq 

383. The abovetable includes explicit and recursive equations for each of the y

bits. The explicit equations on the left show that the y bits are “sumsofbits in

subsets of the information bits.” For example, y,, is the sum ofbits in the subset of

the information bits containing i,, iz, i; and i;. The recursive equations onthe right

illustrate that the process of computing the y bits using an “accumulation”

operation in whicheachofthe y bits (except the first) is the sum of the previous y

bit and an 7 bit.

384. Therefore, as this example shows, the encoding shownin Figure 3 of

Divsalar is an accumulation of “sumsofbits in subsets of the information bits”(7.e.

the subsets ofthe 7 bits that appear in each ofthe explicit equations).

385. Becauseall of the variables in the above equationsarebits, the “+” sign in

Divsalar represents modulo-2 addition, or “exclusive-OR,” as required by this
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limitation. Further, because the y bits are the output of the encoding process,

accumulation is the last step in the encoding process, the y bits form a codeword.

386. Therefore, for the reasons explained above, Divsalar teaches “performing an

encoding operation using the information bits as an input, the encoding operation

including an accumulation of mod-2 or exclusive-OR sumsofbits in subsets of the

information bits, the encoding operation generating at least a portion of a

codeword,” as required by claim 13 of the "781 patent.

387. Alternatively, a punctured version of the Divsalar code would satisfy the

requirement of claim 13 that “the encoding operation include[e] an accumulation

of mod-2 or exclusive-OR sumsofbits in subsets of the information bits, the

encoding operation generating at least a portion of a codeword.” As explained

above, the accumulation of Divsalar can be represented using the following

equations:

yi =x

V¥2 = Xj 1x9

3 =X) + Xa 4x3

Vg =X) +X +44 + Ky

ys =X) + x2 +3 + xy + X5

¥o =X + x2 + x3 + Ny + XS + XG

V7 HX +X + x3 + Xq + X5 + XG +7

Vg HX tx FX Xy + Ns +X + x7 + XQ 
YoHFX TNA NZ +X, + XS + Xp + X7 + Xg t+ Xo

Pio = Xj + XQ 4+ X3 + NXg t Xs + Xe t+ X7 Xs + XO + Xo

Vir =X + Xa +z + Xy + Xs + XG TAZ THQ tT KOT XO FX

Vin =X, +X. 4+ 3+ Xy + Xs FXG AF HZ PKA tA XO A XQ FX FXy2

V3 =X) +X t XZ t+ Ket XS + X— + XP XA t Xa A Xig FX FXy27F X13

Vig =X] TX + KyNy TX5 + XG + ATT Ag+ Xo + Xig HX HXi2 F X13 X14  
Yrs =X, HX + XZ + X4t XG + XGA XZ A XQ + XQ + XigQ FAX) HXi2 + X13 + X14 X45
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Outputting some, butnotall of the parity bits y; would result in a code in which

each parity bit is the sum of the previous parity bit and the sum ofthebits in a

subset of the information bits. For example, if only y,, v7, vo, andy;5 were output

by the encoder, the resulting code could be described using the following 4

equations:

v= x

Yr =X) Hq F X39 Hy HXs TXG + 7

Py HR +X + xy ty + x5 + XG +7 + XQ + Xo

Vis =Xy Hy + Xz FXG + Xs +N HX] +My tM + Xo FXG FH X12 + X13 + X14 F X15

Substituting the explicit equations from the table above would yield

yr

WqH5+Brh

yo = is + ist ij

MsHitatistty

In other words,

vir

yr=yit(igtis tts t+ h)

yo = Yr t (fat hi)

Vis=yo + (4+ b)

Here, eachparity bit, (¢.g., yo) is calculated as the accumulation of the previous

parity bit (i.e., y7) and the sum of a subset of the informationbits (i.é., i+ /)).

Outputting only someofthe parity bits of Divsalar, while omitting others,is a

technique called “puncturing,” that was well knownin the art by Caltech’s alleged

conception date (see, e.g., Frey99 at 3, “... some extra parity bits must be

punctured”).

d) “wherein the information bits appear in a variable number of
subsets”

388. As explained above, the encoding operation of Divsalar includes an

accumulation of mod-2 sumsofbits in subsets of information bits. One example
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oo=~

of such an accumulation, for V = 5, g =3 andaparticular interleaver, is given by

the explicit equations given in the table above, namely:

vir

ya = tg + is

a= ly tis +h

ya=igtistn te

yeti tis ths 
Yo=la tist th

Yr=istiz th

Yg=isthy

yo = is Fight hy

Vio = 15 + Uy

MiHsHrn+rg

y2=hth

VMax=Utht ds

Va=Hrtarist sy 
MsHhthatist Bry

Here, eachbit y of the codewordis the sumof a different subset of informationbits

(denoted using the letter /).

389. As these equations show,different information bits appear in different

numbers of subsets. For example, the information bit i, appears in seven of the

equations above, while the informationbit 7; appears in nineof the equations.”
Also, while the equations aboveresult from using an interleaver that scramblesbits

according to oneparticular permutation,different information bits will appear in

different numbers of subsets no matter how the bits are permuted by the interleaver

In particular, for some of the example values of N and q explicitly disclosed in

Divsalar in Figure 5, e.g., N= 1024 and q = 3, regardless of what interleaver is

used, the information bits will appear in a variable number of subsets. Thus,

** Becausethe “subsets” are the groupsof/ bits that appear on the right-hand side ofeach of the
equations above,if an i bit appears in an equation, it is a memberofthe corresponding subset.
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Divsalar teachesthat the information bits appear in variable numbers of subsets, as

required by the claim.

390. This limitation also holds for the “punctured” version of Divsalar discussed

above. For example,it holds for the example given above, wheretheparity bits

are represented by the equations:

vi =iy

y¥7 = yi + (ig + is + 15 + i)

¥9 =7 + (tH)

vis = yo + (tg + a)

Here, the information bits appear in a variable numberof subsets. The information

bit iy, for example, appears in three subsets, while the information bit i; appears in

only one.

e) Summary

391. As explained above, Divsalar teaches every limitation of claim 13 and

therefore anticipates claim 13.

ii) Claim 13 of the *781 Patent is Obvious over Divsalar in View any
one of Frey99, Luby, or MacKay

392. As explained above, Divsalar teaches every limitation of, and therefore

anticipates, claim 13 of the °781 patent. However, in the event Divsalaris found

not to teach the “wherein the information bits appear in a variable number of

subsets” limitation of claim 13, then claim 13 is obvious over the combination of

Divsalar and any one of Frey99, Luby or MacKay.

393. Specifically, if the term “wherein the information bits appearin a variable

numberofsubsets,”is interpreted to require that the claimed encoding method be
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irregular, then each of Frey99, Luby, and MacKayteachesthis limitation.’ As I

explain above, one ofordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to

combine Divsalar and Frey99, Luby or MacKayin general, and would specifically

have been motivated to use the irregular repetition of Frey99, or the irregularity of

Luby and MacKay, with the RA codes of Divsalar. I also explain why such a

combination would represent a minor modification to the teachings of Divsalar,

and would not fundamentally change its principle of operation.

394. Forat least the reasons given above, claim 13 is obvious over the

combination of Divsalar and any one of Frey99, Luby and MacKay.

iii) Claim 13 of the *781 Patent is Obvious over Ping in View of
MacKay

395. 1 explain below, onelimitation at a time, why claim 13 is rendered obvious

by Ping in combination with MacKay.”’

a) ‘A method of encoding a signal, comprising ..."

396. Ping teaches the preamble. As I explain above, Ping teaches constructing

LDPCcodesthat can be encoded in two stages. In the first encoding stage, a

generator matrix is applied to a sequence of information bits to produce sums of

informationbits. In the second stage, the sums of information bits are accumulated

recursively to generate the parity bits (see Ping at 38).

> As noted above, during prosecution ofthe ’781 patent, the applicant edited claims 9 and 23
effectively replacing “irregular” with “variable numberofsubsets.” Response dated January 27,
2011, at 3 and 5-6. In its remarks regarding that amendment, the applicantstated, “It is believed
that the meaning of the term ‘irregular’ in the claims is clear and is well knownin theart...
However, claims have been amendedto recite *...wherein the information bits appear ina
variable number of subsets’ to obviate the objections.” Response dated January 27. 2011, at 7
(emphasis original). In view of this file history, Caltech may argue that “variable number of
subsets” requires irregularity. However, the applicant may have simply been broadening the
claims whenit replaced “irregular” with “variable numberof subsets.” In any case, the claims
do not clearly require irregularity. However, for the sake of completeness, | have addressed the
term underthe two possible interpretations herein, one in whichirregularity is required and one
in which it is not.
°° See generally Divsalar Tr. at 61:15-71:11.
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397. A personofordinary skill in the art would recognize that encoding/decoding

signals is the purpose of the “LDPC + accumulate” codes taught by Ping.

b) “receiving a block of data in the signal to be encoded, the block
ofdata including information bits”

398. Ping teachesthis limitation. Ping deals exclusively with block codes,as|

explain above. Specifically, Ping denotes the block of informationbits to be

encoded using the vector variable name d (see Ping at 38, “[d]ecompose the

codeword e as ¢ = [p, d], where p and d contain the parity and informationbits,

respectively”). Ping goes on to provide equations from which “p= {p;} can easily

be calculated from a given d = {d;};” That is, Ping provides equations that describe

the process of encoding a block ofinformation bits d, as required by this limitation

(id.). Thus, the vector of informationbits d is a “block of data in the signal to be

encoded, the block of data including information bits.”

c)  

 
  

“nerforming an encoding operation using the informationbits as 
 
mpdiesor exclusive-OR sums of bits in subsets of the information
bits, the encoding operation generating at least a portion of a

codeword”

 

399. Ping teachesthis limitation. Specifically, Ping teaches an encoding

operation that calculates the parity bits {p;} using the information bits {d;} as input

Ping’s encoding scheme is encapsulated by the following equations:

P1 = >. hijd
J

Pi = Pi-1 + », hid
J
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(Ping at 38)

400. In these equations, the variable hi’; represents the valueat the 7" row andthe

i column ofthe parity check matrix H“, and the variable d; represents the value of

thej" information bit (see id.). Thus, the summation

d» hid,
represents the sum ofthe bits in a subset of information bits. Specifically,it

represents the sum of the subset of information bits d; where hi =1. As Ping

explains, there are kt/((n-k) information bits in each row of the parity check matrix,

meaning that there t/(n-k) bits in each subset of the informationbits (/d.).

401. Further, the encoding taught by Ping includes an accumulation of these sums

ofbits in subsets of the information bits. Thefirst parity bit ofPing, py, is

calculated as the sum ofa subset of information bits. Asillustrated in the color-

coded equation below, each subsequentparity bit p; is calculated by adding

togetherthe previous parity bit p;., (shownin blue) and the sum ofbits in a subset

of information bits (shownin red):

-=pj-1+)héd,Pi = Pi-1 Thad |
J

[ explain above that this type of operation, in which each new elementis calculated

by adding something to the previous element, is called an “accumulation.”

402. Also, the addition taught by Ping is modulo-2 or “mod-2” addition (whichis

the same operation as “exclusive-OR”), When the addition symbol *+”and the

summation symbol“S” have bits as operands, as they do here, one of ordinary skill
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10

1]

13

14

15
 

in the art would understand that these symbols refer to modulo-2 addition and

modulo-2 summation, respectively.

403. When complete, this process produces the parity bits {p;} which, as Ping

explains,is a portion ofthe codeword “e = [p, d], where p and d containthe parity

and information bits, respectively” (Ping at 38).

“wherein the information bits appear in.a variable number of

subsets”

d)    

404. As explained above, MacKay teaches implementing parity-check matrices in

which every information bit corresponds to a column, where the weightofthat

column(i.e., the number of 1s contained in that columnof the parity-check matrix)

represents the degree of the informationbit.

405, As explained above, MacKayteaches parity-check matrices for which each

column correspondsto an information bit or a parity bit, and each row corresponds

to a parity check: “[t]he parity check matrix of a code can be viewed as defining a

bipartite graph with ‘bit’ vertices corresponding to the columns and *check’ |
vertices corresponding to the rows. Each nonzero entry in the matrix corresponds

to an edge connecting a bit to a check, The profile specifies the degrees of the

vertices in this graph” (MacKay at 1449-1450).

406. Thus, each row in the parity-check matrices of MacKay correspondsto a

subset of information bits that are summed during the encoding process. In a given

row,if the entry corresponding to an informationbit is a 1, that informationbit is a

memberofthe subset. If the entry corresponding to an information bit is 0, the

information bit is not a memberof the subset.

407. In the parity-check matrices of MacKay, the number of ones in a column

that corresponds to an informationbit (7.e., the column weight) equals to the

numberoftimes that information bit appears in a subset. MacKayalso notesthat
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““It]he best known binary Gallager codesare irregu/ar codes whose parity check

matrices have nonuniform weight per column,” meaning that the best codes are

those in which the information bits appear in a variable number of subsets (Mackay

at 1449) (emphasisin original).

e) Summary

408. As explained above, the combination of Ping and Mackay teaches every

limitation of claim 13 of the °781 patent.

PD Motivations to Combine the teachings of Ping with those o 

MacKay

409. Aslexplain above, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in

the art to combine the LDPC-accumulate coders of Ping with the irregularity of

MacKay. Specifically, it would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the

art to incorporate irregularity into the LDPC-accumulate coders of Ping by making

the column weights of the parity check matrix H" that correspondto information

bits nonuniform, resulting in a code in which “the information bits appear in a

variable numberof subsets,” as required by claim 13.

410. It would have been obvious to incorporate MacKay’s irregularity into Ping

because the two codesare so similar and it was known thatirregularity improves

coding as explained above. Alternatively, it would have been obvious to

incorporate Ping’s accumulate stage into MacKay. MacKay’s irregular LDPC

code teachesall limitations of claim 13 of the *781 patent except the “accumulation

limitation (i.e., as explained above, MacKayteaches (a) block codes and therefore

teaches the “receiving” limitation, (b) LDPC codes and therefore teaches

computing parity bits that are sums ofbits in subsets of the information bits, and (c

irregular codes and therefore teaches the “information bits appear in a variable

numberof subsets” limitation), However, both Ping and Divsalar taught the

benefit of adding an accumulation stage to an outer encoder, Thus, regardless of
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whetherone of ordinary skill incorporated MacKay’s irregularity into Ping or

Ping’s accumulator into MacKay, the combination of Ping and MacKay renders

claim 13 of the *781 patent obvious.

B. Claim 14 of the ’781 Patentis Invalid

411. Claim 14 of the °781 patent reads:

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising: outputting the
codeword, wherein the codeword comprises parity bits.

a) Claim 14 is Anticipated by Divsalar, and rendered obvious by a
combination of Divsalar and Frey99, Luby, or MacKay

412. Claim 14 is anticipated by Divsalar, and is obvious over Divsalar in view of

any one of Frey99, Luby or MacKay. As I explain above, claim 13 of the °781

patent is anticipated by Divsalar, and rendered obvious by a combination of

Divsalar and any one of Frey99, Luby, or MacKay. Claim 14 adds to claim 13

“outputting the codeword, wherein the codeword comprisesparity bits.” Divsalar,

Frey99, Luby, and MacKayall teach methods of encoding signals that comprise

outputting a codeword that comprisesparity bits.

413. As explained above, the encoder shown in Figure 3 of Divslar, reproduced

above, produces an a “output block [y), ...,.y,,]” of parity bits that is included in the

codeword (Divsalar at 5) (emphasis added).

414. Divsalar also describes the performance of the RA codesit teaches by

graphing the code rate R against the normalizedsignal-to-noise ratio Ex/No.?

*? The normalized signal-to-noise ratio E,/No is described in detail above and in Appendix A.
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union bound random codes
viterbi bound random codes

shannon limit binary input
union bound RA codes
viterbi bound RA codes 

0 0.1 Oo? O38 0.4 0.6 OF 0.8 og0.5
Code Rate R

Divsalar, Figure 4

The concept of E;/Np only makes sense in the context of outputting codewords,

transmitting them overa noisy channel, and decoding them at the other end.

415. As described above,the irregular turbocoding techniques taught by Frey99

also involve outputting a codeword that comprises parity bits (see generally,

Frey99 at 1-4). See also Frey Slides at 4-5. Like Divsalar, Frey99 includes

experimental results; it includes a plot of BER against £;/Np for various irregular

turbocodes (see Frey99, Figure 4). See also Frey Slides at 9, 11, 12 (showing

BER-E,/No curves). As explained above, Luby and MacKayalso teach outputting

codewordsthat include parity bits (see, e.g., Luby at 1:46-60, MacKayat Fig.5).

bh) Claim 14 is Rendered Obvious by a combination of Ping and
MacKay

416. Claim 14 is rendered obvious by a combination of Ping and MacKay. As |

explain above, claim 13 of the *781 patent is rendered obvious by a combination of

Ping and MacKay. Claim 14 adds to claim 13 “outputting the codeword, wherein
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the codeword comprisesparity bits.” Luby and MacKayalso both teach outputting

a codeword that comprisesparity bits (see, e.g., Luby at 1:46-60, MacKayat Fig.

5),

417. Ping teaches “outputting” the codeword. Like Divsalar and Frey99, Ping

describes the performanceofthe codesit discloses using plots of the BER of

various codes against the normalized signal-to-noise ratio E;/No:

1.4 1.8

E,/Ng.dB
“sate

Fig. 1 Performances af LDPCcodes generated bv semti-random parity
check matrixes with & = 30000) x

@R= 1/3
MR= 1/2
AR = 2/3

 
Ping, Figure |

As I explain above, the concepts of “BER” and £,/No only make sensein the

context of generating codewords, transmitting them overa noisy channel, and

decoding themat the other end.

418. Further, as I explain above, Ping teaches a coding scheme in which the

codewordincludes both information andparity bits. Specifically, Ping teaches

that “the codeword ¢ as e = [p, d], where p and d contain the parity and

information bits, respectively” (Ping at 38).

8 Such codes are called systematic codes.
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419. Therefore, claim 14 is rendered obvious by a combination of Ping and

MacKay.

C. Claim 15 of the ’781 Patent is Invalid

420. Claim 15 of the °781 patent reads:

15. The method of claim 14, wherein outputting the codeword
comprises: outputting the parity bits; and outputting at least some
of the information bits.

421. Claim 15 is rendered obvious by Divsalar alone or in combination with Ping,

Frey99, MacKayorthe °999 patent, and is also obvious over Divsalar in view of

Luby,alone or in further in view ofeither Ping, Frey99, MacKayor the *999 patent

(i.e., (Divsalar + Luby alone or (Divsalar + Luby + (Ping, Frey99, MacKay or

the ’999 patent)). As I explain above, claim 14 of the °781 patentis anticipated by

Divsalar, and obvious over Divsalar in view of any one of Frey99, Luby, or

MacKay. Claim 15 adds to claim 14 “wherein outputting the codeword comprises:

outputting the parity bits; and outputting at least some of the information bits.”

That is, a systematic code would teach the limitations added by claim 15 and as

explained above, systematic codes were knownlong before Caltech’s alleged

invention. Frey99 and MacKay teach systematic codes (see Frey99 at 3; MacKay

at Fig. 5, showing “[b]its t; ... t, defined to be source bits”) and it would have

been obvious to make the codes of Divsalar or Luby systematic. Also, the

additional limitation of claim 15 is taught explicitly by each of Ping and the °999

patent.

422. As explained above, Ping teaches a systematic code wherein “outputting the

codeword comprises: outputting the parity bits; and outputting at least some of the

information bits.”

423. Also, as I explain abovein the context of the °032 patent, one of

ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to combine the
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] teachings of Divsalar, Frey99, Luby or MacKay, and Ping. Therefore,

2 claim 15 is rendered obvious by Divsalar in combination with Ping, and

3 is also rendered obvious by the following combinations:

4 e Divsalar alone (systematic codes being well known) or in combination with
Ping (Ping teaching the systematic code)

5 « Divsalar in combination with Frey99 or MacKay (Frey99 and MacKay each
teaching both irregularity and systematic codes)

6 * Divsalar in combination with Luby (Luby teaching irregularity and
4 systematic codes being well known)

e Divsalar in combination with Luby and Ping (Luby teaching irregularity and
8 Ping teaching systematic codes)

9 ||424. The *999 patentalso teaches a systematic code in which “outputting the

10||codeword comprises: outputting the parity bits; and outputting at least some ofthe

ll informationbits”:

12 Suitable codewords for such schemes have been generated in a
variety of ways. For systematic encoding ofcyclic codes, one such

13 method utilizes serial data input/output wherein each information
word is applied to an (n-k)-stage shift register with feedback

i4 connections based on a generator polynomial. After the
information bits are shifted into the register and simultaneously

15 into the communication channel, the n-k paritybitsformed in the
register are shiftedinto the channel, thus forming the complete

16 codeword.
(999 Patent at 1:25-34) (emphasis added).

As indicated by the passage above, the ’999 patent teaches encoding schemesin

18||which a “complete codeword” includes both the “informationbits” and “the n-k

19||parity bits.”

20 ||425. Like Divsalar, Frey99, Luby, and MacKay, the °999 patentrelates to

91 ||methods of improving the performanceoflinear error-correcting codes. It was

filed in 1984 and granted in 1986, well over a decade before the claimed priority
22

53 date of the patents-in-suit. By March 7, 2000, the alleged conception date of the
: patents-in-suit, the technology described in the °999 patent would have been well
24
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knownin the field, and one of ordinary skill in the art at the time would have been

motivated to combine the teachings of Divsalar and Frey99, Luby, or MacKay with

those of the °999 patent. Therefore, claim 15 is rendered obvious by Divsalarin

combination with the °999 patent, and is also rendered obvious by a combination

of Divsalar, Frey99, Luby, or MacKay, and the *999 patent.

426, Summarizing, systematic codes were notoriously well known before

Caltech’s alleged invention. Ping, Frey99, MacKay andthe °999 patent are

examples of references that teach systematic codes. It would have been obviousto

make a codelike the ones taught in Divsalar or Luby systematic in view of the

general knowledgeof one of ordinary skill, e.g., as exemplified by Ping, Frey99,

MacKayand the ’999 patent.

427, Claim 15 of the °781 patent is also rendered obvious by a combination of

Ping and MacKay. As I explain above, Ping and MacKayteach every element of

claim 14, and Ping and MacKayalso teach the additional limitation imposed by

claim 15. Therefore, claim 15 is obvious over a combination of Ping and MacKay.

D. Claim 16 of the ’781 Patentis Invalid

428. Claim 16 of the ’781 patent reads:

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the parity bits follow the
information bits in the codeword.

429. Claim 16 is obvious over Divsalar in view of either Ping, Frey99, MacKay

or the °999 patent, and is also obvious over Divsalar in view of Luby, alone or

further in view of either Ping, Frey99, MacKay or the *999 patent(i.e., (Divsalar +

Luby alone or (Divsalar + Luby + (Ping, Frey99, MacKayor the *999patent)).

430. As1 explain above, claim 15 of the 781 patent is rendered obvious by

Divsalar alone or in combination with references that teach irregularity (Frey99,

MacKayor Luby), if claim 13 is found to require irregularity, and with references

that teach systematic codes (Frey99, MacKay, Ping and the “999 patent).
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431. Claim 16 adds to claim 15 “wherein the parity bits follow the information

bits in the codeword.” That is, claim 16 adds to claim 15 that in the systematic

code the bits must appearin a particular order, with the parity bits following the

information bits. Whether the parity bits precede or follow the systematic bits, or

appear in someotherorder, is not significant and the limitation added by claim 16

is obvious in view of any teaching of a systematic code, and as stated above

systematic codes were notoriously well known before Caltech’s alleged

invention.”

432. Further, the specification of the °781 patent offers no guidance regarding

what it meansfor the parity bits to “follow” the information bits in the codeword,

and Caltech has argued specifically that a sequenceofbits can be a “codeword”

even if that sequence is never transmitted (see Dkt. No. 67 at 17-19), so this claim

limitation cannotbe interpreted to require that the parity bits be transmitted at a

later time than the information bits, or vice versa.

433. I concludethat “the parity bits follow the information bits in the codeword”

requires only that the parity bits and the information bits not be intermingled

within the codeword. A codewordthereforesatisfies the requirements of claim 16

if the parity bits are located at one end of the codeword, with the information bits

located at the other.

434. This requirement taught by Ping. As explained above, Ping teachesthat “the

codeword ¢ as ¢ = [p, d], where p and d contain the parity and informationbits,

respectively” (Ping at 38). This defines the codeword ¢ as a vector, with the parity

bits p at one end, and the information bits d at the other. Therefore, Ping teaches

the additional limitation imposed by claim 16.

*»° The testimony of Dr. Dariush Divsalar(the authorof the Divsalar reference) confirms my own
opinion that the order of systematic and parity bits within a codeword is notsignificant (see
Divsalar Dep. at 71:15-73:11).
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435. Alternatively, to the extent that claim 16 requires that a codeword be

transmitted such that the information bits are transmitted earlier in time than the

parity bits, this limitation would have been obviousto a person of ordinary skill in

the art based on the teachings of Ping alone. Ping does not specify any temporal

relationship between the transmission ofthe parity bits p and the informationbits d

but the teachings of Ping encompass schemesin whichtheparity bits are

transmitted at a later time than the informationbits.

436. The °999 patent also teaches this limitation, under either interpretation

considered above. Thatis, it teachesthat the parity bits are at one end ofthe

codeword with the information bits at the other, and it also (and more specifically)

teaches methods in which the information bits in a codeword are transmitted

earlierin time than the parity bits:

Suitable codewords for such schemes have been generated in a
variety of ways. For systematic encoding of cyclic codes, one such
method utilizes serial data input/output wherein each information
word is applied to an (n-k)-stage shift register with feedback
connections based on a generator polynomial. After the
informationbits are shiftedinto the register and simultaneously
into the communication channel, the n-k parity bits formedin the
register are shifted into the channel, thus forming the complete
codeword.

(°999 Patent at 1:25-34) (emphasis added).

As the above passage explains, the 999 patent teaches encoding schemesin which

the information bits are shifted onto the communication channel(i.e., transmitted)

earlier in time than the associated “n-k parity bits,” which are transmittedlater.

437. Oneofordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to combine the

teachings of Divsalar and/or Frey99, Luby, or MacKay with thoseofeither Ping or

the °999 patent, for the reasons outlined above with reference to claim 15 of

the ’781 patent. Therefore, Claim 16 is rendered obvious by Divsalar aloneor in

combination with Ping or the ’999 patent, and is also rendered obvious by a
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combination of Divsalar. with Frey99, Luby, or MacKay,aloneorin further

combination with either Ping or the °999 patent.

438. Claim 16 of the ’781 patentis also rendered obvious by a combination of

Ping and MacKay. As I explain above, Ping and MacKayteach every element of

claim 15, and Ping and MacKayalso teach the additional limitation imposed by

claim 16. Therefore, claim 16 is obvious over a combination of Ping and MacKay.

E. Claim 19 of the ’781 Patent is Invalid

439. Claim 19 of the °781 patent reads:

19. A method of encoding a signal, comprising:

receiving a block of data in the signal to be encoded, the block of
data including information bits: and

performing an encoding operation using the informationbits as an
input, the encoding operation including an accumulation of mod-2
or exclusive-OR sumsofbits in subsets ofthe information bits, the

encoding operation generating at least a portion of a codeword,
whereinat least two ofthe information bits appearin three subsets
ofthe informationbits.

i) Claim 19 of the *781 Patent is Anticipated by Divsalar

440. 1 explain below, one limitation at a time, why claim 19 is anticipated by

Divsalar.

a) “4A method of encoding a signal, comprising ...”’

441. Divsalar teaches the preamble, as I explain above with reference to claim 13

of the °781 patent.

b) “receiving a block of data in the signal to be encoded, the block
of data including information bits”   

442. Divsalar teaches this limitation, as I explain above with reference to claim

13 of the °781 patent.
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Cc) “performing an encoding operation using the information bits as
an input, the encoding operation including an accumulation o
mod-2 or exclusive-OR sums of bits in subsets of the information

bits, the encoding operation generating at least a portion of a
codeword”

  
  

443. Divsalar teachesthis limitation, as I explain above with reference to claim

13 of the °781 patent.

d) “wherein at least two of the information bits appearin three
subsets of the informationbits”

444, As explained above, the encoding operation of Divsalar includes an

accumulation of mod-2 sumsofbits in subsets of information bits. One example

of such an accumulation, for V = 5 and g = 3, is given by the equations:

Vhs

y2 = ig t fs

VsHigtist hy

ya = ig tis ty Hg

ys = ig + is + 03

Ve=tatis ttt

MWHithrh

Ye=isth

ypoHist ity

YoHsBrn

Yu HHErYr

y= tb

ya=htntts

Yah +h tist4s

yisHytatist tig

Here, each bit y of the codeword is the sum of a different subset of informationbits

(denoted using theletter /).

445. As these equations show,at least two of the information bits appear in at

least three subsets of information bits. For example, the information bit /, appears
-[37-
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in seven of the equations above, and information bit /; appears in nine ofthe

equations.

446.|interpretthis limitation to be met as long as two information bits appear in

three or more subsets, because information bits that appear in more than three

subsets necessarily “appear in three subsets.” For example, if an information bit

appears in seven subsets(like, e.g., i;) and another information bit appears in nine

subsets (like, e.g., i;) then both information bits appear in “three subsets” of

information bits and this limitation is met.

447. While the equations aboveresult from an example in which N = 5 and g = 3,

other values of N and g will necessarily produce codes in whichat least two ofthe

information bits appear in three subsets of the information bits. For example an

RA code with N = 1024, g = 3, which Divsalarspecifically discloses, will produce

a code in whichat least two of the information bits appear in three subsets of the

information bits (see Divsalar, Figure 5).

448. Also, while the equations above result from using an interleaverthat

scrambles bits according to one particular permutation, at least two information

bits will necessarily appear in three subsets of the information bits no matter how

the bits are permuted by the interleaver. Thus, Divsalar teachesthat “at least two

of the information bits appear in three subsets of the informationbits,” as required

by claim 19. Ata minimum,Divsalar renders claim 19 obvious because it would

have been easy for one of ordinary skill to construct RA codes according to

Divsalar in which “at least two of the informationbits appearin three subsets of
the information bits” as shown by the example above.

449. This limitation also holds for the “punctured” version of Divsalar discussed

above. For example, it holds for the example given above, wherethe parity bits

are represented by the equations:
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¥7 = yi t+ (ig + ts + ig + 2)

yo=y7+ (brn)

yis = yo + (ig + id)

450. Here, the information bits appear in a variable number of subsets. The

information bit is, for example, appears in three subsets, while the informationbit

is appears in only one.

451.

e) Summary

452. As explained above, Divsalar teaches every limitation of, and therefore

anticipates, claim 19.

ii) Claim 19 of the *781 Patent is Anticipated by Ping

453. I explain below, one limitation at a time, why claim 19 is anticipated by Ping

a) "A method ofencoding a signal, comprisin

454. Ping teachesthis limitation, as | explain above with reference to claim 13 of

  

the ’781 patent.

a block of data in the signal to be encoded, the black

of data including informationbits”

455. Ping teaches this limitation, as | explain above with reference to claim 13 of

b)  

the *781 patent.

‘nerforming an encoding operation using the information bits

as an input, the encoding operation including an accumulation o

mod-2 or exclusive-OR sumsof bits in subsets of the information
bits, the encoding operation generating at least a portion of a
codeword”

  c)

456. Ping teachesthis limitation, as [ explain above with reference to claim 13 of

the °781 patent.
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d) 
subsets of the information bits”

457. Ping teaches this limitation. As I explain above, there are ki/((n-k) Is in each

row of the parity check matrix, and ¢ Is in each column(see Ping at 38). Because

there are ¢ ones in every column, each subset of information bits that is summed

prior to accumulation contains exactly f bits.

458. Ping specifically teaches coding schemes “using t=4,” in which each

information bit appearsin four distinct subsets of the information bits (Ping at 39).

As | explain above, if two informationbits appear in four subsets of the

information bits, both information bits necessarily appear in three subsets of the

information bits, and therefore Ping meets this limitation.

e) Summary

459. As explained above, Ping teaches every limitation of claim 19 and therefore

anticipates claim 19.

IX. THE ASSERTED CLAIMS OF THE ’833 PATENT ARE INVALID

460. As I explain below, asserted claims 1, 2, 4, and 8 of the ’833 patent are

invalid. A summary of the argumentsset forth in this section is given in the table

below:
 

Divsalar + Divsalar +
(Frey99 (or Frey| ,,. (Prey?) {or Wrey Ping + MacKay

‘ slides), Luby or ;slides), Luby or : +°999 Patent
MacKay) MacKay) + °999

Patent

*833 Claim

Obvious Obvious Obvious Obvious 

Obvious Obvious Obvious Obvious

Obvious Obvious Obvious Obvious

A. Claim 1 of the ’833 Patent is Invalid

   
461. Claim 1 of the *833 patent reads:
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|, An apparatus for performing encoding operations, the apparatus
comprising:

a first set of memory locations to store informationbits;

a second set of memory locationsto storeparity bits;

a permutation module to read a bit from thefirst set of memory
locations and combinethe read bit to a bit in the second set of

memory locations based on a corresponding indexofthefirst set of
memory locations and a corresponding index of the second set of
memory locations; and

an accumulator to perform accumulation operations on the bits
stored in the second set of memory locations,

wherein two or more memory locations ofthe first set of memory
locations are read by the permutation module different times from
one another.

1) Claim | ofthe °833 Patent is obvious over Divsalar in view of
Frey99, Luby or MacKay

 

462. I explain below,onelimitation at a time, why claim | is obvious over

Divsalar in view of any one of Frey99, Luby or MacKay(i.e., Divsalar + (Frey99,

Luby or MacKay)).

“an apparatus for performing encoding operations”a)    

463, Divsalar teaches the preamble. As I explain above, Divsalar describes a

“turbo-like” code called a repeat-accumulate code. A “coder” capable of encoding

information bits using a repeat-accumulate code is shown in Figure 3 of Divsalar,

reproduced above.

b) “a first set of memory locations to store information bits”

464. Divsalar teaches this limitation. A person of ordinary skill in the art would

recognize that the input block comprising information bits would be stored in a set

of memory locations(i.e., the block of N bits input to the repeater as shownin

Figure 3 would have been stored in memory locations),

465. It would have been understood by one ofordinary skill in the art that the

encoder of Divsalar may be implemented on a general-purpose computer, where
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the information bits would be stored in a buffer comprising a set of memory

locations. Indeed, one of ordinary skill in the art would have understood that

Divsalar himself implemented an RA encoder using a computer program. Divsalar

states “[w]e wrote a computer program to implementthis “turbo-like” decoding

for RA codes with g = 3 (rate 1/3) and g = 4 (rate 1/4), and the results are shown in

Figure 5” (Divsalar at 9) (emphasis added). Divsalar ran this decoding program,

using sample encoded data as input, and measuredthe resulting coding

performance, whichis plotted in Figure 5. One of ordinary skill in the art would

have understood Divsalar to have implemented an encoder program, in orderto

generate the sample encoded data provided to the decoder.

466. Even ifthe RA codes of Divsalar were implemented using special-purpose

hardware components, an obvious implementation would have been to store the

informationbits in a first set of memory locations within a memory buffer.

467. Divsalaritself is silent regarding the first set of memory locations, but so is

the specification of the *833 patent. If one of ordinary skill would have understood

the claimed first set of memory locations and their use from the ’833 specification,

then they would have understoodit from Divsalar too.”

“a second set ofmemory locations to store parity bits”  c)

468, Divsalar teaches this limitation. A person of ordinary skill in the art would

recognize that the “output block [y), ..., y,]” comprising parity bits would be

stored in a set of memorylocations. See Divisalarat 5.

469. It would have been understood by one of ordinary skill in the art that the

encoder of Divsalar may be implemented on a general-purpose computer, where

the parity bits would be stored in a buffer comprising a set of memory locations.

° See Wicker Tr.at 109-11.
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As explained above, Divsalar himself implemented an encoder program, in orderto

generate the sample encoded data provided to the decoder.

470, Even ifthe RA codes of Divsalar were implemented using special-purpose

hardware components, an obvious implementation would have been to store the

parity bits in a second set of memory locations within a memory buffer.

471. Divsalaritself is silent regarding the second set of memory locations, but so

is the specification ofthe ’833 patent. If one of ordinary skill would have

understood the claimed second set of memory locations and their use from the *833

specification, then they would have understoodit from Divsalar too.

d) ‘‘a permutation module to read a bit fromthe first set of memory
locations and combine the read bit to a bit in the second set of
memory locations based on a corresponding index of the first set

of memory locations and a corresponding index of the second set
of memory locations”

472. As explained above, the RA encoder shownin Fig. 3 of Divsalar comprises

three stages: repeat, interleave, and accumulate. In an implementation of the repeat

and interleave stages that would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the

art, the repeat stage of the encoderreads each of the N informationbits stored in

the first set of memory locations g times, and sequentially writes the resulting

duplicated bits to a set of Nxq memorylocations(i.e., the “second set of memory

locations). Interleaving is accomplished by writing the bits into the second set of

memory locations in one order and then reading them outof the secondset of

memory locations in a different order (e.g., writing the bits into the secondset of

memory locations in a pseudo-random order and then reading thebits out in

sequential order).
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473. The act of writing a bit to one of the second set of memory locations

constitutes “combining” the scrambled bit with the destination value.°’ One of

ordinary skill in the art would have recognized that memory buffers are generally

initialized at the start of the encoding process, setting the contents of every

memory location in the buffer to zero. When the permutation module writes a bit b

into one of the second set memorylocationsafter it has been initialized, it has the

effect of “combining” 4 with the value already stored in the memorylocation(i.e.,

a 0) using an XORoperation.”

474, Collectively, the repeat and interleaving stages of the encoderin this

implementation constitute the claimed “permutation module.”The repeat stage
reads each information bit multiple times from thefirst set ofmemory locations,

and the interleaving stage changes the order of the repeated bits by writing them

into the second set of memory locations in one order and reading themout in a

different order.™

475. Divsalaris silent regarding how to perform the interleaving usingthe first

and second sets of memory locations, but so is the specification of the *833 patent.

If one of ordinary skill would have understood, from the °833 specification, how to

°! Here | interpret the word “combine” according to the Court's construction of that term, which
is to “perform logical operations on™ (Claim Construction Order dated August 6, 2014, p. 18).
An XORoperationis a “logical operation”that falls within the scope ofthis construction (see,
e.g.. °833 patent at claim 2, which reads “[t]he apparatus of claim |, wherein the permutation
module is configured to perform the combine operation to include performing mod-2 or
exclusive-OR sum’).
® Use of such combinatorial logic feeding the input to memories is a common and obvious
technique.
°? Here | interpret the term “permutation module” to mean “a module that changes the order of
data elements,”as both parties have agreedin their Joint Claim Construction Statement.
* Strictly speaking, reading each bit multiple times from the first set of memory locationsis not
required. Thatis, a repeat can be accomplished by reading a bit once and writingit multiple
times to different memory locations. However, it would not be inventive to read the bit multiple
times, i.e., once for every time thebit is repeated,
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performthe claimed interleaving using the memory locations, then they would
have understood it from Divsalar too.

e) “an accumulator to perform accumulation operations onthe bits
stored in the second set of memory locations”

476. Divsalar teaches this limitation. As I explain above,the final stage of the

encoder shownin Fig. 3 of Divsalaris an accumulator, which performs

accumulation operations on the interleaved, repeated information bits (Diyslar at 5)

In a software implementation of the RA encoder(such as the “computer program”

that Divsalar himself used to measure the performance of RA codes) one of

ordinary skill in the art would have recognized that an obvious way to implement

the accumulation stage of the encoder would be to accumulate the scrambled bits

in place. Thatis, the “output block[y), .... y,]” would overwrite the “input block

[x), ..., X]” (Divsalar at 5). Because in-place accumulation uses the same set of

memory locations for both its input and output, it has the benefit of not requiring

any additional memory.

477. The twotables belowillustrate how the accumulation is performed in place

in the second set of memory locations. Initially, the bit x, is stored in the first

location, x is stored in the second location, and so on. For the accumulation

operation, the contents ofthe first location need not change. But, the second

location is replaced with the sumof the current value of the second location and

the prior location, i.e., x; + 2x2. That operation effectively removed the value x2 as a

standalone quantity from the memory. But, that quantity is not needed for any of

the future operations. Rather than x2, the sum x ;+ x2 is what is needed for the next

operation, and that is exactly what is nowstored in the secondlocation. The next

step is to add that quantity, x, + x, to the current valueat the third location and that

sum, x) + x2 + x3, is then stored at the third location. That process then continues
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for the remainderof the bits. Because each value that is overwritten is no longer

needed for future computations, the accumulation can be performed in place.

    Index

Stored Value

    xy | X93 | X3 | X4 |
set of memory locations before accumulation

4 5 is

Xp retarhytxy ae

set of memory locations after accumulation

   

 
 

 

 Index ]

Stored Value x|

Bre

    3

Xphrhx3  

478. At the end of the accumulation process, the “output block [y), ..., y,]” Le..

the parity bits) would be stored in the second set of memory locations (see Divsalar

at 5).

479. Divsalaris silent as to how the accumulation would be performed within the

second set of memory locations, but so is the specification of the °833 patent. If

one of ordinary skill would have understood how to perform the claimed

accumulation within the second set of memory locations from the *833

specification, then they would have understood it from Divsalartoo.

Pp “wherein two or more memory locations of the first set of
memory locations are read by the permutation module different
times from one another”

480. The repeat stage of Divsalar is regular, and so the permutation module reads

every memory locationin thefirst set of memory locations the same number of

times. However, Frey99 teaches irregular repetition, and Luby and MacKay both

teach the benefits of irregular coding, as explained above. Incorporating the

irregular repetition of Frey99,or the irregularity of Luby or MacKay, into the

implementation of the Divsalar encoder described above would result in an
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irregular repeater which reads someofthe first set of V memory locations more

times than it reads others, as required by this limitation.”

481. Divsalar does not explicitly explain that the repeat is accomplished by

reading the same bit out of memory more than once. However, neither doesthe

specification of the °833 patent. If one of ordinary skill would have understood,

from the °833 specification, how to perform repeating by reading bits more than

once from memory, then they would have understood it from Divsalartoo.

g) Summary

482. As explained above, the combination of Divsalar and Frey99, Luby or

MacKayteaches every limitation of claim | of the °833 patent.

hh) Motivations to combine the irregular repeater of Frey99, or the
irregularity of Luby or MacKay, with the RA codes of Divsalar

483. AsI explain above, one ofordinary skill in the art would have been

motivated to combine Divsalar and Frey99, Luby or MacKayin general, and

would specifically have been motivated to use the irregular repetition of Frey99,or

the irregularity of Luby or MacKay, with the RA codesof Divsalar. Briefly,

Frey99, Luby and MacKayall taught the benefits of irregular coding and one of

ordinary skill would have understood that Divsalar’s RA could would have

benefited from makingit irregular. I also explain above why such a combination

would require only a minor modification to the teachings of Divsalar, and would

not fundamentally changeits principle of operation.

ii) Claim 1 of the 833 Patent is obvious over Ping in view of MacKay

484. I explain below, one limitation at a time, why claim | is obvious over Ping

in view of MacKay.

°° Here I interpret “different times from one another” to mean “a different numberoftimes from
one another,” as both parties have agreed in their Joint Claim Construction Statement.
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a) “an apparatus for performing encoding operations"

485. Ping teaches the preamble. As I explain above, Ping teaches constructing

LDPCcodesthat can be encoded in two stages. In thefirst encoding stage, a

generator matrix is applied to a sequence of k information bits to produce sums of

informationbits. In the second stage, the sums of information bits are accumulated

recursively to generate n-k parity bits (see Ping at 38). One of ordinary skill in the

art would have understood that the encoding process taught by Ping would be

implemented by “an apparatus for performing encoding operations.”

b) “a first set of memorylocations to store informationbits”

486. Ping teachesthis limitation. A person of ordinary skill in the art would

recognize that an implementation of Ping would store information bits in a set of

memory locations. Specifically, it would have been obvious to oneofordinary

skill in the art to implement the encoding processes disclosed by Ping using

hardware (e.g., a general-purpose computeror special-purpose electronic

components) that comprisesa first set of memory locations for storing information

bits.

487. Like Divsalar, Ping is silent regarding the first set of memory locations, but

so is the specification of the ’833 patent. If one of ordinary skill would have

understood the claimedfirst set of memory locations and their use from the °833

specification, then they would have understoodit from Pingtoo.

“a second set of memory locations to store parity bits”  c)

488. Ping teaches this limitation. A person of ordinary skill in the art would

recognize that an implementation of Ping would store parity bits in a set of

memory locations. Specifically, it would have been obviousto one ofordinary

skill in the art to implement the encoding processes disclosed by Ping using

hardware (e.g., a general-purpose computer or special-purpose electronic
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components) that comprises a second set of memory locationsfor storing parity

bits.

489. Like Divsalar, Ping is silent regarding the second set of memory locations,

but so is the specification of the °833 patent. If one of ordinary skill would have

understood the claimed second set of memory locations and their use fromthe *833

specification, then they would have understoodit from Ping too.

“a permutation module to read a bit fromthe

locations and combine the read bit to a bit in the second set o
memory locations based on a corresponding index of the first set

of memory locations and a corresponding index of the second set

of memorylocations”

490. Ping teachesthis limitation under Caltech’s apparent interpretation of

d)  
  

“permutation module.” As explained above, Ping teaches constructing LDPC

codes that can be encoded in twostages.In the first encoding stage, sums of

subsets of the information bits are computed by reading each of the & information

bits from the first set of memory locations and, and combining, using an XOR

operation, the read bit with the bit stored in one of a secondset of n-k memory

locations. Eventually, each of the second set of memory locations will contain the

sum of a subset of the information bits, which Ping denotes:

hod,
17 J

J

(Ping at 38).

491. The first encoding stage of Ping does not “change the order of data elements,

as required by the Court’s construction of “permutation module.” Rather, in Ping,

the second set of memory locations stores sumsof bits rather than reordered

versionsof the bits themselves. Plaintiff's infringement arguments, however,still
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appear to be based on an interpretation of “permutation module”that does not

require changing the orderof bits themselves. Under Caltech’s interpretation, the

first encoding stage of Ping would constitute a “permutation module,” as required

by this limitation.°

492. Like Divsalar, Pingis silent regarding how to perform the interleaving using

the first and second sets of memory locations. But sois the specification of

the °833 patent. If one of ordinary skill would have understood, from the *833

specification, how to perform the claimed interleaving using the memorylocations,

then they would have understood it from Ping too.
i

‘an accumulator to perform accumulation operations on the bits

stored in the second set of memory locations”
 e)
 

493. Ping teachesthis limitation. As I explain above,the final stage of the

encoding process disclosed in Ping is an accumulation, in which the parity bits p =

{p,} are computed by accumulating the sums calculated during thefirst stage,

defined recursively as follows:

Pi ~ yy ned
j

Di = Di-1 + S- he d;
;

(Ping at 38)

494, Inasoftware implementation ofthe encoding processes taught by Ping, one

of ordinary skill in the art would have recognized that an obvious way to

implement the accumulation stage would be to accumulate the scrambledbits in

6° Thatis, in the LDPC codes of DVB-S2,the parity bits are all sums of two or more information
bits. But there is no need to reorder the information bits to construct such parity bits.
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place, as was explained above with respect to Divsalar. Becausein-place

accumulation uses the same set of memory locations for both its input and output,

it has the benefit of not requiring any additional memory.

495. Atthe end of the accumulation process, the parity bits p= {p;} would be

stored in the second set of m-k memory locations.

496. Like Divsalar, Pingis silent as to how the accumulation would be performed

within the second set of memory locations, but so is the specification ofthe *833

patent. If one of ordinary skill would have understood how to perform the claimed

accumulation within the second set of memory locations from the 7833

specification, then they would have understoodit from Pingtoo.

p “wherein two or more memory locations of the first set of
memory locations are read by the permutation module different
times from one another”

497. Inthe LDPCcodesdisclosed by Ping, the parity-check matrix H has a

column weightof ¢, so the permutation module would read each information bitr

times, combining the informationbit into ¢ different locations in the secondset of

memory locations (see Ping at 38).

498. However, as explained above, MacKayteaches parity check matrices with

nonuniform column weights. Implementing the LDPC-accumulate coders

disclosed by Ping using the irregular parity check matrices disclosed by MacKay

would result in a permutation module that reads someofthe first set of memory

locations more times thanit reads others, as required bythis limitation.”

499, Like Divsalar, Ping and MacKay do not explicitly explain reading the same

bit out of memory more than once. However, neither does the specification of

°” As noted above with respect to Divsalar, strictly speaking the bits need not be read multiple
times to repeat them, i.¢., each bit could be read once and then written multiple times. However,
implementing the repeat by reading each bit multiple times would have been obvious.
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the ’833 patent. If one of ordinary skill would have understood, from the °833

specification, reading bits more than once from memory, then they would have

understood it from both Ping and MacKaytoo.

g) Summary

500. As explained above, the combination of Ping and MacKay teaches every

limitation of claim 1 of the °833 patent.

h) Motivations to combine the irregularity of MacKay with the
LDPC-accumulate coders of Ping

501. As I explain above, one ofordinary skill in the art would have been

motivated to combine Ping and MacKayin general, and would specifically have

been motivated to combine the LDPC-accumulate coders disclosed by Ping with

the irregular parity check matrices disclosed by MacKay. I also explain why such

a combination would require only a minor modification to the teachings of Ping,

and would not fundamentally changeits principle of operation.

502. Forat least the reasons given above, claim | of the °833 patent is obvious

over the combination of Ping and MacKay.

iii) Claim 1 of the °833 Patent is obvious over Divsalar in view of one of
Frey99, Luby or MacKay and further in view of the °999 Patent

503. As explained above, Divsalar and Frey99, Luby or MacKay together teach

every limitation of, and render obvious, claim | of the *833 patent. However, in

the event Divsalar and Frey99, Luby or MacKay are found notto teach the

‘memory locations” recited in claim 1, then claim 1 is obvious over the

combination of Divsalar, Frey99, Luby or MacKay and the °999 patent(/e.,

Divsalar + (Frey99, Luby or MacKay) +7999 patent).

504. Ata high level, use of memories for implementing codes was notoriously

well knownin the art long before Caltech’s alleged invention. One of ordinary
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skill reading Divsalar, Frey99, Luby or MacKay would have understood that their

codes are implemented using memories as described above. The 999 patentis

merely an example of a reference showing generally how use of memories was

known.

505. As J explain above, the °999 patent teaches an encoder for encoding

information bits using a linear error-correcting code. The encoder taught by

the 999 patent uses a plurality of memoriesthat store values used duringthe

encoding process (7999 patent at Abstract). While the memories taught by the “999

patent are read-only memories, one of ordinary skill in the art would have

recognized that writable memories may also be used to implement the encoding

process (see *999 patent at Abstract). | also explain above why oneofordinary

skill in the art would have been motivated to combine Divsalar, Frey99, Luby or

MacKayand the *999 patent.

506. Therefore, for at least the reasons given above, claim | is obvious over the

combination of Divsalar, Frey99, Luby, or MacKay and the °999 patent.

iv) Claim 1 of the ’833 Patent is obvious over Ping in view of MacKay
and the °999 Patent

507. As explained above, Ping and MacKaytogetherteach every limitationof,

and render obvious, claim 1 of the °833 patent (under Caltech’s apparent

interpretation of “permutation module”). However, in the event Ping and MacKay

are found not to teach the “memory locations”recited in claim 1, then claim | is

obvious over the combination of Ping, MacKay, and the *999 patent.

508. As noted above, at a high level, use of memories for implementing codes

was notoriously well knownin the art long before Caltech’s alleged invention.

Oneofordinary skill reading Ping or MacKay would have understoodthat their

codes are implemented using memories as described above. The "999 patentis
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merely an example of a reference showing generally how use of memories was

known.

509. As1 explain above, the ’999 patent teaches an encoder for encoding

information bits using a linear error-correcting code using memories that store

values used during the encoding process (°999 patent at Abstract).

510. Further, one of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to

combine Ping and MacKay with the *999 patent. Like Ping and MacKay,the ’999

patentrelates to methods of improving the performance oflinear error-correcting

codes. It was filed in 1984 and granted in 1986, well over a decade before the

claimedpriority date of the patents-in-suit. By March 7, 2000, the alleged

conception date ofthe patents-in-suit, the technology described in the °999 patent

would have been well knownin the field, and one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time would have been motivated to combine the teachings of Ping and MacKay

with those of the °999 patent.

511. Therefore, for at least the reasons given above, claim 1 is obvious overthe

combination of Ping, MacKay, and the °999 patent.

B. Claim 2 of the 833 Patentis Invalid

512. Claim 2 of the °833 patent reads:

2. The apparatus of claim |, wherein the permutation module is
configured to perform the combine operation to include performing
mod-2 or exclusive-OR sum.

513. Claim2 is rendered obvious by a combination of Divsalar and Frey99, Luby

or MacKay, and by a combination of Ping and MacKay. Claim2is also rendered

obvious by each of these combinations considered in view ofthe °999patent.

514. AsI explained above, claim 1 is rendered obvious by each ofthese

combinations. Claim 2 adds to claim 1 “wherein the permutation moduleis

configured to perform the combine operation to include performing mod-2 or
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exclusive-OR sum.” This additional limitation of claim 2 is taught by each of

Divsalar and Ping, as explained above.

515. Therefore, claim 2 is rendered obvious by a combination of Divsalar and

Frey99, and by a combination of Ping and MacKay, andis also rendered obvious

by each of these combinations in view of the °999 patent.

C. Claim 4 of the ’833 Patentis Invalid

516. Claim 4 of the 833 patent reads:

4. The apparatus of claim |. wherein the accumulatoris configured
to perform the accumulation operation to include a mod-2 or
exclusive-OR sum ofthe bit stored in a prior index to a bit stored
in a current index based on a corresponding index ofthe second set
of memory locations.

517. Claim 4 is rendered obvious by a combination of Divsalar and Frey99, Luby

or MacKay, and by a combination of Ping and MacKay. Claim 4 is also rendered

obvious by each of these combinations, considered in view of the *999 patent.

518. AsI explain above, claim 1 is rendered obvious by each of these

combinations. Claim 4 adds to claim 1 “wherein the accumulator is configured to

perform the accumulation operation to include a mod-2 or exclusive-OR sum of

the bit stored in a prior index to a bit stored in a current index based on a

corresponding index of the second set of memory locations.”

519. This additional limitation of claim 4 is taught by each of Divsalar and Ping.

For example, the accumulator of Divsalarcalculatesthe parity bits yl, ..., y, as

follows:

[W]e prefer to think of[the accumulator] as a block coder whose
input block [xi, .... X,] and output block[y), .... yn] are related by
the formula

Yim)

YV2HX| + X2

Vaan] + Xo + 2X3

¥n-* | +X + X37 20. TK.
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(Divsalar at 5)

520. Fromthe above passage, one can see that all of the parity bits y; (except the

first parity bit y,) can be defined by the recursive formula y; = y;.; + x;. Thus,

calculating y; involves taking the mod-2 sum ofthebit stored in a prior index (i.e.,

parity bit y;.,) and a bit stored in a current index (i.e., repeated informationbit x;).

521. Similarly, Ping defines each parity bit p; (exceptthefirst parity bit p,)

recursively as follows:

=pit)> hed;Pi — Pi-1 bi J
J

(Ping at 38)

522. Thus, calculating p; involves taking the mod-2 sum ofthe bit stored in a

prior index (i.é., parity bit p;;) and a bit stored in a current index (/.e., the sum of

the i" subset of information bitsj hi, dj).

523. Therefore, claim 4 is rendered obvious by a combination of Divsalar and

Frey99, and by a combination of Ping and MacKay, andis also rendered obvious

by each of these combinations in view of the °999 patent.

D. Claim 8 of the 833 Patent is Invalid

524. Claim 8 ofthe 833 patent reads:

8, A method ofperforming encoding operations, the method
comprising:

receiving a sequence ofinformation bits from a first set ofmemory
locations:

performing an encoding operation using the received sequence of
information bits as an input, said encoding operation comprising:

readingabit from the received sequence of information bits, and
combining the read bit to a bit in a second set of memory locations
based on a corresponding index ofthe first set of memory locations
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for the received sequenceofinformation bits and a corresponding
index of the second set of memory locations; and

accumulating the bits in the second set of memory locations,
wherein two or more memory locations ofthe first set of memory
locations are read by the permutation module different times from
one another,

i) Claim8 of the ’833 Patent is obvious over Divsalar in view of
Frey99, Luby or MacKay

525. 1 explain below, onelimitation at a time, why claim 8 is obvious over

Divsalar in view of Frey99, Luby or MacKay.

a) “a method of performing encoding operations”

526. Divsalar teaches the preamble, as I explain above with reference to claim |

of the °833 patent.

“receiving a sequence of information bits froma first set of

memorylocations”
b)   

527. Divsalar teaches this limitation, as I explain above with reference to claim 1

of the °833 patent.

erforming an encoding operation using the received sequence

of information bits as an input"

528. Divsalar teaches this limitation, as | explain above with reference to claim |]

   c)

of the *833 patent.

“said encoding operation comprising: reading a bit fromthe
received sequence of information bits, and combining the read

bit to a bit in a second set of memory locations based ona
corresponding index of the first set of memory locationsfor the
received sequence of information bits and a corresponding index
of the second set of memory locations"

529. Divsalar teaches this limitation, as | explain above with reference to claim |!

d)  
 

  

of the ’833 patent.
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e) “accumulating the bits in the second set of memory locations,
wherein two or more memorylocations of the first set of memory
locations are read by the permutation module different times
from one another"

530. Frey99, Luby and MacKayeachteachthis limitation, as I explain above

with reference to claim | of the 833 patent.

D Summary

531. As explained above, the combination of Divsalar and Frey99, Luby or

MacKayteaches every limitation of claim 8 of the °833 patent.

g) Motivations to combine the irregular repeater of Frey99, Luby
or MacKaywith the RA codes of Divsalar

532. AsIexplain above, one of ordinary skill in the art would have been

 

motivated to combine Divsalar and Frey99, Luby or MacKayin general, and

would specifically have been motivated to use the irregular repetition of Frey99, or

the irregularity of Luby or MacKay, with the RA codes of Divsalar. | also explain

why such a combination would require only a minor modification to the teachings

of Divsalar, and would not fundamentally changeits principle of operation.

533. Forat least the reasons given above, claim 8 of the °833 patent is obvious

over Divsalar in view of Frey99, Luby or MacKay.

ii) Claim 8 of the °833 Patent is obvious over Ping in view of MacKay

534. Lexplain below,onelimitation at a time, why claim 8 is obvious over Ping

in view of MacKay.

a) “a method of performing encoding operations”

535. Ping teaches the preamble, as I explain above with reference to claim | of

the °833 patent.
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b) “receiving a sequence of information bits froma first set of
memory locations"

536. Ping teaches this limitation, as | explain above with reference to claim 1 of

the °833 patent.

c) “performing an encoding operation using the received sequence
of information bits as an input”

537. Ping teachesthis limitation, as | explain above with reference to claim | of

the °833 patent.

“said encoding operation comprising: reading a bit from the

received sequence of informationbits, and combining the read
bit to a bit in a second set ofmemory locations based on a
corresponding index of the first set of memory locations for the
received sequence of information bits and a corresponding index

of the second set of memory locations”

538. Ping teachesthis limitation, as | explain above with reference to claim | of

   d)

  

the °833 patent.

e) “accumulating the bits in the second set of memory locations.
wherein two or more memory locations of the first set ofmemory
locations are read by the permutation module different times

from one another”

539. MacKayteachesthis limitation, as | explain above with reference to claim |

  

of the °833 patent.

fp Summary

540. As explained above, the combination of Ping and MacKay teaches every

limitation of claim 8 of the °833 patent.

g) Motivations to combinethe irregularity of MacKay with the
LDPC-accumulate coders of Ping

541. As I explain above, one ofordinary skill in the art would have been

motivated to combine Ping and MacKayin general, and would specifically have
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been motivated to combine the LDPC-accumulate coders disclosed by Ping with

the irregular parity check matrices disclosed by MacKay. I also explain why such

a combination would require only a minor modification to the teachings ofPing,

and would not fundamentally changeits principle ofoperation.

542. Forat least the reasons given above,claim 8 ofthe *833 patent is obvious

over Ping in view of MacKay.

iii) Claim 8 of the 833 Patent is obvious over Divsalar in view of one of
Frey99, Luby or MacKay and furtherin view of the °999 Patent
 

543. As explained above, Divsalar and Frey99, Luby or MacKaytogether teach

every limitation of, and render obvious, claim 8 of the *833 patent. However, in

the event Divsalar and Frey, Luby or MacKayare found notto teach the “memory

locations”recited in claim 8, then claim 8 is obvious over the combination of

Divsalar, Frey99, Luby or MacKay and the °999 patent.

544. As I explain above, the °999 patent teaches an encoder for encoding

information bits using a linear error-correcting code. The encoder taught by

the °999patent uses a plurality of memoriesthat store values used during the

encoding process (°999 patent at Abstract).

545. Further, | also explain above why oneofordinary skill in the art would have

been motivated to combine Divsalar, Frey99, Luby or MacKayandthe °999 patent.

Therefore, for at least the reasons given above, claim 8 is obvious over the

combination of Divsalar, Frey99, Luby or MacKay and the 999 patent.

iv) Claim 8 of the °833 Patent is obvious over Ping in view of MacKay
and the °999 Patent

546. As explained above, Ping and MacKay together teach every limitation of,

and render obvious, claim 8 of the *833 patent. However, in the event Ping and
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MacKayare found not to teach the “memory locations”recited in claim 8, then

claim 1 is obvious over the combination of Ping, MacKay. and the °999 patent.

547. AsIexplain above, the ‘999 patent teaches an encoder for encoding

information bits using a linear error-correcting code using memoriesthat store

values used during the encoding process (°999 patent at Abstract).

$48. Further, as I explain above, one of ordinary skill in the art would have been

motivated to combine Ping and MacKay with the °999 patent. Therefore, for at

least the reasons given above,claim 8 is obvious over the combination of Ping,

MacKay,and the °999 patent.

E. Claims 1, 2, 4, and 8 are Invalid for Lack of Written Description.

549. Independentclaims 1 and8recite “memory locations.” Specifically, these

claims recite “a first set of memory locations” for storing information bits, and “a

second set of memory locations”for storing parity bits. They further require

reading an information bit from oneofthe first set of memory locations and

combining the read bit with a bit in the second set of memory locations based on a

“corresponding index ofthe first set of memory locations.” Dependent claims 2

and 4 inherit these limitations from independent claim 1, from which they depend,

550. However, the first reference to “memory locations,” sets of “memory

locations,” or indices pointing to “memory locations”in the prosecution histories

of the patents-in-suit appears in the claimsof the *833 patent, filed on March 28,

2011. For this reason,it is my opinion that the claims of the ’833 patent are invalid

because the disclosure lacks sufficient written description of the claimed invention.

551. In the alternative, in the event that one or more claimsof the °833 patent are

found notto be invalid under the written description requirement, the earliest

priority date to which thoseclaims couldbeentitled is March 28, 2011, the date

those claims werefirst filed.
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552. The claims of the °833 patent, and in particular their use of memory

locations and indexes may have been obvious to oneofordinary skill in the art in

view of the °833 specification. As noted above, use of memories for coding was

well known before Caltech’s alleged invention. However, | understand that the

test for written description is not whether the invention would have been obvious

but whether the wordsor figures of the specification show the inventors were in

possessionofthe invention. The specification of the °833 patent does not

communicate to one of ordinary skill in the art that the inventors were in

possession of the alleged invention.

F. All asserted claims are invalid over Hughes’ products

553. As noted above, I have been told that a numberofthe accused products in

this case were sold by Defendants prior to March 28, 2011. | have further been

informed that Caltech has not varied its infringement contentions for any of the

products, i.e., it has treated all accused products the same. I have not studied the

accused products. However, if Caltech succeeds in demonstrating infringement of

any claims of the ’833 patent, then those claims would be invalid over the accused

products that were sold prior to March 28, 2011. That is, I have been informed of

the axiom of patent law,“that which infringesif later, anticipates if earlier.” If

Caltech provesthat its °833 claims cover the accused products, then those same

products that preceded the °833 claims would invalidate those claims.

X. SECONDARY CONSIDERATIONS

554. I have reviewed Caltech’s Second Supplemental Responses to Defendants’

First Set of Interrogatories, which relate in part to secondary considerations of non-

obviousness (see Caltech’s First and Second Supplemental Responses to

Interrogatory Number 5). It is my opinionthat the supposed indicia of

nonobviousness identified by Caltech in these responses are not relevantto the
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claims of the patents-in-suit, and fail to provide support for Caltech’s position that

the asserted claims are not obvious.

555. Caltech contends that the claimed invention was not obvious becauseit

enjoyed commercial success, but to support this contention Caltech’s responses

merely present evidencethat “irregular repeat accumulate (IRA) codes” have been

commercially successful. While the patents-in-suit relate generally to [RA codes,

the asserted claims do not cover all possible implementations of IRA codes. A

product may use “IRA codes” without using the claimed invention. Therefore,

pointing to the supposed commercial success of products that use “IRA codes”

does not demonstrate that the claimed invention itself was not obvious. This

objectionis not limited to Caltech’s evidence of “commercial success,” but also

applies to the other supposed indicia of non-obviousness that Caltech identifies.

Evenif it were true (and it is not) that IRA codes have been “widely praised by the

industry,” have “overcome skepticism from experts,” or have achieved

“unexpected results.” these facts would not demonstrate the non-obviousnessof the

particular class of codes that is covered by the asserted claims. Also, as part ofits

allegation of commercial success, Caltech has pointed to sales of the accused

products. However, I understand that the accused products have not been shown to

infringe and, without such a showing, sales of those products do not demonstrate

non-obviousness of the claims. Further, Caltech has not provided any evidence

that any commercialsuccess of the accused products was based on the features of

those products.

556. Further, Caltech contends that the asserted claims are not obvious because

they have “overcomeskepticism from experts,” and that high-performance, low

complexity codes had “long eluded the telecommunications industry.” However,

these contentions are incorrect. In fact, experts were not skeptical about the

feasibility of implementing codes characterized by both gooderror correcting
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performance and computational efficiency. Rather, prior to Caltech’s alleged

invention, it was well known that codes could be designed that have these

properties. For example, Ping states that “[t]he new method can achieve

essentially the same performanceas the standard LDPC encoding method with

significantly reduced complexity” (Ping at 39). Similarly, MacKay describes a

class of “fast encoding” Gallager codes that allow for reduced encoding

complexity while demonstrating “equally good performance” (MacKay at 1449;

see also MacKayat 1452, “Decoding Times: Not only do these irregular codes

outperform the regular codes, they require feweriterations ...”). Indeed, months

before the alleged conception date of the patents-in-suit, | myself had suggested

making repeat-accumulate codes irregular (see CALTECH000024021).

557. Caltech has also failed to demonstrate that the claimed codes achieved

unexpected results, Prior to Caltech’s alleged invention, it was well understood

that making a code irregular would improve its performance (see generally, e.g.,

Luby, MacKay,Frey99, Frey Slides, Luby97, Luby98, Richardson). For example.

Frey99 demonstrates that irregular turbocodes outperform the corresponding

regular turbo codes, and the improvementin performance is consistent with what

was shown previously by Luby and MacKay. Based ontheseresults, it was

expected that adding irregularity to RA codes would also improve performance,

which waslater found to be the case. In conclusion, the supposed indicia of non-

obviousnessidentified by Caltech fail to show that the claimed invention was

obvious.

558, Also, I understand that simultaneous invention by others is evidence of

obviousness. As noted above, I myself suggested to Dariush Divsalar that he make

his RA codes irregular. See Email from Brendan Frey to Dariush Divsalar dated

Dec. 8, 1999 (CALTECH000024021). Ifturning RA codes into [IRA codes was

inventive, I made that invention myself before Caltech claims to have doneso.
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Also, as noted above, David MacKayalso produced IRA codes with his RA.c

software before Caltech claims to have developedits alleged invention. My work

and that of David MacKay shows simultaneous development by others, and further

evidences the obviousness of Caltech’s claims.

XI. THE MARCH 7 2000 MCELIECE EMAIL

559. Ihave been informed that Caltech argues that an email dated March 7, 2000

sent by Robert McEliece, one of the inventors of the patents-in-suit, is evidence of

the conception of the inventions to which theasserted claimsare directed.

560. In its entirety, the email reads as follows:

From:=rjm (Robert J. McEliece)
Sent Tue 3/07/2000 4:12 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: <aamod>, <hui>, <mas>
Ce:
Bec:

Subject: A thought

fli all,

It just accurred to me that aur "generalized" RA codes are just
low-density GENERATORmatrix codes, folluwed by an accumulator.
For example, ordinary RA codes are S(1.q)S LDGMcodes + accumulator.

So what we want ta consider is whether irregular LDGM outer cades
gain us anything.

(Incidentally, Tommy Cheng considered LOGM codesin his thesis.)

--Bob

 
CALTECH000008667

561. The emails suggests trying to incorporate irregularity into a class of known

codes, but does not indicate whether the resulting irregular code would result in

any improvementoverthe state of the art.The first paragraph describesa set of

“generalized” RA codesthat are “just low-density generator matrix codes,

followed by an accumulator.” These codes were knownin the art, and described in,

e.g., the Divsalar reference, as I explain above.

562. The sole mention ofirregularity in the email appears in the second paragraph

which contains only the sentence “[s]o what we want to consider is whether
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irregular LDGM outer codes gain us anything.” This sentence characterizes

incorporating irregularity into LDGM-accumulate codes as an idea for further

consideration, and not as a fully conceived invention.

563. CALTECH000008667does not explain how to design or implementthe

“irregular LDGM outer codes”that are referenced in the second paragraph. In

particular, irregular codes depend crucially on a feature known as a “degree profile

(as described in claim 6 of the 7710 patent), but CALTECH000008667 nowhere

mentions which degree profile to use or how the degree profile should be selected.

In fact, CALTECH000008667 doesnot explicitly state that irregular repetition

should be used for the LDGM outer code, whichis required by many ofthe

asserted claims of the patents-in-suit, as | explain above. Given the lack of a

concrete suggestion as to how to incorporate irregularity into LDGM codes,the

email above does not showthat the inventors, at the time of the email, had made

the invention claimedin the patents.

564. In my opinion, CALTECH000008667 at most expresses McEliece’s hope

that adding irregularity to LDGM-accumulate codes would produce desirable

results (see id., “so what we want to consider is whether irregular LDGM outer

codes gain us anything”) (emphasis added).

565. Finally, CALTECH000008667 only suggests adding irregularity to LDGM

codes, but the claimed invention purports to be applicable to a broader class of

codes than LDGM codes. For example, in the °710 claims, only dependent claims

7, 13, and 20 recite a first-encoding step involving a “low-density generator matrix.

This implies that independent claims 1, 11, and 15 (from which claims 7, 13, and
 

20 depend, respectively) are intended to cover a broader class of codes than

irregular LDGM-accumulate codes. Also, in the *710 claims, only dependent

claims 4, 5 and 7 recite a second-encoding step involving an “accumulator.” This

implies that independent claims 1, 2 and 3 (from which claims 4, 5 and 7 depend)
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are intended to cover a broaderclass of codes than irregular LDGM-accumulate

codes. However, the email reproduced above mentions irregularity only in the

context of LDGM-accumulate codes, and does not suggest incorporating

irregularity into a broaderclass of codes.

566. Further, the attached email is silent about limitations in the claims of the

asserted patents (e.g., “obtaining a block of data”of the 710 claims; the equations

of claim 1 of the °032 patent; the message passing decoder or Tanner graph of

claim 18 of the *032 patent; or the memory locationsor indices of the *833 claims).

567. Further, none of the other documents identified by Caltech as evidence of

Conception predate the provisional applications to whichthe patents-in-suit claim

priority.

XII INVENTORSHIP

568. Divsalar’s 1998 paper disclosed everything in *781 claim 19. I have been

informed that Divsalar worked jointly in collaboration with the named

inventors. Divsalar should have been named an inventor on that patent. All of the

other asserted claims rely on the repeat-accumulate code disclosed by

Divsalar. Divsalar should also have been named an inventor on the other patents.

XII. MATERIALITY

569. I have been asked for my opinion on whether the following three references

were material to the patentability of the claimed invention:

e Luby, M.et al., “Practical Loss-Resilient Codes,” STOC '97 (1997)
(hereinafter, “Luby97”)

e Luby, M. et al., “Analysis of Low Density Codes and Improved Designs
Using Irregular Graphs,” STOC '98, p. 249-259 (1998) (hereinafter,
“Luby98”)
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e Richardson, T.et al. “Design of provably good low-density parity check
codes,” JEEE Transactions on Information Theory (1999)(preprint)
(hereinafter, “Richardson99”)

570. For the reasonsset forth in detail below. each of these references was

material to the patentability of the claims of the patents-in-suit. In particular, each

reference teaches irregularity, a concept that is central to the claimed invention but

which wasnot taught by any of the references that were before the Patent Office

during prosecution.

571. For each of these three references, I rely upon the entire disclosure of the

reference in forming my opinions with respect to materiality. Without limiting that

basis in any way, certain aspects of each reference demonstrating their materiality

are briefly discussed below. Additional aspects are set forth in the claim charts

attached as Exhibits F, G, and H.

A. Luby97

572. Luby97is material to the patentability of all asserted claimsof the patents-

in-suit because it teaches the conceptofirregularity. (See Luby 97, passim; see

also Khandekar Thesis at CALTECH000003301). In particular, Luby 97 teaches

that making a regular code irregular will improve that code’s performance. For

example, Luby 97 teaches: “In contrast with many applications of random graphs

in computerscience, our graphs are not regular. Indeed, the analysis in Section 6

showsthat it is not possible to approach channel! capacity with regular graphs.”

(Luby 97 at 153.) Indeed, Luby 97 teaches that because regular graphs “cannot

yield codes that are close to optimal,” “irregular graphs are a necessary component

of our design.” (/d. at 151-52.) Thus, Luby 97 concludes, “irregular degree

sequencesare better than regular degree sequences.” (/d.at 158.) This concept

was not taught by any of the references that were before the Patent Office during

prosecution.
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573. Luby 97 describes the performance gain from converting a regular code into

an irregular code. Luby 97 states, for example: “In this paper, we present codes

that can be encoded and decodedin linear time while providing near optimal loss

protection.” (/d. at 151.) Irregular codes, Luby 97 explains, “can transmit over

lossy channels at rates extremely close to capacity.” (/d. at 150.)

574. Luby 97 also teaches how to convert a regular code into an irregular code.

This “requires the careful choice of a random irregular bipartite graph, where the

structure of the irregular graph is extremely important” (Luby97 at Abstract)

(emphasis added), Luby 97 goes on to explain:

“Our encoding and decoding algorithms are almost symmetrical.
Both are extremely simple, computing exactly one exclusive-or
operation for each edge in a randomly chosenbipartitie graph. As
in many similar applications, the graph is chosen to be sparse,
which immediately implies that the encoding and decoding
algorithmsare fast. Unlike many similar applications, the graph is
not regular: instead it is quite irregular with a carefully chosen
degree sequence.”

575. (ld. at 151-52.) Note that the term “degree sequence”is equivalent to

the term “degree profile”, as referred to in the patents-in-suit, in Frey99 and

in MacKay. Luby 97 goes onto provide the “tools” for how “to design good

irregular degree sequences.” (/d. at 152 (emphasis in original); see also id.

at 153-59.)

576. Importantly, Luby 97 teaches that one way of encoding anirregular codeis

by using anirregular low-density generator matrix (“LDGM”):

“The An checkbits of the code C/B) described in Section 2 can be
computed by multiplying the vector of 7 message bits by the fn x n
matrix, M(B), whose(i, /)-th entry is | if there is an edge in B
betweenleft node i and right nodej and is 0 otherwise (the
multiplication is over the field of two elements). We choose our
graphs B to be sparse, so that the resulting matrix W/B)is sparse
and the multiplication can be performed quickly.”
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(Id. at 157; see also id. (teaching that “the average numberof |s per row in M(B)is

n In(1/e); so, the Gaussian elimination can be performed in time O(v In(1/z))”);

DivsalarTr. (232:18-25, 238:20-241:8 (“what we’ve got here is a—in Luby °97, an

irregular low-density generator matrix”).)

577. Irregular LDGM codesare central to the claimed invention ofthe patents-in-

suit. (See, e.g.,’710 patent, col. 3:54-55 and Fig. 4.) The inventors discussed

among themselves that IRA codes “are just low-density GENERATOR matrix

codes, followed by an accumulator.” (See CALTECH000008667.) Each ofthe

patents states that the outer coder of the claimed IRA codes “may be a low-density

generator matrix (LDGM)coderthat performsan irregular repeat of the k bits in

the block, as shownin Fig.4.” (See, e.g.,’710 patent, col. 3:51-54.) And

dependent claimsofthe patents recite this embodiment explicitly. (See, e.g. °710

patent, claims 7 and 20; ‘032 patent, claim 6; ‘781 patent, claim 5.) Luby 97’s

disclosure of an irregular LDGM inthe prior art would thus have been material to a

Patent Examiner considering the patentability of the claims of the patents-in-suit.

578. In his doctoral thesis, Dr. Khandekar acknowledgesthat “Lubyet al, also

introduced the conceptofirregularity” in error correction codes, which was a

“major breakthrough” in 1997, and that IRA codes are merely an application of

Luby’s “conceptof irregularity to the ensemble of RA codes” described in

Divsalar. (CALTECH000003345, 3346; see also CALTECH000003293 (IRA

codes “are adapted from the previously knownclass of repeat-accumulate (RA)

codes”); CALTECH000003350 (“‘Having reviewed the basic properties ofirregular

LDPC codes,let us now apply the conceptof irregularity to the ensemble of RA

codes defined in Section 1.2.6 to get the ensemble of irregular RA codes.”), Dr.

Khandekar’s thesis even showsthe Tanner graph of Luby 97’s irregular LDPC

code (Fig. 3.1), the Tanner graph of Divsalar’s RA code (Fig. 1.6), and how when

combined these produce the Tanner graph of an IRA code(Fig. 3.2).
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(CALTECH000003315, 3347, and 3350.) Showing similar awareness of Luby’s

materiality, Dr. Jin wrote to a Caltech colleague on May 4, 2000 — just fourteen

days beforefiling his provisional application with the Patent Office — that “the

papers on codes achieving BEC capacity are most written by Luby,” that Luby’s

subjectis “irregular low density parity check codes,” and that Dr. Jin’s “group is

also working on that subject, ... but that hasn’t been disclosed yet.”

(CALTECH000008875 (emphasis added).) The Patent Examiner had a copy of

Divsalar during prosecution ofthe patents-in-suit, but was never provided a copy

of Luby 97 or informedthat the claimed IRA codes were merely an application of

Luby’s “conceptofirregularity” to Divsalar’s RA codes. Nor wasthe Patent

Examiner informed of the fact that, as Dr. Jin testified to during his deposition, the

accumulator of the patents-in-suit is identical to the accumulatordisclosed in

Divsalar. (Jin Tr, at 122:7-13, 129:5-15, 134:12-18; see also Wicker Tr. at 87:2-9,

95:15-20, 109:9-20; Khandekar Tr. at 306:6-17.) Nor was the Patent Examiner

told what Dr. Jin freely admitted to his Caltech colleague — that Luby 97 disclosed

the same “subject” as his and his named co-inventor’s work. It is more likely than

not that the claims would not have issued in their present form had this information

been disclosed to the Patent Office.

579. The applicants also madeaffirmative representations to the Patent Office

regarding the patentablity of their then-pending patent claims that they could not

have made had they disclosed Luby 97. In an office action dated September3,

2004, the Patent Examiner rejected then pending claims of the *710 patent as

invalid in light of U.S. Patent No. 6,014,411 to Wang(hereinafter, “Wang”).

(CALTECH0000001 17-118, 120-124.) The applicants responded on November 22

2004 by arguing that their claims were patentable over Wang:

580. The encoding arrangement shownin Figure 5 of Wanguses a fixed

repetition rate “r” ...
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There is no indication in Wangthatthe rate r is irregular, Rather,
all bits are repeated the same numberoftimes,i.e., regularly.

Each of independent claims ||, 15, and 24 recites that ina first
encoding,bits are repeated “irregularly”or “a different number of
times”. Accordingly, Applicant submits that claims 11, 15, and 24,
and their dependencies, are allowable.

(CALTECH0000001 10-111.) The applicants’ sole argumentfor the patentability

of their claims over Wang wasthusthat “[t]here is no indication in Wangthat the

rate r is irregular,” and “[rJather, [in Wang] all bits are repeated the same number

of times, i.e., regularly.” (/d.) Because Luby 97 teaches that replacing a regular

code with an irregular code produces substantially improved performance,as

discussed above, this reference supplies the precise elementthat the applicants

claimed was missing from Wang. Had Luby 97’s priorart teaching to improve the

performance of regular codes by making them irregular been disclosed to the

Patent Office, the argument would have been significantly weakened, and the

claims would not have issued in their present form (because, e.g., the Examiner

would have been equipped to respond by pointing out that making a regular code

irregular — the basis for Caltech’s distinction — was already well knownintheart).

For at least the reasons given above, Luby97 is material to the patentability of the

claimed invention.

B. Luby98 and Richardson99

581. Luby98 and Richardson99 are also material to the patentability of the claims

of the patents in suit because they teach irregular LDPC codes, which are not

taught by any of the references that were before the Patent Office during

prosecution.

582. Irregular LDPC codesare the primary focus of the Richardson99 paper

(Richardson99 at 1) (“In this paper we presentirregular low-density parity check
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codes (LDPCCs) which exhibit performance extremely close to the best possible as

determined by the Shannon capacity formula’) (emphasis in original).

Richardson99 includes experimental data indicating that irregular LDPC codes

exhibit significantly lower error rates than both regular LDPC codes and regular

turbocodes, as shown in Figure 2, reproduced below:

 
 9907seinBar-(g“e)
0.0 0.2 oA 06 0.8 1.0 1.2 BIN, [dB] 

1.0 oO377 0.855 0.933 oo12 O89) 6.87) 0.851 4
J

0.159 0.153 0.147 O.V42 0.136 0,131 0.125 Ol2 Py

Richardson,Fig. 2, comparing performance of various codes

583. Acknowledgingits materiality, Dr. Jin testified that Richardson99 is “very

relevant to [the] patent,” andthat it “represents the best codes in irregular LDPC

code.” (Jin Tr, at 199:9-16.) After testifying that Richardson99 was material,

however, Dr. Jin testified that he chose to instead disclose a non-prior art 2001

version of the paper to the Patent Office. (Jin Tr. at 211:7-14 (“Q. The questionis

The version of Richardson and Urbankethat’s actually disclosed here on the

patents themselves is the 2001 version, correct? A. This is correct. We had their

original preprint and I thinkthatafter their publication becomeofficial, that we

changing[sic] to the official version of that paper.”); see also

CALTECH000023593 (showing publication of Richardson99 in April 1999),)

584. Similarly, Luby98 describes “error-correcting codes based on random

irregularbipartite graphs, which wecall irregular codes” (Luby98at 249)
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(emphasis added). In particular, Luby98 describes irregular Gallager codes(.e.,

LDPC codes), and teaches that adding irregularity to known regular Gallager codes

can significantly enhance decoding performance(see id.).

585. The idea ofirregular codes is central to the claimed invention, and is not

taught by any ofthe references that were before the Patent Office during

prosecution of the patents-in-suit. As I explain above, the importance of

irregularity to the claimed invention is underscored by the applicant's own

statements about the Wangreference during prosecution of the ’710 patent and

their disclosure of the 2001 non-prior art version of Richardson.

586. For at least these reasons, the Luby98 and Richardson99 references are

material to the patentability of the claimed invention.

XIV. CLAIM CHARTS

587. Attached hereto as exhibits B-E are claim charts that summarize the

invalidity analysis presented herein. Attached hereto as exhibits F-H are claim

charts that summarize the materiality analysis presented herein. The evidence

presented in these charts is intended as a representative sample of the evidence

relied upon in this report; it is not an exhaustivelist of evidence upon whichI rely,

XV. TRIAL EXHIBITS

588. I may rely on visual aids and demonstrative exhibits that demonstrate the

bases of my opinions. Examples ofthese visual aids and demonstrative exhibits

may include, for example, claim charts, patent drawings, excerpts from patent

specifications, file histories, interrogatory responses, deposition testimony and

deposition exhibits, as well as charts, diagrams, videos and animated or computer-

generated video.
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589, Other than as referredto inthis report, I have not yet prepared any exhibits

for use at trial as a summary or support for the opinions expressed in this report,

but I expect to do so in accordance with the Court’s scheduling order.

XVI. COMPENSATION

590. I am being paid at my ordinary and customary hourly rate of $600, plus

expenses, for my time spent working on this matter. My compensation does not

depend on the outcomeofthis case.

XVII.SUPPLEMENTATION OF OPINIONS

591. I reserve the right to supplement my opinions after I have and the

opportunity to review expert reports or other materials from Plaintiff or other

additional documents or materials that are brought to my attention.
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APPENDIX A

Mathematical Representations of Error-Correcting Codes

592. Coding theorists often think of error-correcting codes in linear-algebraic

terms. Linear algebra is the branch of mathematics that deals with vectors and the

linear transformations that can be applied to vectors.

593. In linear-algebraic terms, a k-bit block of information bits is a k-dimensional

vector ofbits and an #-bit codeword is an n-dimensionalvectorofbits, The

encoding process, which converts blocks of information bits into codewords, is a

linear transformation that maps k-dimensionalbit vectors to n-dimensionalbit

vectors. This transformation is represented by a k < # matrix G called a generator

matrix. For an information vector u = [w), v2, 3, ..., Uk] the codeword x = [x1, X2,

X3, ..., X,] is given by: x = uG, where:

ke
oes Guy

k
dint Gigi

a = kx= uG = isl Gi

k

Team Gt

594. The image of G, denoted Im(G), represents the set of n-dimensional vectors

that are valid codewords. Because & < n, G is not surjective, meaningthat notall

n-dimensional vectors are valid codewords. A (n-k)*n matrix H, called a parity

check matrix, can be used to determine whether a particular n-dimensional vector

68 A linear transformation is a mathematical function that preserves addition and scalar
multiplication. More formally, a functionfis linear if and only if, for all x, v, and a: af(r + 3) =
flax) + flay). Every matrix represents a linear transformation.
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is a valid codeword. In particular, for an n-dimensional vectorx, x is a valid

codewordif and only if Hx = 0. In linear-algebraic terms, the image of G is equal

to the kernel of H.

595. Each of the # - k rowsofthe parity-check matrix H represents an equation

that a valid codeword mustsatisfy. For example, consider a codeword x and a

parity check matrix H given as follows:

Ly

2 9 t= 0 0 1 1

GA

596. Ifx is a valid codeword, the product Hx must be equal to 0, so we have:

ta+2, ()Hx= a; Fh = ='j
Ly + Xo 0)

Asthis equation shows, the first row of H represents the constraint that x3 + x4 = 0,

and the second row ofA represents the constraint that x, +x. =0. Ifthe vector x

satisfies both of these constraints, it is a valid codeword.

597. In practice, parity-check matrices have hundreds or thousands of rows, each

of which represents an equation of the form x, +x, + ... +x. = 0, similarto those

shownin the above example. These equations are called parity-check equations.

598. Another popular mathematical representation of error-correcting codes is the

“Tanner Graph.” Tanner graphs were named after R. Michael Tanner, who

described the concept in a 1981 publication titled “A Recursive Approach to Low
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Complexity Codes.”A Tannergraph is a graphical depiction of the parity matrix
H.

599. A “graph”in this context is a group of objects, or nodes, that may be linked

together by connections called edges. A simple graph is shown below:

 
A Simple Graph

600. The nodes in the graph above are represented by the circles labeled |

through 6, and the edges are representedas lines connecting the nodes (e.g., the

straight line connecting nodes 6 and 4 is an edge). When two nodes are connected

by an edge, we say that the nodes are adjacent.

601. Tanner graphsare part of a class of graphscalled bipartite graphs. A

bipartite graph is a graph whose nodes canbe divided into two groups, such that

every edge connects a node from one group to a node from the other(/.e., no two

nodes in the same group are adjacent). A bipartite graph is shown below:

© Tanner, R. M., “A recursive approach to low complexity codes,” /EEE Transactions on
Information Theory, vol. 27, pp. 533-547 (September1981).

As
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A Simple Bipartite Graph

The two groups of nodesin the bipartite graph above are labeled “Group 1” and

“Group 2.” Note that no node in Group | is connected to any other node in Group

1, and no node in Group2 is connected to any other node in Group2.

602. Tanner graphsare bipartite graphs that represent error-correcting codes. A

Tanner graph includes one group of nodes called variable nodes that correspond to

the information and parity bits, and a second group of nodes check nodes that

representthe relationship between the parity and information bits. The variable

nodes include two types of nodes: information nodes that correspond to

information bits input to the code, and parity nodes, that correspondto parity bits.

Generally, a Tanner graph will have n variable nodes and  — k check nodes, where

nis the numberofbits in the codeword, and & is the numberof information bits per

block. Variable nodes are not connected to other variable nodes, and check nodes

are not connected to other check nodes (this is what makes Tanner graphs bipartite)

603. Intuitively, one can think of a Tanner graph as a representation of the

interrelationships amongthe bits of a codeword. Each variable node v; corresponds

to a bit b; in the codeword. Each check node represents a mathematical
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relationship amongthe bits to which it is connected. Specifically, when a check

node is connected to variable nodes v,, v2, v3, ... v,, it means that the corresponding

bits of the codeword must add upto 0. That is: b} ® b, ® b; ® ... © b, =0. Each

check node of the Tanner graph represents a different group of encodedbits that

must sum to 0.

604. As I mentioned above, a Tanner graph fora particular code is a graphical

depiction of that code’s parity-matrix H. In a Tanner graph, each of the variable

nodes v, ... v, represents a bit in the codeword, and each of the check nodes ¢; ...

C,,. fepresents a parity-check equation. As | explained earlier, each column of H

represents a bit of the codeword, and each row of H represents a parity-check

equation that a valid codeword mustsatisfy. Thus, the variable nodes and check

nodes correspond to the columns and rowsofH, respectively. The edges of the

Tanner graph correspond to the 1s in the parity-check matrix: if there is a | at the

i" row and thei column of A (i.e., if H;; = 1), then there is an edge connecting the

i check nodeto thej" variable node, Conversely, if Hj, = 0, the /" check node

and the/” variable node are not connected.

605. Matrices and Tanner graphs are two equivalent ways of describing error-

correcting cods. Every linear code has a matrix representation and a Tanner graph

representation.

606. A related graphical representation of codes is the factor graph (Kschischang

et al, IEEE Trans Inform Theory Vol 47, No 2, pp 498-519, February 2001). A

factor graph is more general than a Tanner graphin two ways: (a) Someofthe

variable nodes may be unobserved,i.e., in the context of coding some variables

may not correspondto information bits or parity bits; (b) The check nodes can

implement more general functional relationships between the variables and can

even represent continuousrelationships such as those found in probability theory.

Convolutional codes can be represented by factor graphs, where there are three
-5-
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types of variable: (a) variables corresponding to informationbits; (b) variables

correspondingto parity bits; and (c) variables that correspond to the memory of the

convolutional code. The latter variables are usually not transmitted over the

channel. In a truncated convolutional code, the information bits themselves may

not be transmitted, resulting in a non-systematic code. Or, some parity bits may be

punctured. Inall of these scenarios, an iterative sum-product decoding algorithm

can be used to determine the codeword and the informationbits, given the output

of the channel,

607. It is widely recognized that Tanner graphs can be modified slightly to allow

for variables that are not transmitted across the channel, such as variables

corresponding to the memory of a convolutional code. Consequently, within the

context of coding, Tanner graphs can be used to represent codes with such

“unobserved variables”, and in this report I frequently refer to Tanner graphs with

this additional functionality.
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